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Acronyms, Abbreviations, Definitions
–A–
AD, anaerobic digestion.
Alternative Daily Cover, cover material other than earthen material placed on the surface of the
active face of a landfill at the end of each operating day to control odours, blowing litter,
scavenging, etc. (CDR,2016)
–C–
C&D, Construction and Demolition, refers to waste materials such as wood, drywall, metal
fixtures, etc.
CNG, compressed natural gas.
–D–
Diversion, refers to any environmentally-sustainable initiative that decreases the quantity of
waste that must be landfilled” noting it is critical that a market exists in order for any material to
be diverted.
–E–
EA, Environmental Assessment, means an environmental assessment process and/or report
submitted pursuant to subsection 5(1) of the EAA1.
ECA, Environmental Compliance Approval, is a regulatory approval issued by the MECP for
operation of a specific facility’s emissions and discharges related to air, noise, waste and sewage.
Environment, defined in the EA Act includes: natural environment (air, land, water, plant and
animal life including humans), built environment (building, structure, machine), social, economic,
cultural conditions and the interrelationships between them.
EREF, Environmental Research & Education Foundation.

1

Environmental Assessment Act
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–F–
Flaring, refers to the high temperature destruction (burning) of landfill gas generated by waste
in the landfill and collected through a network of wells and pipes.
–G–
GHG, greenhouse gas.
GTHA, Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area.
–H–
HDPE, high density polyethylene, a type of plastic.
HHW, Household Hazardous Waste.
–I–
IC&I, Industrial, Commercial and Institutional.
Indigenous Communities and Organizations, The First Nations and Métis communities identified
by the Ministry of Environment, Conservation and Parks that have potential to be interested in,
or impacted by the Undertaking. These groups include: Caldwell First Nation, Walpole Island First
Nation, Kettle and Stoney Point First Nation, Chiefs of Ontario, Chippewas of the Thames First
Nation, Moravian of the Thames First Nation, Munsee-Delaware Nation, Oneida of the Thames
First Nation, Métis Nation of Ontario and the Aamjiwnaang First Nation.
–L–
Landfill, refers to an approved, engineered site used for the long-term disposal of waste.
Landfill Site Area, This term encompasses the 262 ha area identified by the MECP which includes
the fill areas and associated environmental works, and facilities required for the ancillary waste
management activities.
Leachate, refers to the liquid produced when water passes through waste material.
Leachate Collection System, refers to the on-site system of PVC pipes and drainage aggregate
beneath or around a landfill mound that is designed to capture and move leachate to the sewer
main and ultimately to the Blenheim wastewater treatment lagoons.
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–M–
MECP, Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks.
MRF, material recovery facility.
MWPF, mixed waste processing facility.
–O–
OCC, old corrugated cardboard.
Organics, refers to the biodegradable component of waste received at a landfill. Also referred
to as green bin waste, originating from plants and animals, it includes: food, garden, yard, animal
and plant based materials.
–P–
PET, polyethylene terephthalate, a type of plastic.
PS, polystyrene, a type of plastic.
–R–
Recovered Resources, refers to recyclable materials that can be reused.
Residuals, refers to the non-divertible component of the waste stream that is landfilled.
Resource Recovery, refers to materials or energy that can be taken from waste and used.
Ridge Landfill, property that encompasses existing Landfill Site Area and proposed expansion.
The site is owned by Ridge Limited Partnership. Ridge (Chatham) Holdings G. Inc., is the general
partner and Waste Connections of Canada Ltd. is the limited partner.
–S–
SSOWP, refers to source separated organic waste processing.
Stakeholders, refers to ‘interested persons’ as defined in the “Code of Practice: Preparing and
Reviewing Terms of Reference for Environmental Assessments in Ontario” (Ministry of the
Environment, 2014b) (January2014).
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–T–
Transfer Station (TS), refers to a facility where garbage (waste) is transferred from garbage
collection trucks and consolidated into larger waste hauling trucks for transportation to waste
processing, diversion, or disposal site.
–U–
Undertaking, the proposed expansion of the Ridge Landfill (also described herein as the
“Project”).
–W–
Waste Connections of Canada Inc., or “Waste Connections”, is the proponent for this
Undertaking. Waste Connections was formerly Progressive Waste Solutions Canada Inc.
Progressive Waste Solutions and Waste Connections merged in an all-stock transaction as of June
1, 2016.
–Z–
Zero Waste, refers to “a philosophy, a strategy, and a set of practical tools seeking to eliminate
waste, not manage it.”2 Zero Waste means designing and managing products and processes to
systematically avoid and eliminate the volume and toxicity of waste and materials, conserve and
recover all resources, and not burn or bury them. Implementing Zero Waste will eliminate all
discharges to land, water or air that are a threat to planetary, human, animal or plant health.

2

Zero Waste International Alliance
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Executive Summary
As committed to in the Amended Terms of Reference, approved by Ontario’s Minister of the
Environment and Climate Change on May 1, 2018, Waste Connections will assist the province in
meeting its diversion goals and will consider opportunities to enhance its existing waste diversion
activities. This report has been compiled to review different methods of enhancing waste
diversion as outlined in the memo “Diversion Options for Evaluation in the Ridge Landfill EA”
submitted to the Ministry of Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP) in September 2018.
This review was carried out in accordance with best management practices, and in consideration
of new and emerging technologies, health and safety measures, and in recognition of the goals
and expectations set forth by the province of Ontario including the Province’s Made-in-Ontario
Environmental Plan and the Food and Organic Waste Policy Statement.
Waste Connections has a strong and established network of integrated waste collection,
processing facilities and processing arrangements supported by a strong customer base that can
and will help facilitate the Province in meeting goals and objectives of the Made-In-Ontario Plan
and the Food and Organic Waste Policy Statement.
Waste Connections is committed to enhancing its waste diversion programs either at-source, at
the Ridge Landfill or elsewhere in the integrated system. In addition, Waste Connections’
integrated waste management network, strong customer base and numerous business
arrangements in Ontario enables Waste Connections to share its expertise to educate and
respond to customers to meet both Provincial targets and their customer’s own corporate waste
diversion targets and objectives. The company has the financial resources and desire to invest in
infrastructure and research and innovation that supports its business, which includes waste
diversion initiatives in Ontario.
Table A provides a summary of the options Waste Connections proposes to carry forward upon
the evaluation of diversion options.
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Table A: Summary of Diversion Options Evaluation

Option No.

Option Name

Carried Forward?

1

Mixed Waste Processing Facility

No

2

Materials Recovery Facility

No

3

Beneficial Reuse of C&D Waste

Yes

4

SSO Waste Processing

No

5

On-site Drop-off Depot

Yes

6

Increased Partnerships

Yes

7

Support implementation of designated materials
recovery in the IC&I sector

Yes

8

Amending 3Rs for the IC&I Sector

Yes

9

Infrastructure and Equipment

Yes

10

Monitoring and Auditing Activity

Yes

In addition to the above, Waste Connections will continue to offer the following services to assist
the Province in meeting its diversion targets:
• Collaborate and partner with the Municipality of Chatham-Kent in the enhancement of its promotion,
education and diversion programs.
• Share public and IC&I survey findings discussed in Section 1.2 of the report with Chatham-Kent Waste
and Recycling Services and identify potential opportunities for additional programs and services.
• Promote and help educate customers in both the IC&I and residential sectors in Chatham-Kent and
across the wider waste management network in waste prevention and reduction, regulatory changes,
waste audit findings and resource recovery initiatives.
• Support educational scholarships, research and innovation in environmental management in general
and waste management programs in particular.
• Encourage companies, such as TerraCycle, to provide solutions to increase diversion of hard to recycle
materials.

Increased waste diversion is an important component of Waste Connections’ efficient, integrated
system. It will assist the Province in its efforts to minimize the amount of waste sent for landfilling
and achieving diversion and recovery targets. However, the additional diversion opportunities
identified in this report will not reduce the need of the 1.3 million tonnes of annual disposal
capacity required during the 20-year planning period for the Ridge Landfill.
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1.0

Forward
As noted in the Amended Terms of Reference document that was approved by the Ministry of
Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP) in May 2018:
Waste Connections will commit to assisting the province in meeting its diversion goals and will
consider opportunities to enhance its existing waste diversion activities, either at-source, at the
Ridge Landfill, or elsewhere in Waste Connections’ integrated system.
The service area for the proposed expansion of the Ridge Landfill will be the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent for residential waste and Southern and Central Ontario for Industrial, Institutional
and Commercial (IC&I) waste. This service area is significant and forms the geographic scope of
the various waste diversion initiatives identified in this document and associated program
enhancements that will be considered in the context of Waste Connection’s core business
activities.
Section 1.0 of this report outlines its purpose and describes the consultation activities
undertaken by Waste Connections to gain input into this review of diversion options. The
consultation activities included on-line and in-person surveys of the public, landfill neighbours,
stakeholders, and municipal officials in the Chatham-Kent area. A limited, two week visual survey
of waste loads received at Waste Connections’ transfer stations was also undertaken. The
applicable provincial legislation and guidance along with the evaluation methodology for
reviewing the diversion options is also described in the first section.
Section 2.0 describes the options being evaluated. Options are grouped into one of two
categories being either “at the Ridge Landfill” or “at-source or elsewhere in the system”. Section
2.0 also contains the evaluation results of each option.
Section 3.0 contains a scoping summary of the diversion options that were evaluated.
Section 4.0 describes additional diversion related initiatives that Waste Connections is currently
participating in or will consider doing either through partnering with the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent or implementing on a system-wide basis.
Section 5.0 provides conclusions on the options and initiatives recommended to be carried
forward for implementation.
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1.1

Purpose
The purpose of this report is to review different methods of enhancing waste diversion as
outlined in the memo “Diversion Options for Evaluation in the Ridge Landfill Environmental
Assessment” submitted to the MECP on September 4, 2018 and clarified in response Table 1 and
Table 2 provided to the MECP on September 20, 2018.
The review of diversion programs or measures in this report was carried out in accordance with
best management practices, in consideration of new and emerging technologies, health and
safety measures, and in recognition of the goals and expectations set forth by the stated public
policies of the government. The report also highlights existing waste diversion related initiatives
that Waste Connections is currently participating in and/or is considering implementing.

1.2

Consultation
Waste Connections committed to undertaking an extensive communications and consultation
plan for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment (EA) including workshops, open
houses, newsletters and mail outs, one-on-one meetings and on-line approaches. Participation
was advertised in local newspapers and copies can be found in Appendix A – Newspaper and
Email Advertisements. For this Review of Waste Diversion Options Report, Waste Connections
committed to gathering information from a variety of stakeholders, the public and key interest
groups. This section outlines those consultation efforts.
A workshop was held in Blenheim on July 11, 2018 to which residents living within 1 km of the
landfill were invited to give feedback on evaluation criteria for the EA and to get feedback about
potential diversion opportunities that Waste Connections could consider at the Ridge Landfill.
Participants indicated that the existing depots in Chatham-Kent should be considered as the
preferred location for drop-off of additional materials rather than establishing a new drop-off
depot at the Ridge Landfill because of convenience, and avoiding additional traffic at the landfill.
Participants were not supportive of on-site processing of waste materials of any type, as it has
the potential to bring more traffic to the site and to potentially cause additional impacts (e.g.,
odours, noise, etc.). Minutes from the workshop can be found in Appendix B – July 2018 Final
Workshop Report.
Letters were sent to 99 residences and businesses within 1 km of the landfill and along the haul
route offering an in-person interview to understand their perceptions of the landfill. Questions
related to waste diversion perceptions and opportunities in the community were included in
these interviews. 18 people expressed a desire for an interview. Most of the people interviewed,
take their recyclables to one of the Municipal Transfer Stations and 12 of the 18 indicated that
they were satisfied with this method, with two (2) noting that it would be closer/more convenient
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to bring recyclables to the landfill. The only waste material that was identified as having no
opportunity for diversion was horse manure. One of the interview questions specifically asked
what the site neighbours thought about the idea of additional diversion facilities at the landfill.
Most respondents (14 of the 18) noted that increasing diversion is important. Nine (9)
respondents indicated some degree of support for additional diversion facilities at the Ridge
Landfill, while seven (7) of these respondents expressed concerns related to noise, dust, traffic,
wildlife, and odour at the Ridge Landfill.
An on-line waste diversion and recycling survey was conducted between October 24th and
November 16th, 2018, for the residents of Chatham-Kent. Advertisements were placed in local
newspapers across the Municipality with a total circulation of over 60,000. Letters were also sent
to 99 residents and businesses adjacent to the landfill requesting them to complete the on-line
survey. In total, 31 residents responded to the on-line survey. Respondents indicated that a dropoff depot at the Ridge Landfill would be of benefit but they had concerns related to traffic
increase, litter, noise, and odour. There was also a desire for increased Household Hazardous
Waste (HHW) services, recycling, and garbage collection/depots across the Municipality. A
complete description of the survey and supporting documentation is contained in Appendix C –
Public Diversion Survey Results. The results of the survey will be shared with the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent.
An on-line waste diversion and recycling survey was also conducted from October 26th to
November 16th, 2018 for IC&I stakeholders in the Municipality. Invitations were e-mailed to 77
stakeholders requesting that they participate in the survey. A total of 9 stakeholders responded.
The responses identified specific materials such as excess paint, furniture, pallets, organics (e.g.,
restaurant food waste) as having potential for diversion. As well, extended hours and/or days of
operation at the Municipal Transfer Stations were requested, as were increased HHW, recycling,
garbage collection/depots opportunities. A complete description of the survey and supporting
documentation is contained in Appendix D – IC&I Stakeholders Survey Results. The results of the
survey will be shared with the Municipality of Chatham-Kent.
A meeting was also held on August 1st, 2018 with staff from the Municipality of Chatham-Kent
Waste Management Department to discuss potential diversion and recycling partnership
opportunities with Waste Connections. Chatham-Kent staff recognized that the current HHW
program in the Municipality is not frequent enough for residents to effectively manage their HHW
materials. More frequent collection events were discussed as well as the possibility of
establishing a HHW facility at another location in the Chatham area. Chatham-Kent staff also
identified waste management education as a priority and that the potential for partnering with
Waste Connections to enhance existing programs or to implement new educational programs
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should be explored. A copy of the meeting notes is included in Appendix E – Minutes from
Chatham-Kent Meeting.
1.3

Waste Transfer Station Waste Load Surveys
An attempt to quantify the potential amount and type of material that could be diverted from
the IC&I waste stream, high-level, random, visual waste surveys were carried out in the fall of
2018 over a two (2) week period at six (6) Waste Connections’ waste transfer stations in Southern
and Central Ontario. The surveys were completed with the assistance of seasoned Waste
Connections’ tipping floor operators to identify materials received at each site. The results of
these high-level visual surveys provide some insight to the diversion potential of materials
received from Waste Connections’ current customer base under current regulatory and market
conditions.
The selection of transfer stations was based on obtaining a representative sampling of waste
materials that are received across the Waste Connections’ transfer station network that currently
sends its waste to the Ridge Landfill. The two (2) week survey period was considered to be a
representative sample of the majority of customers served by each transfer station. The goal of
the survey was to provide a snapshot of individual loads being received at the transfer stations.
In reviewing the survey results by material composition, the potentially divertible materials at
the transfer stations are construction and demolition materials (C&D) and wood waste. Waste
Connections’ staff reported that “there are de minimis amounts of organic material,
inadvertently mixed with incoming waste by customers”. Landscaping waste and cardboard were
identified as being present in lower quantities. Details regarding this survey exercise are
contained in Appendix F – Transfer Station Waste Survey Results.
In addition, a review of recent and publicly available IC&I waste reports and waste composition
audits produced by municipalities and others was completed. A summary memo is provided in
Appendix G – Review of IC&I Waste Composition Studies.

1.4

Provincial Legislation and Guidance

1.4.1

A Made in Ontario Environment Plan
In November of 2018, the MECP released its Environment Plan. The plan identified a number of
waste related initiatives and goals that Waste Connections is well poised to support. The key
portions of the Environment Plan that pertain to waste diversion and landfill operations are to
reduce waste, however, as the Made-In-Ontario Environment Plan states “while we work to
reduce the amount of waste we produce, it is recognized that there will be a need for landfills in
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the future”. Some of the additional actions being proposed by the MECP in the Environment Plan
include:
•
•
•
•
•

Develop regulations for designated material recovery.
Expand green bin or similar collection systems in large cities and to relevant businesses.
Educate the public and business about reducing and diverting recoverable materials.
Develop best practices for safe food recovery and donation.
Work with other provinces, territories and the federal government to develop a plastics
strategy to reduce plastic waste and limit micro-plastics that can end up in our lakes and
rivers.
• Seek federal commitment to implement national standards that address recyclability
and labeling for plastic products and packaging to reduce the cost of recycling in Ontario.
• Work to ensure the Great Lakes and other inland waters are included in national and
international agreements, charters and strategies that deal with plastic waste in the
environment.
Waste Connections supports the initiative in the plan that states that the MECP will be exploring
opportunities to recover resources of value from waste through the application of new
technologies and increased recycling initiatives, before final disposal.
In order to increase opportunities for Ontarians to participate in waste reduction efforts, the
MECP is proposing to:
• Work with municipalities to provide more consistency across the province regarding what can and
cannot be accepted in the Blue Box program.
• Explore additional opportunities to reduce and recycle waste in our businesses and institutions.

The key messages taken from the Environment Plan in relation to Waste Connections’ EA is that
all reasonable means will be explored to achieve the Province’s goals to increase the recovery of
materials of value from the waste stream, recognizing that there will still be a need for landfills
in the future.
1.4.2

Food and Organic Waste Policy Statement
The 2015 Waste-Free Ontario Act is comprised of two Acts: Resource Recovery and Circular
Economy Act (RRCEA) and the Waste Diversion Transition Act (WDTA). The objectives of the
RRCEA were to transform the exiting waste diversion framework to support a circular economy,
to set an overarching provincial policy direction and establish a new producer responsibility
regime.
Ontario’s Food and Organic Waste Policy Statement, approved by the Ontario Cabinet in 2018,
sets a policy direction for the Province for food and organic waste. It is a legal document
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providing direction to public and private parties. It states that certain sectors must ensure that
they act in a manner that is consistent with the policy statement when engaging in actions related
to resource recovery and waste reduction. The Policy must be cross-referenced and considered
alongside other existing policies, i.e., Environmental Protection Act; Planning Act; Environmental
Assessment Act; Water Resources Act; etc.
Under the current policy statement, there are two sections most related to the Ridge Landfill EA.
 Section 4. - Recover Resources from Food and Organic Waste, and
 Section 6. - Support Resource Recovery Infrastructure.
Resource recovery means the extraction of useful materials or other resources from things that
might otherwise be waste, including through reuse, recycling, reintegration, regeneration or
other activities. This includes the collection, handling, and processing of food and organic waste
for beneficial uses. Beneficial use means the use of recovered food and organic waste to recover
nutrients, organic matter, or moisture to improve soil fertility, soil structure or to help build soils
where they do not exist.
Policy Statement Section 4 – Recover Resources from Food and Organic Waste
Section 4 has policy directions and targets for each of the residential, multi-family, industrial and
commercial and the institutional sectors. Ontario’s residential sector has progressed in
recovering food and organic waste from disposal. Additional efforts in the single family residential
sector such as Green Bin services in medium and high density populations will increase organics
across the province. A growing number of people are living in multi-unit residential buildings.
There is a need for greater efforts and innovative ways to recover food and organic waste in
multi-unit residential buildings. A focus to increase recovery from the major generators in the ICI
sector, such as grocery stores, shopping malls, restaurants, hotels, motels, educational
institutions, food processing facilities and hospitals will help build a circular economy. A large
IC&I generator is defined as producing more than 300 kg of food and organics waste per week.
The following summarizes the policy’s diversion percentage targets and timelines of food and
organics by each sector’s generator:
Single Family Residential
Existing curbside systems – by 2023, 70% target.
Southern Ontario – by 2025,
70% target for large municipalities with higher density.
50% target for large and medium municipalities with medium density.
Northern Ontario – by 2025, 50% target for large municipalities with higher density.
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Multi-family Residential
50% target by 2025 in Southern Ontario only.
Industrial, Commercial and Institutional
70% target by 2025 for large facilities which generate more than 300 kg/week.
50% target by 2025 for other facilities which generate more than 300 kg/week.
Sub-section 4.2 ii provides the following direction to municipalities in Southern Ontario that do
not provide curbside collection of source separated food and organic waste:
Municipalities in Southern Ontario that, as of the effective date, do not provide curbside
collection of source separated food and organic waste shall provide:
ii. Collection of food and organic waste to single-family dwellings in an urban settlement area
within a local municipality if:
a. The population of the local municipality is greater than 50,000 and the population density
of the local municipality is less than 300 persons per square kilometre;
As per Statistics Canada, 2016 Census, the Municipality of Chatham-Kent has a population of
approximately 101,650 and a population density of 41 persons per square kilometer 3.
Policy Statement Section 6. The Support Resource Recovery Infrastructure
Sub-section 6.8 of the Policy Statement’s Section 6, The Support Resource Recovery
Infrastructure is also related to the Ridge Landfill EA and states:
Proponents of new or expanded waste management systems for disposal should consider
resource recovery opportunities for food and organic waste.

3

Statistics Canada, Census Profile 2016, Chatham-Kent Municipality, Accessed June 2019.
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1.5

Evaluation Methodology
The evaluation of opportunities to enhance waste diversion activities, either at the Ridge Landfill,
or at-source and elsewhere in Waste Connections’ integrated waste management system has
been undertaken as presented in the memo “Diversion Options for Evaluation in the Ridge
Landfill EA” submitted to the MECP (September 4, 2018). Key elements of the evaluation are
discussed in this section.
First and foremost, the number one core value of Waste Connections is safety, which states:
We strive to assure complete safety of our employees, our customers and the public in all of
our operations. Protection from accident or injury is paramount in all we do.
As such, the evaluation of all opportunities for added waste diversion activities will prioritize
public and worker safety above all else. Other considerations for each option include but are not
necessarily limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Does it minimize GHG emissions?
Is there sufficient material for processing?
Is the opportunity supported by regulation?
Is there demand and support for the service locally, at-source and/or elsewhere in the
system?
Is it compatible with other existing services?
Are there infrastructure/space limitations to providing the service?
Is it economically viable?
Is it advantageous to provide the services at other location(s)?

The assessment of the diversion options and/or measures will be carried out in accordance with
best management practices, in consideration of new and emerging technologies, health and
safety and business viability and sustainability.
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2.0

Potential Diversion Options
This section of the report provides an evaluation of the options based on their preliminary
descriptions in the Memo ‘Diversion Options for the Evaluation’ dated September 4th, 2018. The
evaluation is reflective of the responses to the comments provided by the MECP in 2018 and
2019 contained in Appendix H – Diversion Related Comments and Responses.
Various options are examined that can be carried out at:
• The Ridge Landfill
• At-source and elsewhere in the system including Waste Connections’ transfer stations in Southern
and Central Ontario.

A description of each option is provided and an evaluation undertaken utilizing the methodology
described in Section 1.5 above. A summary of the evaluation is provided for each option. Section
3.0 provides a subsequent scoping of the diversion options.
2.1

At Ridge Landfill Options
The options in this section are all located specifically at the Ridge Landfill. Waste Connections is
committed to examining and evaluating the feasibility and viability of implementing on-site
diversion services as part of the preferred site development alternative method, including the
consideration and assessment of a reasonable number of ways in which to divert the types of
waste materials received at the site. On-site processing is defined as waste diversion activities
occurring within the boundaries of the Ridge Landfill property for waste materials received from
Waste Connections’ proposed service area (i.e., Southern and Central Ontario IC&I waste and
waste materials received from local sources within the Municipality of Chatham-Kent).
According to Statistics Canada, between 2010 and 2018 there was approximately 7 million tonnes
of IC&I waste produced in the Province each year. This waste is generated by a wide range of
businesses and industries that require a variety of collection methods and frequency of service,
and include waste streams that are unique to particular industries. The material disposed
(residuals) at the Ridge Landfill is generated from Waste Connections customer base of
approximately 30,000 businesses and industries from all sectors, via nine transfer stations
operated by Waste Connections, and third party transfer stations operated by others. Local waste
in the Municipality of Chatham-Kent is direct-hauled from the point of generation to the Ridge
Landfill. In 2017, of the 1.3 million tonnes of material received at the Ridge Landfill for disposal,
approximately 53% was transferred through Waste Connections’ processing/transfer stations.
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These transfer stations are located in Southern and Central Ontario and the waste they handle
represents about 9% of the province’s total IC&I waste stream based on the annual provincial
quantity of IC&I waste produced.
Of the 1.3 million tonnes received at the Ridge Landfill annually, approximately 8,500 tonnes is
residue from Waste Connections’ London and Bracebridge Materials Recovery Facilities and
approximately 13,000 tonnes is residue from other third party materials recovery processing
facilities. Residues from these facilities are contaminants and non-recyclable materials that are
removed from what is otherwise a recyclable material stream (negative sort).
Most of the remaining waste brought to the landfill comes through processing/transfer facilities
where recyclables such as wood, metal and cardboard are removed (positive sort) before transfer.
The materials and quantities removed are typically dictated by operations safety, existing
regulatory approval conditions, available storage space, and end markets. In addition, waste
from industrial and manufacturing sources such as ‘off-spec’ and other non-recyclable materials
is disposed at the landfill each year.
Contaminated soils may be reused in operations such as daily cover in place of virgin soils to the
extent possible. Waste Connections also diverts other material suitable for on-site reuse in
applications such as road construction and maintenance and landfill daily cover. The estimated
annual amount of waste diverted at the Ridge Landfill has ranged from 160,000 tonnes to
250,000 tonnes in the last few years (caused by fluctuations in the market place).
The Ridge Landfill host community of Chatham-Kent reported a residential waste generation total
of 48,523 tonnes in 2017, with a diversion rate of 35%4. The community has a network of eight
(8) Municipal Transfer Stations for receipt of materials primarily from residential generators
including: large items, regular waste, recyclables, appliances, scrap metal, and electronics. All of
the municipal solid waste generated from within the Municipality of Chatham-Kent is disposed
at the Ridge Landfill. Waste Connections also has the contract for residential waste and recycling
collection services for the serviced areas in Chatham-Kent. This service also includes the
transport of materials collected at the eight (8) transfer stations to the landfill.
There are five (5) diversion options (Options 1 to 5) at the Ridge Landfill that are described and
evaluated below, which are:

4

Chatham-Kent Waste Management.
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Option 1: Mixed waste processing facility
Option 2: Materials recovery facility
Option 3: Beneficial reuse of construction and demolition waste
Option 4: Source separated organic waste processing
Option 5: On-site drop-off depot.
Two of the options to be evaluated (mixed waste processing and source separated organic waste
processing) include the potential removal of organic material from the waste stream being
landfilled. If either of these two (2) options were implemented, the potential impact of removing
organics from the waste stream being landfilled may result in improved leachate quality over the
long term and a decrease in the quantity of landfill gas being generated. However, given that the
leachate quality at the Ridge Landfill is suitable for complete treatment at a municipal
wastewater treatment facility and that detailed analysis has shown that the leachate will meet
the Province’s Reasonable Use Guideline, removing organics from the landfill waste stream will
not have a significant impact on leachate quality. Similarly for landfill gas generation, given that
the landfill gas will continue to be collected and at a minimum flared, decreasing the amount of
gas generated will not have a significant impact should organics be removed from the waste
stream. Additionally, Waste Connections is actively seeking to partner with a third party for the
beneficial use of the gas collected from the existing landfill.
2.1.1

Option 1: Mixed Waste Processing Facility
This option would involve the construction and operation of a Mixed Waste Processing Facility
(MWPF) at the Ridge Landfill site to sort divertible materials from the received waste materials.
Facility design would only be for recovery of materials that have market value. It would need to
be sized to process the non-separated waste material streams discussed above. Also, it would
exclude the processing of Chatham-Kent’s municipal waste because at-source Blue Box
segregation is already employed and the Province’s Food and Organic Waste Policy Statement
provides direction for municipalities to implement collection of food and organic waste to meet
recovery targets if they currently are not doing so. For the basis of this evaluation, an annual
processing capacity of approximately one (1) million tonnes is assumed. Notwithstanding these
considerations, it is Waste Connections stated position that diversion should occur at-source and
near to the available markets.
The operation of a MWPF at the Ridge would require front end processing operations to separate
large bulky material before processing and to extract bagged materials. Once sorted, the
recyclables would be shipped either loose or baled, and trucked to end market or for additional
processing off-site. Organics that are separated could be composted at a potential on-site
compost facility or trucked to an off-site composting or anaerobic digestion (AD) facility. The
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quality of the separated organic material and contamination levels of non-organic material
contained in it (such as plastics, glass and metal) would be a factor in determining what use could
be made of the compost generated on-site or where the organic material could be sent for offsite processing. The market value of the recovered materials will ultimately determine the
economic viability of a MWPF. At a minimum, the income received from recovered materials
must be able to finance the capital and operating costs of the facility. Existing organics processing
facilities typically have restrictions on the quality and nature of the material that they can receive.
Depending upon the quality, if compost was generated on-site, some of it could be used for daily
cover of waste materials in the landfill or as a soil amendment for areas of final cover. However,
it is noted that Section 2.5 of the Province’s Food and Organic Waste Policy Statement specifies
that the recovery targets in Section 4 cannot be achieved through the use of recovered organic
resources for landfill cover.
A very large operational footprint at the landfill would be required for a MWPF. This would
include a large structure and specific areas for the storage of materials, operations, roads and
truck movements. There is limited available remaining property on the site to accommodate this
footprint.
MWPFs typically have low recovery rates of marketable materials given the nature of the
incoming waste stream (i.e., large presence of contaminants). For example, at the Otter Lake
Waste Processing Facility in Halifax, discussions with the operator of the facility in November of
2018 provided the following observations:
• The quality of fibre materials (e.g., corrugated cardboard, newsprint, and boxboard) that were
separated was found to be very poor (primarily due to cross-contamination with organics) and as a
result, the fiber materials were un-marketable.
• The fibre materials were typically added to the organics feedstock. Contamination levels in the
organics feedstock prohibited the use of the stabilized end product for soil amendment purposes and
the processed material was directed for landfilling.
• The removal of marketable recyclables was also a goal. However, the operator of the facility indicated
that revenue generated through sorting of recyclables was negligible.

A report prepared for the Halifax Regional Council in 2014, indicated that the annual operating
cost of the Otter Lake facility was projected to be in excess of $130 million over an 11 year period
(2014-2025). The Otter Lake facility processed about 15% of the volume annually compared to
the amount of waste received at the Ridge Landfill.
In Sun Valley, California, the Athens Services Materials Recycling Facility is an 8,000 m 2 mixed
waste processing facility, which cost US$50 million to construct in 2014. It was designed to
process 150,000 tons/year of mixed waste (575 tons/day). Reportedly, the facility produces an
average of 77 tons of fiber and 13 tons of containers per day, a diversion rate of approximately
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17% of the waste stream it receives. Based on the cost information from the Sun Valley facility,
a capital cost estimate for a potential MWPF at the Ridge site can be estimated to be well over
$250 million to process the anticipated quantity of mixed waste being received at the Ridge
Landfill each year. Operating costs for such a facility at the Ridge Landfill would also be extremely
high given the labour intensive operation needed 5.
Option 1: Consideration of an MWPF
Question

Response

Is there potential for an
impact to worker and
public health and safety?

• The existing waste stream has the potential to expose MWPF workers to dust,
odours and other unknown contaminants. These facilities are not typically fully
automated and require extensive manual sorting of waste. Extensive health and
safety precautions would be required.

Does it minimize GHG
emissions?

• Waste processing will result in generation of GHG’s caused by energy consumption
during the operation of the MWPF and with trucking and/or handling of the
recovered material (organics and recyclables) off-site for additional processing and
end markets.

• A sufficient volume of suitable (uncontaminated), marketable material is needed
for the facility to be cost-effective, it is not certain that a sufficient volume of
Is there sufficient material
material could be recovered to create a successful business case. Results from
for processing?
waste transfer station surveys (Appendix F – Transfer Station Waste Survey
Results) suggest that potential volume of material that could be recovered is low.

Is the opportunity
supported by regulation?

5

• The province’s Made-In-Ontario Plan looks to reduce the quantity of waste sent
for disposal and will explore additional opportunities to recycle waste in
businesses and institutions.
• The province’s Food and Organic Waste Policy Statement sets diversion targets by
sector (including multi-residential and IC&I) by 2025 and requires municipalities to
provide collection of food and organic waste. The use of recovered organics for
use as daily cover does not count towards diversion targets.
• Constructing a MWPF at a landfill is not aligned with the Ontario Environment Plan
which focuses on diversion efforts at-source. The Policy Statement indicates
preference on source-separation of food and organic waste.

http://greenblue.org/reloop-what-is-mixed-waste-processing-or-all-in-onedirty-mrf-recycling/

https://foresternetwork.com/weekly/msw-management-weekly/waste-sorting/the-evolution-of-mixed-wasteprocessing-facilities/
https://novascotia.ca/nse/waste/docs/SolidWasteStrategyFinalReport1995.pdf
Item No.3, Committee of the Whole Report, Halifax Regional Municipality, January 14, 2014.
https://resource-recycling.com/recycling/2017/04/05/mrf-month-athens-services-sun-valley-materials-recoveryfacility/
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Question
Is there a demand and
support for the service
locally, at-source and/or
elsewhere in the system?

Response
• From the public surveys conducted, there was no support for additional material
processing at the Ridge Landfill.
• There is documented opposition to processing on-site and any activity that would
generate any potential for additional impacts (e.g., odours, noise, truck traffic,
etc.).

Is it compatible with other • It will compete against existing and future at-source diversion facilities and
existing services?
services.
Are there infrastructure /
space limitations to
providing the service?

• Yes, a MWPF will require additional footprint at the landfill for the facility,
material storage, operation, internal roadways and shipping. Existing property at
the landfill is allocated for ancillary landfill facilities (e.g. on-site soil storage area,
additional flare construction, etc.) which limits space for additional infrastructure.

Is it economically viable?

• No, the overall cost of the facility would be very high to process the anticipated
minimal quantities of recovered marketable resources.
• Materials recovered are unlikely to meet minimum quality requirements.
• The market for recycled material is uncertain at this time due to quality
restrictions imposed by end users. In addition, there is currently no viable and
sustainable market anticipated for the material recovered from a proposed MWPF
located at the Ridge Landfill.
• A positive business case to support a MWPF at the Ridge Landfill could not be
made at this time (i.e. not financially viable or realistic). Notwithstanding these
considerations, diversion should occur at-source and near to the available markets
which will also reduce transportation costs.

• There is no advantage to provide service at other locations for the material
received at the Ridge Landfill from the Municipality of Chatham-Kent as it is
Is it more advantageous to
separated residual waste where diversion has already occurred at-source.
provide the services at
•
For waste from Southern and Central Ontario it would be more advantageous to
other location(s)?
process it at or near its source to reduce both transportation costs and associated
GHG emissions.

Although a MWPF supports the Made-in-Ontario Environment Plan to reduce the amount of
waste that is sent for landfilling, it is not a viable undertaking at the Ridge Landfill and does not
support the Province’s goals of generator responsibility for waste streams and at-source
diversion. The volume of material that could be extracted is not a significant proportion of the
material received at the landfill and the market/use of the extracted material is uncertain. Section
2.6 of the Province’s Food and Organic Waste Policy Statement states that the diversion targets
in Section 2.1 of the Policy Statement cannot be achieved through the use of recovered organic
resources for landfill cover. The additional trucking of material would add to GHG emissions and
create additional truck traffic as well as the potential for odour, noise and vector impacts at the
site. There is no local support for this type of facility at the Ridge Landfill.
Upon evaluation, it is proposed to not carry Option 1 forward.
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2.1.2

Option 2: Materials Recovery Facility
This option would involve the construction and operation of a Material Recovery Facility (MRF)
at the Ridge Landfill site. A MRF is a specialized facility designed to receive, sort and prepare
recyclable material for market. MRFs typically accept co-mingled Blue Box recyclable materials
that have already been source separated from the overall waste stream generated by either
residential and/or IC&I sources. Processing at a MRF would include sorting of the incoming
material through automated and manual means and then baling clean sorted Blue Box materials
such as Old Corrugated Cardboard (OCC), Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET), High Density
Polyethylene (HDPE), and Polystyrene (PS) which would then be sent to markets (as quantity
dictates). Mixed recyclables (mixed plastics) would be sent to an off-site processor for further
sorting.
Many of Waste Connection’s IC&I customers already practice separation of Blue Box recyclables
and this material does not enter Waste Connections’ waste transfer station system. This is
consistent with the objectives of the MECP’s Environment Plan that places a strong onus of
undertaking source recycling by the generators of waste. Blue Box materials, collected by Waste
Connections at their transfer stations, are taken directly to existing MRFs in the local geographic
area within which they are collected.
Given that the majority of waste handled at the Ridge is generated in the Greater Toronto
Hamilton Area (GTHA), transporting recyclables to a new MRF located at the Ridge Landfill,
bypassing existing MRFs in the GTHA, would not be viable given the GHG emissions and
transportation costs. In addition, the sorted materials would have to be trucked back to available
market/brokers that are predominantly located in the GTHA.
As such, due to the limitations on the service area of the Ridge Landfill, the only feasible source
of Blue Box materials would be from within the Municipality of Chatham–Kent. While this could
include both IC&I source and municipal source Blue Box materials, there is already an existing
local MRF utilized for that purpose that has the ability to increase capacity if required.
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Option 2: Consideration of a Material Recovery Facility
Question

Response

Is there potential for an impact • Material processing has the potential to expose MRF workers to dust,
odours and other unknown contaminants. These facilities are not typically
to worker and public health and
fully automated and require some manual sorting of waste. Health and
safety?
Safety practices for workers would be required.
Does it minimize GHG
emissions?

• Additional GHG emissions would be generated to haul source-separated
recyclables to the Ridge and to haul recovered materials from the Ridge to
end markets.
• GHG emissions would also be increased due to MRF operations onsite.

Is there sufficient material for
processing?

• When considering the catchment area of Chatham-Kent there would not be
sufficient quantities of Blue Box materials to warrant the investment in a
new MRF. There is already a MRF in this area that is processing the source
separated recyclables.
• If Blue Box materials from Waste Connections customers in Southern and
Central Ontario were transported to a MRF at the Ridge Landfill for
processing, there may be sufficient material to warrant a processing facility,
but the service would be too costly for these customers who would find
processors closer to their generating facilities without the cost of trucking.

Is the opportunity supported by • Yes. Blue Box recycling is provincially mandated.
regulation?
• The province’s Made-In-Ontario Plan looks to reduce the quantity of waste
sent for disposal and will explore additional opportunities to recycle waste
in businesses and institutions.
Is there a demand and support
for the service locally, at-source • No, documented opposition to processing on-site and any activity that
and/or elsewhere in the
would generate additional odours, noise, vectors or require more trucks.
system?
Is it compatible with other
existing services?

• A new MRF would compete against existing Blue Box service and the MRF
already in place and operating in Chatham-Kent.

Are there infrastructure / space
limitations to providing the
service?

• Yes, requires a large additional foot print at the landfill for facility
construction, material storage, operation, internal roads and shipping. Space
is allocated for ancillary landfill facilities (e.g. On-site soil storage area,
additional flare construction, etc.) Which limits siting of additional
infrastructure.

Is it economically viable?

• No, given the limited catchment areas of Chatham-Kent and associated
small quantities, existing MRF capacity in Chatham-Kent and the distance to
market for segregated product, this option is not considered to be
economically viable.
• If source separated recyclables are transported from the proposed service
area, it would not be economically viable in terms of transportation costs
when there are MRFs closer to the points of generation.

Is it more advantageous to
provide the services at other
location(s)?

• For recyclables generated in the proposed service area, it is more
advantageous to send materials to local MRFs rather than transporting over
200 km to the Ridge. For recyclables generated within Chatham-Kent, it is
more advantageous to send to existing facilities.
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While it is anticipated that the MECP’s Environment Plan will cause an increase in the amount of
recyclable material requiring processing, trucking of material collected in Southern and Central
Ontario and shipping it to a MRF located at the Ridge Landfill for further sorting, with subsequent
re-trucking of the material for end use or to further processing locations; is not practical or
feasible. Constructing a MRF at the Ridge Landfill to process Blue Box material from ChathamKent alone is also not feasible since current Chatham–Kent contracts are in place to process the
material. The additional trucking of material would add to GHG emissions and create additional
truck traffic as well as the potential for odour, noise and vector impacts at the site. There is no
local support for this type of facility at the Ridge Landfill.
Upon evaluation, it is proposed to not carry Option 2 forward.
2.1.3

Option 3: Construction and Demolition (C&D) Waste Beneficial Reuse
In the diversions options review memo provided to the MECP on September 4th, 2018, Waste
Connections committed to the review of sorting of mixed C&D waste loads at the Ridge Landfill.
It was also stated that alternatively, only segregated loads of C&D waste could be considered for
acceptance. In developing this option, it was concluded that there is insufficient space at the
Ridge Landfill to sort and stockpile mixed C&D waste loads and that the sorting exercise would
be too labour intensive and too costly. As a result, this evaluation focuses on receiving
segregated, homogeneous loads of C&D waste for beneficial reuse.
The new MECP Environment Plan supports Waste Connections’ position of reducing, reusing and
recycling waste at the source (i.e., at the point of generation). In addition, Waste Connections’
transfer stations that are located throughout the proposed service area, have well established
segregation services, and continually source local facilities for recycling of C&D materials such as:
asphalt, brick and concrete, clean fill, organics, wood, roofing and drywall. Although the visual
waste transfer station survey (Appendix F – Transfer Station Waste Survey Results) indicated
that there is C&D waste being received at the transfer stations and some recovery takes place, it
is not practical to safely segregate larger quantities as it would require the hand sorting of mixed
materials, and more floor space at the transfer stations to store and process the sorted material.
Segregated C&D waste could be received at the Ridge Landfill where containers or designated
areas for different materials could be provided for off-loading by local commercial haulers,
contractors and builders. Residents and homeowners undertaking renovations would not be
allowed to use this particular service due to safety concerns involving the use of the site.
Examples of the segregated material that could be accepted include:
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• concrete and/or bricks;
• treated wood;
• untreated wood;
• shingles; and
• glass.
As appropriate, these materials would be prepared for onsite reuse through crushing or
shredding. All other materials would be sold/donated to end markets starting ideally with local
Habitat for Humanity and other reuse alternatives, where appropriate.
Option 3: Consideration of a C&D Depot
Question

Response

Is there potential for an impact
to worker and public health and • C&D waste handling can generate dust and noise impacts (e.g. crushing,
chipping). Appropriate health and safety procedures would be required.
safety?
Does it minimize GHG
emissions?

• Reuse of construction materials reduces GHG generation by replacing
manufacture of new materials, however, trucking of recovered C&D
materials could add to GHG emissions.

Is there sufficient material for
processing?

• Unknown, generation of C&D waste is typically seasonal and difficult to
forecast.
• Specific materials may require a significant amount of time to accumulate
sufficient volume for use on-site or to transport off-site.

Is the opportunity supported by • Yes. The MECP’s Environment Plan looks to capture opportunities to reuse
regulation?
material previously destined for landfill.
Is there a demand and support
for the service locally, at-source
• Yes, stakeholder survey and community input supported this option.
and/or elsewhere in the
system?
Is it compatible with other
existing services?

• Yes, it would augment existing services that are not available at ChathamKent transfer stations.

Are there infrastructure / space
• Yes. Service may be limited in size as there is limited space available at the
limitations to providing the
landfill.
service?
Is it economically viable?

• Set-up cost of facility would be minimal, revenue generation potential of
recovered material unknown. Likely a revenue neutral undertaking if the
recovered materials can be reused for on-site applications.

Is it more advantageous to
provide the services at other
location(s)?

• No, it is anticipated that the main use for some materials would be at the
Ridge Landfill. Therefore it is the preferred location to receive the material.
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Waste Connections already practices the re-use of select waste materials for on-site beneficial
purposes, such as autofluff for road base and alternative daily cover. The further segregation and
on-site reuse or transport off-site for end use of pre-screened homogeneous loads of C&D waste
at the Ridge Landfill is an extension of this practice and is a viable option that Waste Connections
would consider. If implemented, participation would be limited to commercial haulers and local
contractors/builders in commercial vehicles. Residents would not be allowed to participate in
this particular service because of safety concerns, particularly with respect to the interaction of
large and small vehicle traffic. The initiative strongly supports the MECP’s Environment Plan’s
focus on exploring additional opportunities to reduce and recycle waste in businesses and
institutions.
It is proposed to carry Option 3 forward.
2.1.4

Option 4: Source Separated Organic Waste Processing
Source Separated Organic Waste Processing (SSOWP) is the use of organic waste processing
technologies that may include energy recovery, and results in the diversion of organic materials.
Technologies typically utilized for a source separated organic waste processing facility include:
enclosed windrows, aerated static piles, in-vessel composting, or use of an anaerobic digestion
technology to process organic waste. After processing, it is anticipated that the material leaving
the site would be Class A or B compost, meeting Ontario Compost Quality standards, and could
be sold to markets.
For this option, Ridge Landfill would receive source-separated organics collected within ChathamKent from municipal and IC&I sources. As identified in Table 2, Response 21 of Waste Connections
reply to the MECP of September 20th, 2018, (Appendix H – Diversion Related Comments and
Responses) organic wastes from other Municipalities will not be considered due to the restricted
residential waste service area of the proposed Ridge Landfill expansion. Similar to Blue Box
recyclable materials, for source separated waste originating in Southern and Central Ontario from
Waste Connections customers, it is assumed that the organic material would be processed locally
and not transported to a SSOWP facility at the Ridge Landfill for processing. The additional cost
and GHG generation from transferring the organic material the significant distance (several
hundred kilometers) from the major points of waste generation in Southern and Central Ontario
is not practical. In addition, many of the transfer stations sending waste to the Ridge Landfill that
are approved to receive IC&I waste in the proposed Service Area, are allowed to receive only deminimis amounts of organic waste because of potential odour issues. Consequently, the Ridge
Landfill currently receives a minimal amount of organic waste from those transfer stations.
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Option 4: Consideration of an SSOWP Facility
Question

Response

Is there potential for an impact • Organics facility would not have significant health concerns for workers onsite. Appropriate health and safety measures would be employed.
to worker and public health
• Some concern from increased attraction of vectors related to organics
and safety?
handling and processing.
Does it minimize GHG
emissions?

• Unknown. It would depend on the process used (anaerobic or aerobic) and
the trucking distances for the raw material to the site and finished product
from plant.

Is there sufficient material for
processing?

• No, currently there is no collection service in Chatham-Kent. If instituted, it is
unknown if there is sufficient volume to warrant the size of operation
required to be commercially viable.
• Rural parts of Chatham-Kent would be unlikely to participate in organics
collection favouring on-property/on-farm composting.

Is the opportunity supported by
regulation?

• Yes. The province’s Food and Organic Waste Policy Statement sets diversion
targets by sector (including multi-residential and IC&I) by 2025 and provides
direction for municipalities to implement collection of food and organic
waste.

Is there a demand and support
• There is support for organics (Green Bin) collection across the Municipality;
for the service locally, athowever, there is no support for siting an organics processing facility at the
source and/or elsewhere in the
Ridge Landfill due to potential for odour, noise, trucking and vectors.
system?
Is it compatible with other
existing services?

• No, it is currently not compatible as there is no organics collection in the
Municipality.

• Yes, requires a large additional foot print at the landfill for facility
construction, material storage, operation, internal roads and shipping. Space
Are there infrastructure / space is allocated for ancillary landfill facilities (e.g. on-site soil storage area,
limitations to providing the
additional flare construction, etc.) which limits siting of additional
service?
infrastructure.
• A proposed facility at the Ridge Landfill may not meet the Guidelines for the
Production of Compost in Ontario, including its facility setback requirements.
Is it economically viable?

• If instituted, it is unknown if there is sufficient volume to warrant the size of
operation required to be commercially viable.

Is it more advantageous to
provide the services at other
location(s)?

• When or if Chatham-Kent institutes organics service, use of existing or new
large scale organics processing facilities would be much simpler and efficient
than establishing a new, limited scale facility at the Ridge Landfill.

An organics processing facility at the Ridge Landfill is not a viable commercial undertaking as it is
unlikely that there is a sufficient quantity of organics material in the IC&I waste originating in
Chatham-Kent to make such a proposal viable.
Furthermore, local residents concerned with odours, noise, vectors and additional trucks would
not support the construction and operation of such a facility.
Upon evaluation, it is proposed to not carry Option 4 forward.
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2.1.5

Option 5: On-Site Drop-Off Depot
Drop-off depots can take many forms to suit the community they serve. This option considers
setting up a drop-off depot, in partnership with the Municipality of Chatham–Kent, at the Ridge
Landfill to accept a variety of materials consistent with current Chatham–Kent initiatives. The
goal would be to not replicate or overlap existing services but to potentially enhance and
compliment the services currently available to residents. There were specific items identified in
both the public and stakeholder surveys where the respondents indicated a desire to be able to
recycle additional materials. A number of these materials may be able to be accommodated at a
drop-off facility at the Ridge Landfill.
The current Chatham-Kent service is outlined below in order to provide context for what could
be considered for the Ridge Landfill.
There are currently eight (8) municipal transfer stations in Chatham-Kent (map below) which
accept a wide range of materials as listed below:


Blue Box Materials (glass bottles and jars, plastic food and beverage containers and tubs,
aluminum and steel cans, empty aerosol and paint cans, aluminum containers and foil).



Black Box Materials (paper beverage cartons including milk and juice cartons, drink boxes,
tetra packs and paper hot beverage cups (excluding plastic lids), household
paper/newspaper, catalogues, books (hard covers removed) and telephone books, paper
egg carton and boxboard (cereal boxes, tissue, shoe boxes, etc.) and cardboard boxes).



Other Materials (rimless tires, white goods (e.g. fridges), scrap metal, empty propane
cylinders (max 30 lbs), used oil, electronic waste, single use and vehicle batteries).

Also, four of the Chatham-Kent sites also accept leaf and yard waste, which are also identified on
the map below.
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Figure 1 - CHATHAM-KENT FACILITY LOCATIONS

In addition, Chatham-Kent conducts a municipal household hazardous waste (HHW) day once a
year where residents can drop off materials such as chemicals, pesticides, cleaning fluids,
florescent lights, flammable materials (e.g. gasoline and solvents), etc. The collection is done in
partnership with an HHW contractor, and is set-up at three locations every fall. Waste
Connections currently supports this service through funding. This year, the HHW locations were
held at transfer stations in Chatham, Ridgetown, and Wallaceburg.
Specific to a drop-off depot at the Ridge Landfill, this option would involve placement of
appropriate sized bins, containers, bunkers and/or lay-down areas for residents to drop-off their
materials at the site. It is anticipated that a depot would have hours of operation restricted to
the operating hours of the landfill. The materials accepted at this depot could include, but may
not be limited to the following:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Designated materials (existing and future);
Bulky items such as mattresses and carpet that require significant storage space;
White goods;
Shingles;
Used clothing/fabric;
Wood and other segregated building materials;
Select agricultural waste products; and
Paint.

Option 5: Consideration of On-site Depot
Question

Response

Is there potential for an impact • An isolated, segregated area would be required to maintain complete
to worker and public health and
separation of commercial traffic and landfill vehicle operation from
safety?
residents utilizing the depot.
Does it minimize GHG
emissions?

• Some reduction in GHG emissions through the recovery of materials and
avoiding use of virgin materials

Is there sufficient material for
processing?

• Unknown. Potential use of the site could be limited to the immediate
neighbours of the landfill as other depots in the Municipality are more
conveniently located for the majority of the population. It is unknown what
other materials could be added for segregation at Chatham-Kent’s transfer
stations as the result of future regulatory changes.
• If volumes collected are small then there could be considerable aging of
materials before there is sufficient quantity to warrant transport off-site.

• Yes. The MECP’s Environment Plan looks to capture opportunities to reuse
Is the opportunity supported by
material previously destined for landfill.
regulation?
• An amendment to the site’s Environmental Compliance Approval (ECA)
would be required.
Is there a demand and support
for the service locally, at-source • Survey data indicates support but not demand for a drop-off depot at the
Ridge Landfill with the caveat that it does not increase traffic or the number
and/or elsewhere in the
of trucks using the site.
system?

Is it compatible with other
existing services?

• Yes, the service would be designed to be compatible with Chatham-Kent
services.
• This option supports the on-going partnership that Waste Connections has
with Chatham-Kent to engage in opportunities to enhance existing waste
diversion programs.

Are there infrastructure / space
• No, some existing use of space at the landfill would need to be re-allocated
limitations to providing the
but there is limited space that could be allocated for this type of service.
service?
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Question

Response

Is it economically viable?

• Set-up of facility would not be a significant cost. The economic viability of
the service would depend on the volume of users, the type and
marketability of materials to be recovered, staffing requirements, potential
funding and user fees that would need to be determined.
• High contamination rates that can be associated with public drop-off depots
may make the service less viable.

Is it more advantageous to
provide the services at other
location(s)

• Yes, in the case of existing materials managed at existing Chatham-Kent
transfer stations. There is no need to duplicate these services at the Ridge
Landfill.
• In the case of new potential programs there may be some merit in
centralizing certain materials at one site e.g. carpet, mattresses. This
requires further evaluation.

In fulfilling its commitment made in the ToR, Waste Connections has examined and evaluated
the feasibility and viability of implementing an on-site drop-off depot service, including the
consideration and assessment of a reasonable number of ways in which to divert the types of
local (Chatham-Kent) waste materials received at the Ridge Landfill site. In reviewing the pros
and cons, it is clear that while an on-site drop-off depot at the Ridge Landfill is indeed feasible,
the purpose of a drop-off depot at the Ridge Landfill should be to complement and enhance
services already provided to residents in Chatham-Kent.
Waste Connection will continue to support, through their significant financial contributions,
drop-offs and HHW depots throughout the Municipality, in addition Waste Connections will move
ahead, in conjunction with the Municipality, with the planning of a drop-off depot at the Ridge
Landfill for acceptance of specific materials suitable for collection at the landfill site. To this end,
Waste Connections can also assist the Municipality in expanding their diversion programs
through extension of their existing contracts and practices in Chatham-Kent including those
collection services provided by Waste Connections at Chatham-Kent’s eight (8) transfer stations.
It is proposed to carry Option 5 forward.
2.2

At-Source and Elsewhere in the System Options
In line with the Made-in-Ontario Environment Plan and the Food and Organic Waste Policy
Statement, Waste Connections is committed to examining and evaluating the feasibility and
viability of implementing and supporting diversion programs at-source with its customers and
elsewhere in the waste management system. Waste Connections of Canada has 24 stand-alone
operating facilities in Ontario that are responsible for local IC&I and/or residential curbside
collection; the operation of MRFs and waste transfer stations including two (2) landfills: the Ridge
Landfill and the Navan Landfill in Ottawa. The districts work with their IC&I and municipal
customers to find at-source solutions for segregation of wastes that have a beneficial end-use.
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Where at-source separation is not practical, limited manual segregation of wastes for recovery
(positive sort) can and does occur at district transfer stations or processing facilities where
feasible, and prior to shipment for final residual disposal. The Waste Connections operating
facilities that send their residual waste to the Ridge Landfill have well established waste
segregation programs.
Waste Connections continually source local facilities for recycling of asphalt, brick, concrete,
clean fill, organics, wood, roofing, drywall, paper fibres, comingled containers, metals, separately
collected cardboard and other materials. The results of waste surveys conducted at six (6) of the
transfer stations as part of this study is a clear indication that the established Waste Connections
programs are effective for diverting these types of materials.
On a system-wide basis Waste Connections diverts an average of 262,000 metric tonnes of IC&I
sector material away from disposal sites in Ontario; approximately 180,000 metric tonnes of this
material is diverted in Southern and Central Ontario. Based on the Statistics Canada Waste
Management Industry survey (2014) it is estimated that approximately 995,000 tonnes of waste
from the IC&I sector in Ontario was diverted from landfills that year. It is evident that Waste
Connections already plays a significant role in IC&I waste diversion in Ontario.
At Waste Connections’ Navan Landfill in Ottawa, there is an extensive contaminated soil
treatment operation in place, and treated soil is used for final cover and berm construction.
Waste Connections has invested in and partnered with TerraCycle, to find recycling solutions for
materials that are difficult to recycle materials such as those that are not collected in municipal
programs including: rigid plastics, polystyrene and plastic laminate.
Some Waste Connections’ districts in Ontario have partnered with local farms to reuse some
unique waste materials such as: grape residuals, greenhouse vines, as well as other organics and
sawdust. Waste Connections Windsor diverts coco product from greenhouse cleanouts to farms.
Coco product is a plant growth by-product from greenhouses that is sought by field crop farmers
for its exceptional water retention, good drainage and aeration features.
These existing services serve as the baseline for assessment of additional services that can be
implemented in the system and to support provincial objectives to increase the amount of waste
diverted in Ontario.
Generally future IC&I sector waste diversion opportunities would be focused on additional
materials segregation at-source to avoid unnecessary trucking and associated GHG emissions
with bringing material to the Ridge Landfill. Future IC&I diversion is anticipated to include items
that could have beneficial end uses. Leadership by the Province in designating materials and
enforcing their segregation is imperative to ensure waste generators manage them accordingly.
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The following five (5) options (Options 6 to 10) are discussed in this section:

2.2.1

Option 6:

Increased partnerships

Option 7:

Support implementation of designated materials recovery in the
IC&I sector

Option 8:

Amending 3Rs for the IC&I sector

Option 9:

Infrastructure and Equipment

Option 10:

Monitoring and auditing activity.

Option 6: Increased Partnerships
The objective of this option is to maximize the value of products as long as possible, keep
resources within the economy as long as possible, and facilitate extended use of materials that
would otherwise have prematurely reached the end of their useful life. This is accomplished
through increased promotion and use of partnerships within the IC&I waste generating
community. The MECP’s Environment Plan strongly supports these concepts for widespread
application by businesses and institutions.
Through their on-going business relationships, Waste Connections would continue to identify
opportunities to facilitate partnerships among its customers where a waste product of one
customer could be a resource for another. One example of this approach is Waste Connections
previously mentioned facilitation of the reuse of coco product in the agricultural community. A
material that was once destined for landfill is now being utilized to the benefit of the farming
community to grow food. Another example is that Waste Connections Windsor District receives
food wastes (e.g. from grocery stores) and partners with Seacliff Energy in Leamington who
diverts approximately 11,000 tonnes/year of IC&I sourced organic waste through anaerobic
digestion. Organic waste materials are marketed or managed locally where possible. Many of
Waste Connections’ districts in Ontario have partnered with local farms for use of some unique
waste materials like grapes residuals, vines and sawdust.
With this option, Waste Connections would promote the reuse of materials through coordination
of ‘business to business’ partnering for reuse or refurbishment of waste materials within local
districts and provide shared “resource hubs” in the Waste Connections system, where feasible.
Waste Connections would also promote and provide collection support for municipalities that
are served by Waste Connections for their municipal programs aimed at reuse initiatives.
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Option 6: Consideration of Increased Partnerships
Question

Response

Is there potential for an impact
to worker and public health and • No, only materials that can be safely reused would be considered.
safety?
Does it minimize GHG
emissions?

• Yes. Beneficial reuse of materials has a positive impact on the reduction of
emissions as it displaces the need for virgin materials.

Is there sufficient material for
processing?

• This would need to be determined on a case by case basis. Waste
Connections would look for opportunities for customers to maximize their
diversion and would aim to balance waste diversion potential with level of
effort required.

Is the option supported by
regulation?

• Yes. The province’s Made-In-Ontario Plan looks to reduce the quantity of
waste sent for disposal.
• The province’s Food and Organic Waste Policy Statement sets diversion
targets by sector (including multi-residential and IC&I) by 2025.

Is there demand and support
for the service locally, at-source
and/or elsewhere in the
system?

• Waste Connections has found that under specific circumstances that this is
strong support for this service from their customer base. Waste Connections
will continue to identify opportunities to facilitate partnerships among its
customers, connecting customers that have a waste product that could be a
resource for another customer.

Is it compatible with other
existing services

• Yes, in the case of business to business movement of materials there is no
interruption of any other service.
• In local jurisdictions in Southern and Central Ontario, including ChathamKent there may be opportunities at transfer stations and/or with non-profit
organizations, others who have the space to partner as resource hubs for
various initiatives.

Are there infrastructure/space • Some Waste Connections properties may not have the physical space to
limitations to providing the
accommodate shared resource hubs. New hubs may need to be established
service?
with/by partners.
Is it economically viable?

• Yes, set up and operational costs are relatively low.

Is it more advantageous to
provide the services at other
locations?

• In some cases it may be more advantageous e.g. at other transfer stations
and/or with non-profit organizations, others who have the space to partner
as resource hubs for various initiatives.

Increasing partnerships is a win-win situation for all involved. It minimizes costs for Waste
Connections’ customers and helps tackle the issue of GHG emissions by re-using materials and it
supports the MECP’s Environment Plan. It saves valuable landfill space for non-divertable
materials. Waste Connections knows its customer base well and as that customer base continues
to change and grow, it can easily identify these opportunities. Waste Connections has control
over the movement of waste materials it manages, so a shift to a different end-user is attainable.
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Locally, there is support for resource hubs in the form of reuse and swap depots. Waste
Connections can assist Chatham-Kent in establishing and advertising these types of facilities at
their existing depots and elsewhere within the Municipality.
This is an initiative that Waste Connections is committed to supporting.
2.2.2

Option 7: Support Implementation of Designated Materials Recovery in the IC&I Sector
To address potential government-led designated materials recovery legislation for businesses,
Waste Connections could provide technical training and educational support to its small, medium
and large IC&I customers during these transition periods.
Waste Connections continually develops, and will continue to support the implementation of
regulatory initiatives taken by the MECP. Materials recovery regulations by the MECP could
include small appliances, electrical tools, batteries, fluorescent bulbs and tubes, electronic waste,
mattresses, carpet, clothing and other textiles and furniture. As these materials are designated,
Waste Connections will work with their customers in removing them from their waste streams
and aiding in their recovery.
Option 7: Consideration of Support for Designated Materials Recovery from Landfill
Question

Response

Is there potential for an impact
• No, appropriate health and safety procedures would be in place to deal with
to worker and public health and
designated materials.
safety?
Does it minimize GHG
emissions?

• Unknown. Minimizing GHG emissions would likely be one of the MECP
criteria for selecting material(s) for designation.

Is there sufficient material for
processing?

• Customer support can be provided at all times; it is assumed that if a
material is designated the quantity will be sufficient for Waste Connections.

Is the option supported by
regulation?

• This option is about supporting current regulation for designated materials
and continuing to support regulations into the future.

Is there a demand and support • Locally, it is expected that Waste Connections will continue to support the
for the service locally, at-source
Municipality in their efforts to divert residential waste materials as any
and/or elsewhere in the
designated materials recovery program is instituted as would be the case
system?
elsewhere in the Southern and Central Ontario service area.
Is it compatible with other
existing services?

• The collection of any designated materials from the waste stream would be
made compatible with existing collection services in Chatham-Kent and in
the rest of the Southern and Central Ontario service area.

Are there infrastructure/space
limitations to providing the
service?

• Not for all locations, this would be site specific and material type specific
e.g., partnership with existing Chatham-Kent transfer stations, Waste
Connections’ transfer stations and those locations owned by third parties in
the proposed service area to manage the segregation of any designated
materials.

Is it economically viable?

• Yes, these programs would be funded by producers and/or consumers.
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Question
Are there advantages to
provide the services at other
locations?

Response
• Services would be provided at locations suited to material type and location
of market for designated materials.

Waste Connections strongly supports government efforts to hold generators responsible for
managing the waste they produce as proposed in the MECP’s Environment Plan. Waste
Connections supports the development, implementation and sustained, widespread
enforcement of regulations, including designation of additional materials, by the Province that is
necessary to provide a level playing field for all waste management service providers. This will
allow Waste Connections and others to make the substantial, long term investments required to
continue to develop and operate an effective and efficient waste management system in the
Province of Ontario.
Waste Connections has over 30,000 customers in Southern and Central Ontario and will continue
to develop and provide services to meet the needs of those customers. Existing Promotion and
Education (P&E) services (discussed further in Section 4.0) and auditing services can be enhanced
to support the Provincial designation of new waste materials (discussed as part of Option 10).
This option is proposed to be carried forward.
2.2.3

Option 8: Amending 3Rs for the IC&I Sector
This option examines how Waste Connections can respond to amendments to 3Rs (i.e., Reduce,
Reuse and Recycle) regulations aimed at increasing recovery across all sectors and specifically
the IC&I sector. Specifically, this option considers amendments to Ontario Regulations
102/94 (Waste Audits and Waste Reduction Work Plans), 103/94 (Industrial, Commercial and
Institutional Source Separation Programs) and 104/94 (Packaging Audits and Packaging
Reduction Work Plans) made under the Environmental Protection Act, commonly known as
Ontario’s 3Rs Regulations. These regulations currently govern the IC&I sectors. Businesses view
the three regulations as the policy framework for waste generator responsibility. The MECP has
indicted that amendments that they will make are related to:
• Data gathering from regulated sectors
• Scope of the regulated sectors, size thresholds for facilities and dwellings and designated
materials
• Appropriate outcomes for sectors and subsectors
• Reporting and tracking requirements with transparency through public reporting
• Third-party monitoring, certification and audits
• The role of promotion and education in improving IC&I diversion rates
• Performance measures that could be used to increase diversion
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•
•
•
•

Greater use of new technology and reduction in administrative burden
Implications of Ontario’s growth management policy
How to increase diversion in multi-residential buildings
Exploration of complementary tools, such as producer responsibility to recover resources
and reduce waste.

Waste Connections will review any proposed amendments to Provincial policy that is related to
the IC&I sector, and provide thoughtful feedback to the MECP to ensure the amended regulations
be successfully implemented. Once regulations are implemented, Waste Connections would
offer to provide the collection services necessary and promotion and education services to
support increased materials recovery in the sector as required by its IC&I customers.
Option 8: Consideration of Amending 3Rs for the IC&I Sector
Question

Response

Is there potential for an impact
• No, appropriate health and safety procedures would be in place to deal with
to worker and public health and
amended regulations.
safety?
Does it minimize GHG
emissions?

• Additional collection vehicles may generate additional GHGs but there will
also be a reduction in the use of new materials through additional capture of
recyclable materials which would contribute to a reduction.

Is there sufficient material for
processing?

• Yes, it is anticipated that the MECP would propose amendments to 3R
Regulations for materials that would not require additional infrastructure
capacity in the Province at the time of any amendment.

Is the option supported by
regulation?

• Amended 3Rs would provide regulatory support for these programs which
would require sustained enforcement to ensure a level playing field for
generators.

Is there a demand and support • Stakeholder and Public surveys indicate support for increased recycling
for the service locally, at-source
opportunities within the Municipality.
and/or elsewhere in the
• Based on anecdotal experience. it is believed that support for increased
system?
recycling opportunities is widespread
Is it compatible with other
existing services?

• Yes, amended 3Rs is an enhancement of already existing regulations set out
for the IC&I sector.

Are there infrastructure/space • No, it is anticipated that the MECP would propose amendments to 3R
limitations to providing the
Regulations for materials that would not require additional infrastructure
service?
capacity in the Province at the time of any amendment.
Is it economically viable?

• Would depend on the nature of the amendment.

Are there advantages to
provide the services at other
locations?

• No, Waste Connections would simply provide enhanced or new services for
its customer base.
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Waste Connections supports government efforts to amend the 3Rs Regulations for the IC&I
Sector. Strong mandate and regulatory enforcement by the Province would be needed to provide
a level playing field for all waste management service providers to operate.
It is proposed to carry forward Option 8.
2.2.4

Option 9: Infrastructure and Equipment
Waste Connections has numerous partnerships with existing processing facilities for processing
and recovery of recyclable and compostable materials. Waste Connections has experience with
the operation of recyclable materials processing facilities including those for conventional
recyclables and for C&D waste processing. Waste Connections would employ that experience as
necessary and develop partnerships with new/existing waste diversion infrastructure builders,
owners, operators as required for the collection and processing of additional recyclable or
organic materials anticipated to be recovered as part of any future regulatory initiative
undertaken in the Province, including the Food and Organic Waste Policy Statement and its
proposed recovery targets.
Waste Connections will continue to partner with existing recycling and/or food and organic waste
processing operators and will seek to establish additional partnerships with operators that bring
new diversion processing capacity on line. This will enable Waste Connections to secure
processing capacity for its IC&I customers and can be undertaken to accommodate municipal
customers where appropriate.
In addition, Waste Connections will provide the equipment needed for diversion programs such
as expanded green bin collection services in the IC&I sector (and the municipal sector where
appropriate). This could include provision of state of the art waste collection vehicles and
collection carts/containers. This will help support diversion in more specific IC&I sectors
identified in the Policy Statement (e.g. food service, wholesale and retail sectors) that collectively
generate the highest amounts of organic waste as well as others that might form part of Waste
Connections’ customer base.
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Option 9: Infrastructure and Equipment
Question

Response

Is there potential for an impact
• No, appropriate health and safety procedures would be in place to operate
to worker and public health and
infrastructure.
safety?
Does it minimize GHG
emissions?

• Not known at this time, depends on the facility and the material being
processed.
• Waste Connections will strive to provide the latest state of art collection
vehicles (e.g., to expand its CNG fleet and/or to provide more efficient
automated (versus manual) collection, where possible).

Is there sufficient material for
processing?

• It is assumed that as diversion activity increases there would be sufficient
material to operate new facilities.

Is the option supported by
regulation?

• Yes. The province’s Made-In-Ontario Plan looks to reduce the quantity of
waste sent for disposal.
• The province’s Food and Organic Waste Policy Statement sets diversion
targets by sector (including multi-residential and IC&I) by 2025.

Is there a demand and support
for the service locally, at-source
• Support for the service will be contingent on regulatory change.
and/or elsewhere in the
system?
Is it compatible with other
existing services?

• The development of waste diversion infrastructure would be compatible
with other services.
• Yes this is part of Waste Connections’ core business.

Are there infrastructure/space
limitations to providing the
• No, new infrastructure would be sited accordingly.
service?
Is it economically viable?

• Yes. While the cost associated with establishing specific infrastructure is
unknown a complete cost analysis would be undertaken on a case by case
basis.
• Equipment costs are known.

Are there advantages to
provide the services at other
locations?

• Depends on the material being recovered, the location of material
generation and the location of the proposed infrastructure.

Waste Connections is very experienced at operating recovery facilities and if demand warrants,
is prepared to invest in new infrastructure and partner with existing or new processing facility
operators to meet the market demand for increased diversion of materials, including food and
organic waste processing. Waste Connections will support expanded green bin collection services
in the IC&I sector (and the municipal sector where appropriate) through provision of the
necessary equipment (e.g., state of the art waste collection vehicles, carts/containers) as the
framework is implemented to achieve the Province’s 70% diversion targets by 2025.
It is proposed to carry this option forward.
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2.2.5

Option 10: Data Collection, Monitoring and Auditing Activity
Waste Connections could support provincial objectives toward data collection, reporting, and
performance measures where feasible. As a practice Waste Connections undertakes on-site
audits for its customers to identify opportunities for waste materials segregation for diversion
purposes. Waste Connections can also more routinely audit waste materials received at their
transfer stations to identify opportunities for increased waste diversion of select materials. The
focus would be on materials that have either been designated by the Province, mandated
through 3Rs amendments or are subject to other future Provincial initiatives like those
mentioned in the Province’s Made-In-Ontario Plan and the Food and Organic Waste Policy
Statement.
Option 10: Consideration of Data Collection, Monitoring and Auditing Activities
Question

Response

Is there potential for an impact to
• Auditing activity would only take place in safe working areas (e.g. ideally
worker and public health and
at-source and always at a distance from moving equipment).
safety?
Does it minimize GHG emissions?

• Auditing activity that generates additional diversion can result in GHG
reductions where it results in beneficial end use that displaces the use of
virgin materials.

Is there sufficient material for
processing?

• Not applicable.

Is the option supported by
regulation?

• Yes as the objective is to stimulate additional diversion in the Province.

Is there a demand and support
• Yes there is customer demand for on-site auditing and provincial support
for the service locally, at-source
for increased waste diversion and data gathering.
and/or elsewhere in the system?
Is it compatible with other
existing service?

• Yes. Waste Connections provides on-site auditing services geared to
increased diversion for its customers. Where safe, Waste Connections can
support other data collection/auditing activities in the system.

Are there infrastructure/space
limitations to providing the
service?

• Uncertain. It is preferred to conduct audits at the source and therefore
space requirements will depend on available space by customer.
Arrangements could be made to conduct auditing activities at Waste
Connection facilities however there may be limitations/restrictions during
certain operational periods.

Is it economically viable?

• Yes.

Are there advantages to provide
• The provision of this service is optimized where it takes place at source.
the services at other locations?
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There are no barriers to enhanced data collection through auditing activities, reporting and
performance measures development. If information is to be shared with the province, reporting
requirements would need to be clear, mandated and consistently applied across both the public
and private sectors. Confidentiality of data is a prime concern related to the proprietary nature
of Waste Connections business information.
It is proposed to carry forward Option 10.
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3.0

Scoping of Diversion Options
This section summarizes the findings from the evaluation and provides more context to the proposed
options being carried forward.

3.1

At-Ridge Landfill Options
On-Site Processing at the Ridge Landfill (Options 1, 2 and 4)
In the evaluation of on-site processing options it becomes clear that none of the on-site material
processing options are viable, financially feasible or practical, for the Ridge Landfill site. The
waste generated in the service area for the Ridge Landfill originates primarily from the GTHA,
which has some of the most advanced waste processing and diversion facilities. As a result,
constructing new waste processing and diversion infrastructure at the Ridge Landfill will be
redundant and not viable. Processing of these materials at-source is more practical, efficient,
economical and in line with the MECP Environment Plan.
Even in the context of smaller facilities that might support local recycling source segregation
activities, the low volume of wastes to be received at the Ridge Landfill make a business
proposition less likely. Larger, more centralized processing facilities that are located a reasonable
geographic distance from population areas that generate sustainable quantities of materials are
more viable and this has been the subject of discussion in Ontario for decades.
MWPF’s are not commercially viable alternatives to source separation of recyclable materials at
the point of generation. Recyclable materials should be recovered at-source (to optimize
material quality and support sustained marketability) to the extent possible. The IC&I sector in
Ontario has room to improve in recyclable material recovery at-source, through strong legislation,
focused education and promotion that can be addressed in the Southern and Central Ontario
marketplace through the use of existing processing facilities and the addition of new/revived
processing facilities at the key points of generation. For these reasons, the on-site processing
facility options (Options 1, 2 and 4) are not considered further.
Beneficial Reuse of C&D Waste (Option 3)
The option of receiving source-separated C&D waste has merit. Waste Connections already
reuses a large volume of waste materials in their landfill operations on-site. Providing facilities
to receive these materials for beneficial use would complement existing services and existing
practice e.g. size reduction of materials through crushing, chipping, shredding as appropriate for
movement to various markets. Off-loading of C&D wastes would be limited to commercial
haulers and local contractors/builders in commercial vehicles. Homeowners and residents would
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not be permitted for safety reasons, specifically due to the potential interaction of large and small
vehicles.
On-Site Drop-Off Depot (Option 5)
In fulfilling its commitment made in the ToR, Waste Connections has examined and evaluated
the feasibility and viability of implementing an on-site drop-off depot service, including the
consideration and assessment of a reasonable number of ways in which to divert the types of
local (Chatham-Kent) waste materials received at the Ridge Landfill site. In reviewing the pros
and cons, it is clear that while an on-site drop-off depot at the Ridge Landfill is indeed feasible, it
is clear that the purpose of a drop-off depot at the Ridge Landfill should be to complement and
enhance services already provided to residents in Chatham-Kent.
Waste Connection will continue to support, through their significant financial contributions,
drop-offs and HHW depots throughout the Municipality, in addition Waste Connections will move
ahead with the planning to locate a drop-off depot at the Ridge Landfill for acceptance of specific
materials. To this end, Waste Connections can also assist the Municipality in expanding their
diversion programs through extension of their existing contracts and practices in Chatham-Kent
including those collection services provided by Waste Connections at Chatham-Kent’s eight (8)
transfer stations.
3.2

At-Source Diversion Opportunities (Options 6 to 10)
While the MECP’s Environment Plan firmly places the responsibility for waste on the generator,
to achieve any tangible improvement to diversion from the Ridge Landfill waste stream, Waste
Connections can continue to encourage and assist its customer base to make incremental
improvements to their waste management efforts to divert more materials from the landfill.
Waste Connections will continue to work with and provide educational and promotional material
to their customers to help improve their waste management efforts (discussed further in Section
4.0). Waste Connections also anticipates that this service would be customized and enhanced to
help their customers comply with changes to the regulatory requirements for waste
management in the Province. As waste management regulations change in the Province through
policies, designating materials or amending 3Rs regulations, Waste Connections will assist their
customers in adapting to them.
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Waste Connections is prepared to invest in infrastructure/partner with existing or new processing
operators to meet the market demand for diversion of materials, including food and organic
waste. In addition, Waste Connections can provide the equipment needed and can collect
diverted materials (e.g., source separated organic waste) from its IC&I customers with state of
the art collection vehicles and carts/containers. Waste Connections can monitor the waste
streams they collect and/or receive to assist in achieving higher diversion targets.
All five options (Options 6 through 10) are proposed to be carried forward.
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4.0

Other Diversion Initiatives
In addition to the ten (10) options evaluated in Section 2.0, Waste Connections is committed to
continuing other diversion initiatives within the Municipality of Chatham-Kent and throughout
the system.

4.1

Promotion and Education within Chatham-Kent
Waste Connections has ongoing discussions with the Municipality of Chatham-Kent to discuss
ways in which they can partner with the Municipality to promote and educate the public on waste
diversion. The following initiatives have been identified, through consultation with Chatham-Kent
that Waste Connections may support (e.g., through funding, site development, etc.):
Chatham-Kent Waste and Recycling Website:
Promote local residential waste diversion resources and services by sharing the link on the
Chatham-Kent waste and recycling website
https://www.chatham-kent.ca/GarbageandRecycling.
Promote Reuse and Swap Event Sites:
The Chatham-Kent public can share materials and plan for event days for waste recycling and
exchanges at this existing website that works like a classified ad section. It’s free to usehttp://www.chatham-kent.reuses.com. Uses iWasteNot systems which is an online web
application for waste reduction. These events and sites can be promoted on the Waste
Connections website and newsletters.
Promote Diversion Apps:
There are existing mobile phone software applications (Apps) that are available to the general
public that promote diversion. Two (2) such Apps include:


MyWaste is available to Chatham-Kent residents and businesses free of charge. A link to
the app is found on the Chatham-Kent website.



Recycle Coach is available to Chatham-Kent. The app includes information to “Be a better
Recycler” and a “What Goes Where” search link. A link to the app is on Chatham-Kent
website. The app is useful for any community system wide that signs up for the app
services. Users can search by community at https://solutions.recyclecoach.com.

These events and sites can be promoted on the Waste Connections website and newsletters.
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Promote Diversion on the Ridge Landfill website:
Waste Connections can promote diversion itself directly through the landfill website
(www.RidgeLandfill.com) in two ways:


Promote waste diversion best practices with resourceful content and case studies.



Promote and educate residential and IC&I sectors through updated compelling content,
better use of existing social media outlets, and expand audience.

Waste Connections will continue to consult with the Municipality of Chatham-Kent on partnering
opportunities and implementation strategies related to waste diversion promotion and
education initiatives.
4.2

System-Wide Diversion Initiatives
The following initiatives are currently supported and implemented by Waste Connections and
will be continued:
Promote Recycling and Diversion Services (System Wide):
In order to improve customer and third party hauler diversion, Waste Connections’ will continue
to encourage customers to improve diversion in response to market conditions and regulations
through the following examples:
• Increase marketing of recycling services to its customer base.
• Setting a target to increase number of customers for recycling collection service.
• Promote recycling collection service options and tips to customers via content on billing
invoices.
• Promote the benefits of reduction, reuse, and resource recovery in company marketing
materials.
• Promote and educate customers on the benefits of efficient use of valuable landfill space
(economic, environmental).
• Offer auditing and monitoring services to customers.
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Scholarships:
Waste Connections will continue to finance educational scholarships in Environmental
Management Programs at Ridgetown College, in order to bring awareness of resource
management issues and to encourage succession planning in environmental stewardship at
waste management facilities. Recipients of the scholarship must reside in the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent.
Investment in Research and Innovation:
Providing research opportunities and investments in innovation. Waste Connections partners
with various organizations to support academic research aimed at reducing and recovering waste,
such as The Environmental Research & Education Foundation (EREF). Waste Connections is a
founding member of EREF which funds and directs scientific research and educational initiatives
for waste management practices to benefit industry participants and the communities they serve.
Educate IC&I Sector on Emerging Regulations:
To aid business in their waste management planning, Waste Connections could provide a
resource page on their website, with direct links to provincial government regulations, policies,
frameworks, and strategies that impact the IC&I sector.
Promote TerraCycle:
Waste Connections has invested and partnered with TerraCycle, a Southern Ontario corporation,
that finds end uses and recycling opportunities for hard to recycle materials that are not included
in municipal curbside recycling programs (e.g., cigarette butts, coffee capsules, drink pouches).
Waste Connections will continue to promote TerraCycle’s services within its customer base.
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5.0

Conclusions
Waste Connections has a strong and established network of integrated waste collection,
processing facilities and processing arrangements supported by a strong customer base that can
and will help facilitate the Province in meeting goals and objectives of the Made-In-Ontario Plan
and the Food and Organic Waste Policy Statement.
Waste Connections is committed to enhancing its waste diversion programs either at-source, at
the Ridge Landfill or elsewhere in the integrated system. In addition, Waste Connections’
integrated waste management network, strong customer base and numerous business
arrangements in Ontario enables Waste Connections to share its expertise to educate and
respond to customers to meet both Provincial targets and their customer’s corporate waste
diversion targets and objectives. The company has the financial resources and desire to invest in
infrastructure and research and innovation that supports its business, which includes waste
diversion initiatives in Ontario.
Table 5-1 provides a summary of the evaluation and notes the options/initiatives that Waste
Connections proposes to carry forward.
Table 5-1: Summary of Diversion Options Evaluation

Option No.

Option Name

Carried Forward?

1

Mixed Waste Processing Facility

No

2

Materials Recovery Facility

No

3

Beneficial Reuse of C&D Waste

Yes

4

SSO Waste Processing

No

5

On-site Drop-off Depot

Yes

6

Increased Partnerships

Yes

7

Support implementation of designated materials
recovery in the IC&I sector

Yes

8

Amending 3Rs for the IC&I Sector

Yes

9

Infrastructure and Equipment

Yes

10

Monitoring and Auditing Activity

Yes
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In addition to the above, Waste Connections will continue to offer the following services to
assist the Province in meeting its diversion targets:


Collaborate and partner with the Municipality of Chatham-Kent in the enhancement of
its promotion, education and diversion programs.



Share public and IC&I survey findings discussed in Section 1.2 of the report with
Chatham-Kent Waste and Recycling Services and identify potential opportunities for
additional programs and services.



Promote and help educate customers in both the IC&I and residential sectors in
Chatham-Kent and across the wider waste management network in waste prevention
and reduction, regulatory changes, waste audit findings and resource recovery initiatives.



Support educational scholarships, research and innovation in environmental
management in general and waste management programs in particular.



Encourage companies, such as TerraCycle, to provide solutions to increase diversion of
hard to recycle materials.

Increased waste diversion is an important component of Waste Connections’ efficient,
integrated system. It will assist the Province in its efforts to minimize the amount of waste
sent for landfilling and achieving diversion and recovery targets. However, the additional
diversion opportunities identified in this report will not reduce the need of the 1.3 million
tonnes of annual waste disposal capacity required during the 20-year planning period for the
Ridge Landfill.
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Charing Cross overpass reopened ahead of extended schedule
Motorists received a
pleasant – and unannounced – surprise on
Friday.
The Charing Cross
Road bridge re-opened
to traffic around 6:30
p.m. after being closed
for almost four months.
The overpass was
closed on July 3 for a
scheduled rehabilitation
project, which consisted
of concrete patching,
removing and reconstructing the concrete
slope protection, water-

proofing and paving the
bridge
deck
and
approach slabs.
The construction is
part of the Ministry of
Transportation Ontario's
three-year 401 rehabilitation project throughout
Chatham-Kent.
The bridge was scheduled to reopen on Oct. 1
but was delayed when it
was discovered during
the final stages of the
rehabilitation that additional structural repairs
were needed on a steel

girder.
The work was anticipated to continue to the
last week of October but
wrapped up last Friday
ahead of its extended
schedule.
Bob Nichols, Senior
Media Liaison Officer for
the Ontario Ministry of
Transportation, said all
paving has been completed on the bridge, including paving the approaches.
He said temporary
pavement markings are

in place on the bridge and
pavement markings will
be completed concurrently with markings on
the Highway 401.
“Additional work is
being completed on the
underside of the bridge,
however, this work will
not impact traffic on the
overpass,” Nichols said.
This was the second
summer in a row that
traffic from Blenheim and
South Kent to hatham
and other destinations
north of the 401 was
interrupted by construction.
Communication RoadHighway 40 was closed
for six months in 2017 –
from mid-April until midNovember – for a complete reconstruction and
reconfiguration of the 401
overpass.
This closing forced
drivers to use alternative
routes to get across the
401 and commercial traffic to use other exits and
detour routes to get to
destinations in South
Kent.
Charing Cross Road
was the main detour
route between Blenheim
and Chatham, with stop

lights constructed in
Charing Cross to control
the extra traffic.
The four-month closure of the Charing Cross
Road bridge did not have
the same impact since
the direct route to the 401
along
Communication
Road-Highway 40 was
open.
Businesses in Charing
Cross, however, will be
happy the overpass has
reopened as they were
impacted by the over-

pass's closure.
Traffic in Blenheim
and South Kent, however,
will be impacted again in
2019 with the six-month
closure of the eastbound
entrance and exit ramps
at the Bloomfield Road
401 interchange as a part
of the rehabilitation of
the eastbound lanes.
It is anticipated the
eastbound
on-and-off
ramps will be closed from
April
through
to
November, 2019.

NOTICE TO CREDITORS AND OTHERS
In the Estate of MARY LOUISE CREWE
All claims against the Estate of Mary Louise Crewe,
late of the Municipality of Chatham-Kent, deceased,
who died on or about March 14th, 2018, must be
filed with the solicitors for the Estate Trustees named
below on or before November 2nd, 2018; thereafter
the Estate Trustees will distribute the assets of the
Estate having regard only to the claims then filed.
Dated at Chatham-Kent, Ontario, this October 3,
2018.
KERR WOOD & MALLORY
Barristers & Solicitors
15 George Street,
Blenheim, Ontario, N0P 1A0
Solicitors for the Estate Trustees

After being closed for almost four months the
Charing Cross Road overpass re-opened to traffic
last Friday around 6:30 p.m.

Ontario Student
Nutrition Great Big
Crunch 2018
Forty-one schools and
three work places in
Chatham-Kent participated in the the Ontario
Student
Nutrition
Program’s Great Big
Crunch 2018 last week.
The Chatham-Kent
Public Health Unit, in
conjunction with the
Lambton-Kent and St
Clair Catholic district
school boards, organized
the event with 14,054
students and staff across

Chatham-Kent participating.
The event brought
students, school staff
school board officials to
take a simultaneous bite
into an apple.
The Great Big Crunch
celebrates the school’s
nutrition program by
encouraging students to
increase their consumption of nutritious fruits
and vegetables.

Chatham-Kent
Children’s Safety Village
hosts scary safe treating
The Chatham-Kent
Children's Safety Village
is hosting a 'Kids Not so
Scary Safe Treating in
the
Village,
this
Saturday.
Kids can dress in their
Halloween costumes and
take part in a number of
activities from 11 a.m.-2
p.m.
Kids can trick or treat
around the village, participate in family activities and will have a
chance to win prizes.

They can also ride the
CN's Lil Obie Train and
play on the blow-up
obstacle course.
Members
of
all
C h a t h a m - K e n t
Emergency services will
also be on hand.
There will be a charity
barbecue for food and
drinks as well as raffle
prizes and face painting
as additional fees if
desired.
The cost is $10 per
family.

Survey on Waste Reuse and Recycling
We are planning ways to meet your future waste management needs and we would like your input!

To continue to provide long term disposal capacity to Chatham-Kent and the industrial, commercial
and institutional sector Waste Connections of Canada initiated an Environmental Assessment (EA)
for an expansion of the Ridge Landfill. The landfill has been serving the Chatham-Kent community
for 50 years and will reach its capacity by approximately 2021.

As part of the Environmental Assessment Waste Connections will identify opportunities for materials
currently going to landfill that could be diverted for reuse or recycling.
Please go on line and complete the survey to help us determine ways to enhance and improve
recycling and reuse activities in our community. If you prefer to receive a hard copy of the survey,
please contact Cathy Smith at Waste Connections. Contact information is provided below.

The survey can be found at:
www.ridgelandfill.com/survey

You are encouraged to actively participate in the environmental assessment for the Ridge Landfill
expansion process by completing this survey. The deadline for survey submission is November 16,
2018. Results as applicable will be shared with Chatham-Kent’s Waste and Recycling Division.

DID YOU KNOW

Consultation events will be held throughout the EA planning process and notice of those events will
be published in local newspapers, distributed to those on the project contact list; and posted at
www.ridgelandfill.com Please visit the website under our Contact Us webpage to be added to the
project contact list. For further information please contact:

Business Forms • Letterhead
Business Cards • Draw Tickets
Brochures • Posters • Envelopes

Cathy Smith, Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com

WE PRINT...
...AND MORE!
519-676-3321
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Public Health officials outline rules for cannabis use in Chatham-Kent
The Herald Staff

smoking rules for tobacco and
vaping. You may not smoke or
vape in
• Restaurant/bar patios and public
areas, including the sidewalk,
within nine metres of the patio
• Enclosed public places and
workplaces
• Schools, school grounds,
and public areas, including the

Chatham-Kent Public Health
wants to make sure people know
where they can use cannabis.
Marijuana use for recreation
became legal in Canada last week.
Public health officials say the
regulations around smoking
marijuana mirror the current

sidewalk, within 20 metres of the
perimeter of those grounds
• Workplace vehicles
• Hospital properties
• Municipally-owned beaches,
parks, playgrounds, sports fields/
complexes, housing services
properties
• Community recreational facilities
and public areas, including the

sidewalk, within 20 metres of the
perimeter of those grounds
• Places where home childcare is
provided, regardless of whether
children are present
• Child care centres and places
• Indoor common areas in
condominiums, apartment
buildings, and university and
college residences

• Vehicles and boats being driven
or under someone’s care or control
• Multi-unit dwellings with smokefree policies.
Officials say smoking and vaping
is permitted in private homes,
sidewalks near a public road,
outdoors on private property and
parked vehicles which have sleeping accommodation.

Citizens to hear bylaw, property complaints
Nicole Vanrabaeys
The Herald
Citizens will be hearing bylaw appeals in
Chatham-Kent soon.
Currently, the appeal committee consists
of six councillors. This board has gotten
together only four times since it was created
in early 2015. The idea of it is to listen to
the public whenever someone would like to
amend a by-law that was created by council.
David VanDamme and Leon Leclair are
the incumbents for North and East Kent.

Recently council voted to change the sixperson panel board made up of councillors
into five members of the public, who will be
appointed by council.
If someone would like to take part in an
appeal, a written request for a hearing is the
first step. A hearing would then follow at
council chambers. A majority of the board
would be needed in order to over-rule a
bylaw.
The former Property Standards committee
would be combined with this committee
into one, who share the five-member panel.
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�o contin�e to ��ovide long te�� dis�osal ca�acity to ��at�a��Kent and t�e ind�st�ial� co��e�cial
and instit�tional secto� Waste �onnections o� �anada initiated an �nvi�on�ental �ssess�ent ���� �o�
an e��ansion o� t�e Ridge �and�ill. ��e land�ill �as �een se�ving t�e ��at�a��Kent co���nity �o� ��
yea�s and �ill �eac� its ca�acity in �y a���o�i�ately ����.

THE BIG CRUNCH
�s �a�t o� t�e �nvi�on�ental �ssess�ent Waste �onnections �ill identi�y o��o�t�nities �o� �ate�ials
c���ently going to land�ill t�at co�ld �e dive�ted �o� �e�se o� �ecycling.
�lease go on line and co��lete t�e ƐƵƌǀĞǇ to �el� �s dete��ine �ays to en�ance and i���ove �ecycling
and �e�se activities in o�� co���nity. �� yo� ��e�e� to �eceive a �a�d co�y o� t�e s��vey� �lease contact
�at�y ��it� at Waste �onnections. �ontact in�o��ation is ��ovided �elo�.
The survey can be found at:
www.ridgelandfill.com/survey
�o� a�e enco��aged to actively �a�tici�ate in t�e envi�on�ental assess�ent �o� t�e Ridge �and�ill
e��ansion ��ocess �y co��leting t�is s��vey. ��e deadline �o� s��vey s���ission is EŽǀĞŵďĞƌϭϲ͕ϮϬϭϴ.
Res�lts as a��lica�le �ill �e s�a�ed �it� ��at�a��Kent’s Waste and Recycling Division.

Students at Thamesville Area Public School joined their peers across the region for
The Big Crunch. Everyone was given an apple to bite down on at the exact same
time. It was to promote healthy eating in local schools.
Submitted Photo

Wabash

Community of Christ
Pastor
David Maynard
519-692-7283
Sunday School • 9:45 am
Church • 11:00 am

St. Andrew’s United
Church - Cairo
7563 Haggerty Road

(corner of Hwy 79 & Haggerty Rd)

Sunday Worship @ 9am

Sunday School @ 9 am
Rev. Jim Breen • 519-898-2105
jbreen@brktel.on.ca

�ons�ltation events �ill �e �eld t��o�g�o�t t�e �� �lanning ��ocess and notice o� t�ose events �ill �e
���lis�ed in local ne�s�a�e�s� dist�i��ted to t�ose on t�e ��o�ect contact list� and �osted at
���.�idgeland�ill.co� �lease visit t�e �e�site �nde� o�� ŽŶƚĂĐƚ hƐ �e��age to �e added to t�e
��o�ect contact list. For further information please contact:
Cathy Smith, Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com

Dresden
Community Church

St. Andrew’s
Presbyterian Church

10:00 am Sunday Service

pccweb.ca/standrewsdresden

519-683-6541

with Nursery, toddler, R.OC.K.

Pastor Chris Quiring

Rev. Linda McFadden
7:00 pm Mon. Study; Thurs. youth
www.dresdencommunitychurch.com

(across from Dresden Foodland)

519-683-2442
Sunday Worship 10:30 am
LIFE Kids Wed 3:45
Rev. Andy Cornell
• Find us on Facebook •

north Dresden
Baptist Church

182 Trerice St • Dresden

519-683-4892
ndbaptistchurch@gmail.com

Sunday School 9 am
Worship Service 9:45 am
Pastor: Gord tetley

Louisville
Baptist Church
10521 Longwoods Road
Rev. Gord tetley

Sunday Morning Worship

11:15 am

lvbchurch@gmail.com
519-358-5439

directory
Thamesville
United Church
Rev. Grace Lee
Worship Leader

Music Director: Olena Bratishko

Service Times
10:00 am Sundays

Sunday School at same time

newbury Gospel Hall

Sunday - Remembrance Meeting • 10:00 am
Sunday School and Adult Bible Study • 11:30 am
Gospel Meeting • 7:00 pm
Wednesday Bible Study • 7:30 pm
Everyone warmly welcomed at Corner of Walnut Drive
and Longwoods Road, East of Peter Road, Bothwell
For information call Chris at 226-919-6006

Bothwell Baptist
Church
PAStOR StEvE FILyER

11 am SUnDAy SeRviCe
Kids Club - Mon. 7:00pm
(October - April)
YOuth - tues. 7:30pm
Corner of Peter
and Elm Streets

Bothwell-Wabash
United Church

St. Stephen’s
Anglican Church

– Service Times –

Sunday Services • 11 am

Rev. Annalee Kerr
Office: 178 Elm St. 519-695-2921
Sunday Worship
Wabash 9:30 am
Bothwell 11:00 am

Everyone Always Welcome.

Associate Rev. Gary Parker
Organist Kay Heil

Check website at
www.parishofthetransfiguration.net
for up-to-date news
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Anti-radiation pills recommended
The Chatham Voice

Preparations are underway to
make medication available to residents and businesses in the west
end of Chatham-Kent to protect the
health of the public in the event of
an unexpected release of nuclear radiation.
Precautionary measures are taken for people who live within the
80-kilometre Secondary Zone of
any nuclear facility, even though
an accident and discharge of radiation is unlikely. The Fermi 2 nuclear facility is in Monroe, Mich., and
its Secondary Zone encompasses
a large part of Windsor-Essex and
a small area along the west edge
of Chatham-Kent that includes
the communities of Lighthouse
Cove, Jeanette’s Creek, Tilbury, and
Wheatley.
The Chatham-Kent Public Health
Unit is working with the Ontario
Ministry of Health and Long-Term
Care to develop and administer a
plan for Chatham-Kent residents
within the Secondary Zone.
Homes and businesses within the
Secondary Zone are encouraged to
have potassium iodide (KI) tablets
on hand. In the unlikely event of a

release of radiation, the consumption of KI tablets is vital to protect
the health of people.
The tablets would only be consumed in the event of a nuclear
emergency, and directions for properly taking the KI tablets would be
provided by Ontario’s Chief Medical Officer of Health. The medication is most effective when taken
just before or within three hours of
exposure to radioactivity.
Each household or business should
have a two-day supply of KI tablets
available. A two-day supply would
consist of four tablets per adult, and
two tablets per child. The risk of
side effects from taking KI tablets is
low for people with normal thyroid
function.
The Chatham-Kent Public Health
Unit is currently working on its
plan to distribute medication to
those Chatham-Kent residents living and working within Secondary
Zone. Details will be released at a
future date.
People who have questions can
contact the Chatham-Kent Public
Health Unit at 519-355-1071.
The impacted area includes Jeanette’s Creek, Tilbury, Wheatley,
Coatsworth and areas in between.

Contributed image

The shadowed area on this map illustrates the small overlap into Chatham-Kent of the Secondary Zone
of the Fermi 2 nuclear facility in Monroe, Mich. In the unlikely event of the release of radiation from the
facility, people inside the zone will be given potassium iodide pills.

Lowe’s helps Legion, hospice
The Chatham Voice

Lowe’s Canada through local
RONA centres, is sending funds
to the Chatham-Kent Hospice and
the Wallaceburg Royal Canadian
Legion.
The hospice is to receive more
than $2,700, while the Legion will
get nearly $2,600.
Lowe’s is donating $1.1 million
through its 630 corporate and affiliated stores across the country. It’s
part of the company’s Canada Heroes campaign.
Throughout September, every
Lowe’s, RONA, and Reno-Depot corporate store in the country
collected donations to help local
non-profit organizations or pub-

lic schools of their choosing fulfill
their missions or carry out specific
projects. Lowe’s Canada matched
50 per cent of all funds raised
through the in-store campaign, up
to a maximum of $2,000 per store.
All funds raised in-store, along
with matching corporate donations, are being donated to more
than 260 community organizations.
“We are grateful that our employees and customers across the country came together again this year to
help people love where they live,”
said Jean-Sébastien Lamoureux,
Senior Vice-President, Communications, Public Affairs and Compliance at Lowe’s Canada, said in
a media release.
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�o contin�e to ��ovide long te�� dis�osal ca�acity to ��at�a��Kent and t�e ind�st�ial� co��e�cial
and instit�tional secto� Waste �onnections o� �anada initiated an �nvi�on�ental �ssess�ent ���� �o�
an e��ansion o� t�e Ridge �and�ill. ��e land�ill �as �een se�ving t�e ��at�a��Kent co���nity �o� ��
yea�s and �ill �eac� its ca�acity �y a���o�i�ately ����.

�s �a�t o� t�e �nvi�on�ental �ssess�ent Waste �onnections �ill identi�y o��o�t�nities �o� �ate�ials
c���ently going to land�ill t�at co�ld �e dive�ted �o� �e�se o� �ecycling.
�lease go on line and co��lete t�e ƐƵƌǀĞǇ to �el� �s dete��ine �ays to en�ance and i���ove �ecycling
and �e�se activities in o�� co���nity. �� yo� ��e�e� to �eceive a �a�d co�y o� t�e s��vey� �lease contact
�at�y ��it� at Waste �onnections. �ontact in�o��ation is ��ovided �elo�.
The survey can be found at:

Direct Cremation

www.ridgelandfill.com/survey
�o� a�e enco��aged to actively �a�tici�ate in t�e envi�on�ental assess�ent �o� t�e Ridge �and�ill
e��ansion ��ocess �y co��leting t�is s��vey. ��e deadline �o� s��vey s���ission is EŽǀĞŵďĞƌϭϲ͕ϮϬϭϴ.
Res�lts as a��lica�le �ill �e s�a�ed �it� ��at�a��Kent’s Waste and Recycling Division.

Dan

Jeff

Ron

Lowest Price Guarantee
Serving Chatham & Area Since 1904
156 William St., Chatham | www.peseski.com | 519.352.5120

�ons�ltation events �ill �e �eld t��o�g�o�t t�e �� �lanning ��ocess and notice o� t�ose events �ill �e
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���.�idgeland�ill.co� �lease visit t�e �e�site �nde� o�� ŽŶƚĂĐƚ hƐ �e��age to �e added to t�e
��o�ect contact list. For further information please contact:
Cathy Smith, Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com
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Former student in music doc
TOM MORRISON
Postmedia News

after teaching herself to play
piano and write songs, a former
chatham student is being featured in a documentary series by
cbc music.
The organization sent a freelancer to st. Vincent catholic
school monday to ﬁlm audrey s.,
who graduated from the elementary school earlier this year.
cbc caught word of audrey
through music teacher Jacquelyn
mcGlynn’s entries into the
canadian music class challenge
over the past two years, one of
which featured an original song
audrey wrote.
“we just thought this was a
really inspiring story,” said bryan
laPoint, the cbc music freelancer. “it would just be good for
other kids to see too that maybe
they don’t have a voice or a place,
and that it can be done and they
can be inspired by other kids just
like them.”
laPoint said several other students across canada are also being
featured in videos leading up to the
next music challenge.
he said they are also trying to
show the importance of music
education.
“it gives kids confidence,” he
said. “it gives them something
that they feel they can own and
be themselves and sort of express
through that and create a balance
that is always really important for
the youth.”
audrey, who now attends
General amherst high school in
amherstburg, wrote the song when
she was 12 about a “Grade 7 relationship,” which mcGlynn called
“unbelievable music.”

TOM MORRISON/Postmedia News

Bryan LaPoint, a freelancer for CBC Music, sets up a shot of Audrey S. playing piano for a documentary series exploring music in the classroom at St. Vincent
Catholic School.

“she has no formal piano or
voice,” said mcGlynn. “she was in
my music class at school, and i was
one day like, ‘wow, how can this
be?’ and she’s inspired so many
students.”
audrey said she never learned
from a music book. her cousin
only showed her which notes the
keys played and she taught herself

to read music.
“my mom got me a little piano
when i was ﬁve and i just explored
it and ﬁgured stuff out on my own,”
she said.
mcGlynn said audrey’s work has
led to other students at the school
attempting to sing, play and write
songs like her.
“in seeing her and hearing her,

they have that belief that they can
do that too,” she said.
The lessons mcGlynn gives on
song writing depend on the age
level of the student, she said, but
it’s usually “nothing really formal”
or “paper-pencil.”
They sometimes involve teaching the major and minor scales and
basic three-note chords, she said.

“i would say audrey did more
for song writing just by leading
by example than i can probably
do by giving the step by step,” said
mcGlynn.
The documentary video will be
online at cbcmusic.ca/musicclass
in mid-November.

diwali celebration in chatham
Chiefs slam SIU
on naloxone probes
Postmedia News

The latest investigation by Ontario’s police watchdog into an ofﬁcer who tried unsuccessfully to
save a person from a drug overdose has sparked criticism from
Ontario’s police chiefs.
The watchdog agency, the special investigations unit (siu), is
investigating after woodstock
police on wednesday morning administered naloxone — a
medication that can reverse overdoses — to a 31-year-old woodstock woman who later died.
The siu investigates whenever someone dies while involved
with police. but the Ontario association of chiefs of Police is reiterating its frustration that police officers are being investigated
when they try, unsuccessfully, to
save someone from an Od.
“The OacP’s position on that issue remains unchanged,” said Joe
coutu, spokesperson for the association.
“Officers attempting to save lives
should not be subjected to an siu
investigation.”
The siu says their preliminary
investigation has shown police
and paramedics responded to a
medical assistance call in the area
of dundas street and springbank
avenue in woodstock about 1:40
a.m.

at the scene, officers started
cPr on the woman and administered naloxone — an anti-overdose
medication — to her. The woman
was taken to hospital where she
died.

Officers attempting to
save lives should not
be subjected to an SIU
investigation.”
Joe Coutu

Naloxone is a drug that blocks
the effects of opioids, such as
fentanyl, when administered to
someone who is overdosing on
drugs. late last year, woodstock
police announced all of its roughly
70 front-line officers would start
carrying the nasal spray.
Three investigators and one forensic investigator have been assigned to this incident. The siu is
asking anyone who may have information to contact the lead investigator at 1-800-787-8529.
The siu is an arm’s length agency that investigates reports involving police where there has
been death, serious injury or allegations of sexual assault.

event organized by cK
asian cultural
association
ELLWOOD SHREVE
the daily News

hundreds of local residents of
indian ancestry are expected to
gather in chatham saturday to celebrate diwali, known as the “festival of lights.”
Giri Thommandram, a member of
the cK asian cultural association
that is organizing the event, said
in the early days the local celebra-

tion would attract fewer than 50
people.
“Now we are expecting 300 people,” he said, adding it will be virtually all local people attending.
This year’s diwali celebration
is being held at ursuline college
chatham from 5 p.m. to 10:30 p.m,,
with dinner beginning at 5 p.m.
The festival crosses religious borders in india, with every resident
having lights on in their homes.
it is also a day of prayer to lord
ram, who, according to the hindu
religion, killed the devil ravan,
freeing people from his cruelty and
injustice. The celebration, which is

open to the public, will feature dinner, a musical program and dance.
The brampton-based group shaan
Punjab dee will be performing.
Thommandram said people
are welcome to take in the event,
but he suggested they buy a meal,
because food is a big part of the
celebration. he added the meal is
being provided by local indian restaurant spice and curry.
Tickets are $15 per person, with
children under 12 admitted free.
To purchase tickets or for more
information, call 519-401-3162 or
email ckaca.gmail.com.
eshreve@postmedia.com

Ontario works cheques available for pick up
daily News staff

chatham-Kent’s employment
and social services division is taking steps to ensure Ontario works
recipients are not impacted by a
potential mail disruption due to
an ongoing labour issue at canada
Post.
Ontario works cheques will be
distributed through chathamKent’s employment and social
services office and municipal service centres from Oct. 30 to Nov. 1.
recipients who have direct bank
deposit will receive their payment
as usual on Oct. 31, but the statement will be mailed at a later date.
Those who use their statement for
conﬁrmation of Ontario works eligibility for other programs can call

519-351-8573.
The following is a schedule for
residents to pick up their Ontario
works cheque and statements:
recipients living in chatham,
dover centre, Grande Pointe, Kent
bridge, North and south buxton
and Pain court:
Oct. 30 to Nov. 1: 8:30 a.m. to 4
p.m. (1st ﬂoor) of employment and
social services office at 435 Grand
ave. e., chatham.
recipients living in coatsworth,
merlin, Tilbury and wheatley:
Oct. 30 to Oct. 31: 9 a.m. to 4
p.m., Tilbury municipal centre,
17 superior st.
recipients living in blenheim,
cedar springs, charing cross,
dealtown, erie beach, erieau and
shrewsbury:

Oct. 30 to Oct. 31: 9 a.m. to 4 pm.,
blenheim municipal centre, 35
Talbot st. w.
recipients living in bothwell,
Thamesville, duart, highgate,
mo r p et h , m u i r k i r k a n d
ridgetown:
Oct. 30 to Oct. 31: 9 a.m. to 4
p.m., ridgetown municipal service
centre, 45 main st. e.
recipients living in dresden,
Tupperville and wallaceburg:
Oct. 30 to Oct. 31: 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
wallaceburg municipal centre –
ﬁrst ﬂoor, 786 dufferin ave.
recipients living anywhere in
chatham-Kent can pick up their
cheque at the employment and
social services centre on Nov. 1
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Survey on Waste Reuse and Recycling

We are planning ways to meet your future waste management needs and we would like your input!
To continue to provide long term disposal capacity to
Chatham-Kent and the industrial, commercial and institutional sector
Waste Connections of Canada initiated an Environmental Assessment
(EA) for an expansion of the Ridge Landfill. The landfill has been
serving the Chatham-Kent community for 50 years and will reach its
capacity by approximately 2021.

As part of the Environmental Assessment Waste Connections will identify
opportunities for materials currently going to landfill that could be diverted for
reuse or recycling.
Please go on line and complete the survey to help us determine ways to
enhance and improve recycling and reuse activities in our community. If you
prefer to receive a hard copy of the survey, please contact Cathy Smith at
Waste Connections. Contact information is provided below.

The survey can be found at:
www.ridgelandfill.com/survey
You are encouraged to actively participate in the environmental assessment
for the Ridge Landfill expansion process by completing this survey. The
deadline for survey submission is November 16, 2018. Results as applicable
will be shared with Chatham-Kent’s Waste and Recycling Division.
Consultation events will be held throughout the EA planning process and
notice of those events will be published in local newspapers, distributed to
those on the project contact list; and posted at www.ridgelandfill.com
Please visit the website under our Contact Us webpage to be added to the
project contact list. For further information please contact:
Cathy Smith, Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com
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Annual Poppy campaign needs volunteers Conform or transform?
To all Royal Canadian Legion Branch 206
members, our general meeting will be on
Tuesday, November 6th
at 7 pm and we would
love to see more members coming out to these
meetings so that you can voice your opinion and offer
any ideas you might have.
Membership cards are now at the branch so be sure
to come in or mail your dues. Pay dues now to be eligible for our two remaining special draws. We will have
draws at our November general meeting and you could
win your $45 that you pay for your dues and at our December meeting you could win $100.
When you pay your dues please make sure we have
your recent address on file in case we have to mail
information to you in the future. If you have any questions regarding your membership please speak to our
Membership chairperson, Sandy Tetreault.
The winner of our October draw was Ron Gagnier.
Please consider helping with our poppy campaign by
donating to our volunteers who will be out at different locations around town with poppies on November
2nd, 3rd, 9th & 10th. There will also be poppy boxes
placed at different businesses around town.
If you would like to help and volunteer we have signup sheets at the Legion.
Everyone is welcome to attend our 11am Church Pa-

rade Service on Sunday, November 4th at D.S. Moffat
Church. Anyone wanting to march to the Cenotaph
from the Legion on Remembrance Day is asked to
meet at the Branch at 10:20 am to form up.
We will be having a Wednesday luncheon on November 21st from 11:30 am to 1 pm. We will be serving
ham & mashed potatoes, vegetable, dinner roll, dessert,
coffee & tea for only $8 a person.
At this time we will be having a luncheon once a
month but will keep you informed if this changes.
Hope to see you there.
Our meat draws for November will be every Saturday with the first draw at 3:30 pm. At the November
24th draw there will be extra prizes. The kitchen is open
during all of our meat draws.
Youth darts will be held Saturday mornings beginning November 3rd from 9-11 am. There will be no
charge for youths to play darts. Sign up will be completed upon arrival. Age groups are as follows: Junior 7-11
Intermediate 12-15 and Senior 16-18. The youth will be
instructed by Chuck and Laurie Laliberte. If you have
children that are interested please come out on November 3rd or call the Legion if you have any questions.
Our fun dart league, were we draw for partners, will
be held every Monday night at 7 pm. Our Thursday
night euchre games will start at 7 pm. We will be having
a Saturday morning euchre tournament on November
10th starting at 11 am. Seniors euchre will be held on
November 15th starting at 1pm. Everyone is welcome
to our events so come out and join in the fun.

Sign up for our three-day Crafters Retreat
Join us for a three-Day
Crafters Retreat at Valetta
Presbyterian Church on
Thursday, November 22nd
at 2pm. It continues Friday
November 23rd starting at
9 am, and wraps up Saturday November 24th from
9am until 3 pm. Bring your
crafting or quilting projects
to work on and/or join in a
Mystery Quilting Project.
Irons and ironing boards
will be provided. The cost
is $45. Book soon as there
is limited space. To reserve
your spot contact Jayne
Broughton by November 8th at 519-607-0316
or by email at jayneb@live.
ca . You can also call Lisa Hill at Soft Impressions
at 519-682-4353 or email:
softimpressions@hotmail.
com .

On Sunday, October
21st Robert and Evelyn
Farquharson attended the
Wylie Cousins Gathering
at the Dockside Restaurant.
Fourteen attended.
The Church Help Society
will meet on Wednesday,
November 7th at Valetta
Presbyterian Church at
1:30 pm. November convenors are Jayne Broughton
and Carol Ivison.
New St. Andrews Presbyterian Church, Dover’s
Broasted Chicken Supper
is Sunday, November 4th

with sittings at 5 & 6:30 pm.
For tickets call Tom 519352-9037.
Sympathy is extended to Georgina Wilson
on the passing of her husband Alexander Bowan
Whyte (Sandy) Wilson, 91
years of Chatham, formerly of Toronto and Tilbury
on Thursday, October 18,
2018.
Ray and Cherie Farquharson of Essex, Reg and
Mary Jane Farquharson of
Tilbury, and Robert and
Evelyn Farquharson celebrated October birthdays
at the Swiss Chalet in Chatham on October 24th.
Gordon Brown of Toronto was recently home for a
few days with his mother
Connie Brown.
Comber St. Andrew’s

Watch out for trick or treaters
As we all know that Halloween is this week and all
our little ghosts and goblins
will be out running from
door to door and definitely
not interested in watching
for cars when candy and
goodies are at stake. Slow,
steady and alert is how we should drive if
we must be out.
Again, I would like to thank everyone
who made our bazaar such a huge success.
To those who were so generous with their
donations in goods are in their time from
members, friends and local businesses,
and those who came in and participated,
without you it wouldn’t happen.
Starting in November we have a new
program that is called “New Member November”. That is for those who would like
to join the Centre and enjoy all the activities that are available for members. New
members will have free membership for
November and December 2018 with a $15
paid membership for 2019. Those who attend the evening yoga and essentric classes
will appreciate this. If I didn’t make it clear,
please call me here at the Centre.
Friday evening Euchre games had Audrey Kuehl leading the way with 77 points
on her card. Dona Carson was second

with 75 and most lone hands
prize went to Virginia Wall.
Tally went home with Jeannette Gagnier.
Tuesday afternoon shuffleboard games had a large
variety of scores. Again, the
kitchen area seemed to have
a magnet in it. Virginia Wall had high score
of 346 followed by Rita Baute with 286. In
third spot was Annette Martin with 264.
Wednesday night Pepper games seemed
to have a favourite name that night. Maurice Cayer won with 312 points, Annette
Martin was second with 298 and Charlotte Hutchings was third with 267. Tied
for fouth were Annette Caouette and Annette Leboeuf with 264.
I bet a few people would have liked to
have changed their name for the night to
Annette. Tally was given to Pauline Marentette.

Tilbury Leisure Centre Calendar of Events
10 Canal St. W, Tilbury
Thursday, November 1
10:00 am .................... Exercise Class
11:00 am. ....................... HT Exercise
12:30 pm ............................. Canasta
6:30 pm .......................... .Escentric F
Friday, November 2
12:00 pm ................................ Lunch
7:30 pm ................................. Euchre
Monday, November 5
11am-12pm.. ................ Line Dancing
1:00 pm. .............................Po-ke-no
Tuesday, November 6
10:00 am .................... Exercise Class
1:00 pm .........................Shufﬂeboard
5:30pm.................................Yoga C
6:30pm.................................Yoga F
Wednesday, November 7
7:00 pm ................................. Pepper
Thursday, November 8
10:00 am .................... Exercise Class
11:00 am. ....................... HT Exercise
12:30 pm ............................. Canasta
6:30 pm .......................... .Escentric F

519.682.1020
NOVEMBER
Monday, November 19

Friday, November 9
12:00 pm ................................ Lunch
7:30 pm ................................. Euchre
Monday, November 12
11am-12pm.. ................ Line Dancing
1:00 pm. .............................Po-ke-no
Tuesday, November 13
10:00 am .................... Exercise Class
1:00 pm .........................Shufﬂeboard
5:30pm.................................Yoga C
6:30pm.................................Yoga F
Wednesday, November 14
7:00 pm ................................. Pepper
Thursday, November 15
10:00 am .................... Exercise Class
11:00 am. ....................... HT Exercise
12:30 pm ............................. Canasta
6:30 pm .......................... .Escentric F
Friday, November 16
12:00 pm ................................ Lunch
7:30 pm ................................. Euchre

11am-12pm.. ................ Line Dancing
1:00 pm. .............................Po-ke-no
Tuesday, November 20
10:00 am .................... Exercise Class
1:00 pm .........................Shufﬂeboard
5:30pm.................................Yoga C
6:30pm.................................Yoga F
Wednesday,November 21
Senior Games 6 Handed Pepper
7:00 pm ................................. Pepper
Thursday, November 22
10:00 am .................... Exercise Class
11:00 am. ....................... HT Exercise
12:30 pm ............................. Canasta
6:30 pm .......................... .Escentric F
Friday, November 23
12:00 pm ................................ Lunch
7:30 pm ................................. Euchre

Monday, November 26
11am-12pm.. ................ Line Dancing
1:00 pm. .............................Po-ke-no
Tuesday, November 27
10:00 am .................... Exercise Class
1:00 pm .........................Shufﬂeboard
5:30pm.................................Yoga C
6:30pm.................................Yoga F
Wednesday,November 28
7:00 pm ................................. Pepper
Thursday, November 29
10:00 am .................... Exercise Class
11:00 am. ....................... HT Exercise
12:30 pm ............................. Canasta
6:30 pm .......................... .Escentric F
Friday, November 30
12:00 pm ................................ Lunch
7:30 pm ................................. Euchre

Lest We Forget
Remembrance Day Nov. 11

United Church is having a
Roast Beef Supper on Tuesday, November 6th from
5-7pm. Cost is $16 for
adults, $6 for kids 6-12, and
kids 5 and under eat free.
The menu will be roast
beef, potatoes & gravy,
baked beans, squash, coleslaw and don’t forget the
delicious homemade pies
for dessert. No advance
tickets necessary. Come on
out for a delicious supper
of all you care to eat. Take
outs for $16.
Sympathy is extended to
Ralph Mellow and family
on the passing of his wife
Grace Joan Mellow (nee
Carter), 85 years, on Friday,
October 19th. A Memorial
Service was held at St. Andrew’s United Church in
Comber.
Valetta
Presbyterian
Church is a welcoming
church, and we invite anyone interested to join us
for worship at 10 am on
Sunday mornings in the
basement of the church.
No stairs to climb. Coffee
Hour will follow the worship service on this coming
Sunday, November 4th.

“Therefore, I urge you
brothers, in view of God’s
mercy, to offer your bodies as living sacrifices, holy
and pleasing to God – this
is your spiritual act of worship. Do not conform any
longer to the pattern of this
world, but be transformed
by the renewing of your
mind. Then you will be able
to test and approve what
God’s will is – his good,
pleasing and perfect will.”
(Romans 12:1&2)
Every denomination tells
the joke that in heaven their
own denomination will be
huddled together in a corner by themselves thinking
that they are the only ones
there. This begs the question of whether any one
denomination has a corner
on all of God’s truth.
When Martin Luther
nailed his ninety-five protests to the church doors
in Wittenberg, Germany on October 31st, 1517,
was it the end or the beginning of the Reformation?
The Latin phrase “Semper
Reformanda” is translated
“always being reformed.”
Much debate has centered
on what this phrase means.
Should denominations and
individual Christians never
change, always be changing
or are we to be always being
reformed?
Paul tells us we are not to
be conformed any longer
to the pattern of this world.
The Christian mind and
life are not to be shaped
by an outward expression that does not agree
with truth or the reality
of that truth in our hearts.
There is nothing wrong
with tradition. But there
is something wrong when
tradition becomes traditionalism with the words
set in stone, “but we have always done it that way.” But
neither should the church
be changing simply to appease the changing values
of the world. If something
is true, it is either right or
wrong and truth doesn’t
change because the world
has changed.
Instead we are to be
transformed by the renewing of our minds. The word
for transformed means a
metamorphosis and de-

scribes a process of change.
Denominations need to be
conformed to the image
of Christ. This is accomplished as we grow in the
knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ. The Bereans
exemplify always being reformed as they tested what
Paul taught by the criterion of the Old Testament
Scriptures so that not only
what they believed but how
they lived was being transformed as they grew in the
grace of Christ.
Churches are not to be
chained to traditionalism,
nor should they change just
for change’s sake. Instead
they should be reformed
by the standard of Scripture. Our understanding
of truth may change but
truth itself never changes.
Nor can we claim to be doing God’s will if we are not
being obedient to His revealed will.

W
orship
Service Directory
Tilbury Regular Baptist Church
7 Crawford Ave.,
Dale Nevelizer, Pastor
Home: 519-682-3048 Church: 519-682-1235

Sunday 10am
Biblical Education
11 am Worship Service
Wednesday 7pm
Prayer Meeting
“We Preach Not Ourselves But Christ Jesus
The Lord” 2 Corinthians 4:5

Calvary Community Church
4050 Richardson Side Road
Pastor: Rev. Harold J. Morden
519-682-0956
calvarytilbury.com

SUNDAY 10:30 am
Communion & Children’s Church
Message:
“SPIRITUAL WARFARE
- YOUR ARMOUR”
MONDAY
7 pm - GENESIS YOUTH at
Solid Rock Cafe
WEDNESDAY
6 pm - Prayer Warriors
7 pm - Kids Klub & Nursery
- Adult Bible Study
“The Word of God.
Nothing more!
Nothing less!
Nothing else!”
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Mix of old and new on St. Clair Twp. council
CARL HNATYSHYN
Postmedia Network
st. clair Township council
will be welcoming three new
faces to its ranks after the
oct. 22 municipal election.
long-time community
advocate rose atkins and
three-term moore agricultural society president bill
myers were elected as the
two councillors representing Ward 2, while Pat brown
– a retired project coordinator for arlanxeo/lanxess
who served on moore Township council in the eighties
and was a st. clair Township
councillor from 2006 to 2010
– will again be representing
the voters of Ward 1.
in the mayoral race, steve
arnold comfortably won a
fourth term, defeating outgoing Ward 1 councillor Jeff
agar by 3,239 votes to 1,941.
Wilkesport ironworker
br ian everaer t finishe d
third with 344 votes while
courtright construction boilermaker ed linton received
106 votes.
arnold said he was honoured by the community’s
support.
“obviously you’re very
humbled and honoured
that that many people support you,” he said. “i was very
clear on some of the goals i
wanted to see done over the
next few years and it looks
like that’s the direction people want us to go in. hopefully council will help us
achieve those goals.”
in the deputy mayor ’s
race, 36-year council veteran
and outgoing Ward 2 councillor steve miller narrowly
defeated incumbent deputy mayor Peter gilliland by
2,766 votes to 2,710.
a loud cheer erupted in

council chambers when
results from the deputy mayor’s race were read aloud by
township clerk Jeff baranek
at 8:40 p.m. miller, accompanied by wife Janice and
numerous family members,
said he was very happy with
the results.
“i’m thrilled,” he said,
smiling. “i knew it was going
to be a close race but i gave
people a choice and they
accepted it.
“i wanted the opportunity to sit on county council
and i now have that opportunity for the next four years,”
miller continued. “i was
there briefly about 12 years
ago and i’ve always wanted
to return so i’m really looking forward to it.”
in the Ward 1 race, where
three spots were up for grabs,
sitting councillor Tracy Kingston received the most votes
with 2,573, followed by fellow
council veteran Jim degurse,
who received 2,197 votes.
brown came in third with
2,009 votes, while michelle
Kelly-maitland and Neil
Fulkerson were unsuccessful in their bids to secure a
council seat, garnering 1,236
and 1,190 votes respectively.
atkins and myers defeated
fellow newbie candidate
robin donahue-Parsons for
the two Ward 2 positions,
receiving 1,217 and 1,097
votes to donahue-Parsons’
653 votes.
Turnout was up by nearly
20 per cent compared to the
township’s 2014 election.
Nearly 48 per cent of st.
clair Township’s 11,704 electors voted, with a 44.58 per
cent return in Ward 1 and a
55.44 per cent return in Ward
2.
only 29 per cent of the
electorate voted during the

2014 election, though the
positions of mayor, deputy
mayor and Ward 2 councillors were all acclaimed.
arnold said he was pleased
with voter turnout, which he
attributed to the township’s
vote-by-mail system.
“one of the goals of the
vote by mail was to have
more participation,” he said.
“When you get up to that 50
per cent mark, that’s better
than most elections are, so
i’m very pleased.
“i know some people still
like the traditional voting
method but for us, we’ve
always had a hard time getting people to run the polls
so that’s why we went with
that system. it’s doing exactly
what we wanted it to do.”
The new council’s first
meeting will take place dec.
3 at 6 p.m. at the st. clair
civic centre.
THE ELECTION
IN ST. CLAIR
Mayor
steve arnold, 3,239
Jeff agar, 1,941
brian everaert , 344
ed linton, 106
Deputy Mayor
steve miller, 2,766
Peter gilliland , 2,710
Ward 1 (3 positions)
Tracy Kingston, 2,573
Jim degurse, 2,197
Pat brown, 2,009
michelle Kelly-maitland,
1,236
Neil Fulkerson, 1,190
Ward 2 (2 positions)
rose atkins, 1,217
bill myers, 1,097
robin donahue-Parsons,
652
Lambton Kent District School Board (Central Lambton) Trustee
(Acclaimed), Greg Agar
St. Clair Catholic District
School Board (South Lamb-

Steve Miller, elected as St. Clair Township’s deputy mayor, receives a peck on the cheek from wife
Janice on Oct. 22. Miller edged out former deputy mayor Peter Gilliland by a 56-vote margin.

CARL HNATYSHYN/Postmedia Network

Sitting councillor Tracy Kingston will be joined by new councillors Bill Myers and Pat Brown
when St. Clair Township sits again on Dec. 3.
ton/East Kent) Trustee (1
position)
carol ann bryden, 719
Patricia ann Pook, 297
Cons eil Scolaire Via-

m o n d e ( F re n c h Pu b l i c
Trustee) (1 position)
genvieve smith, 9
Pierre lambert, 2
Conseil Scolaire Catholique

Providence (French Catholic
Trustee) (1 position)
sylvie chmielewski, 13
emilie sylvain-lindsay, 6
louis guimond, 0

Survey on Waste Reuse and Recycling

We are planning ways to meet your future waste management needs and we would like your input!

To continue to provide long term disposal capacity to Chatham-Kent and the industrial,
commercial and institutional sector Waste Connections of Canada initiated an Environmental
Assessment (EA) for an expansion of the Ridge Landfill. The landfill has been serving the
Chatham-Kent community for 50 years and will reach its capacity by approximately 2021.

As part of the Environmental Assessment Waste Connections will identify opportunities for
materials currently going to landfill that could be diverted for reuse or recycling.
Please go on line and complete the survey to help us determine ways to enhance and improve
recycling and reuse activities in our community. If you prefer to receive a hard copy of the survey,
please contact Cathy Smith at Waste Connections. Contact information is provided below.

The survey can be found at:
www.ridgelandfill.com/survey
You are encouraged to actively participate in the environmental assessment for the Ridge Landfill expansion
process by completing this survey. The deadline for survey submission is November 16, 2018. Results as
applicable will be shared with Chatham-Kent’s Waste and Recycling Division.
Consultation events will be held throughout the EA planning process and notice of those events will be
published in local newspapers, distributed to those on the project contact list; and posted at
www.ridgelandfill.com Please visit the website under our Contact Us webpage to be added to the project
contact list. For further information please contact:
Cathy Smith, Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com

Survey on Waste Reuse and Recycling
We are planning ways to meet your future waste management needs and we would like your input!

To continue to provide long term disposal capacity to Chatham-Kent and the industrial, commercial
and institutional sector Waste Connections of Canada initiated an Environmental Assessment (EA) for
an expansion of the Ridge Landfill. The landfill has been serving the Chatham-Kent community for 50
years and will reach its capacity by approximately 2021.

As part of the Environmental Assessment Waste Connections will identify opportunities for materials
currently going to landfill that could be diverted for reuse or recycling.
Please go on line and complete the survey to help us determine ways to enhance and improve recycling
and reuse activities in our community. If you prefer to receive a hard copy of the survey, please contact
Cathy Smith at Waste Connections. Contact information is provided below.

The survey can be found at:
www.ridgelandfill.com/survey

You are encouraged to actively participate in the environmental assessment for the Ridge Landfill
expansion process by completing this survey. The deadline for survey submission is November 16, 2018.
Results as applicable will be shared with Chatham-Kent’s Waste and Recycling Division.
Consultation events will be held throughout the EA planning process and notice of those events will be
published in local newspapers, distributed to those on the project contact list; and posted at
www.ridgelandfill.com Please visit the website under our Contact Us webpage to be added to the
project contact list. For further information please contact:
Cathy Smith, Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com

Subject:

FW: Fwd: FW: Ridge Liaison Committee and Trust [External] Ridge Environmental
Assessment Waste Diversion Questionnaire

From: Buelles, Anni [mailto:abuelles@dillon.ca]
Sent: November 15, 2018 9:44 PM
To: 152456
Subject: Fwd: FW: Ridge Liaison Committee and Trust [External] Ridge Environmental Assessment Waste Diversion
Questionnaire

Anni Buelles
Dillon Consulting Limited
Suite 200 - 51 Breithaupt Street
Kitchener, Ontario, N2H 5G5
T - 519.571.9833ext. 3147
F - 519.571.7424
ABuelles@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Allison, Bill <wallison@dillon.ca>
Date: Mon, Oct 29, 2018 at 10:37 AM
Subject: Fwd: FW: Ridge Liaison Committee and Trust [External] Ridge Environmental Assessment Waste
Diversion Questionnaire
To: Anni Buelles <abuelles@dillon.ca>
for the record
thanks
Bill Allison
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
Suite 200 - 51 Breithaupt Street
Kitchener, Ontario, N2H 5G5
T - 519.571.9833 ext. 3125
F - 519.571.7424
M - 519.575.2093
WAllison@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Date: Mon, Oct 29, 2018 at 10:33 AM
Subject: FW: Ridge Liaison Committee and Trust [External] Ridge Environmental Assessment Waste
Diversion Questionnaire
To:
1

Hi all as an FYI. We have distributed a survey on waste recycling and reuse to numerous local stakeholders
with a survey monkey link (below). The stakeholders survey is geared toward businesses/organizations in our
community. A separate general public survey is also underway and can be completed on-line at
www.ridgelandfill.com. If you think anyone you know would like to complete it (or yourselves!) please don’t
hesitate to complete either survey as appropriate or to forward this along. The deadline for completion is
November 16th. Thanks, Cathy
p.s.

maybe you could forward to

? I don’t seem to have his email address.

From: Allison, Bill [mailto:wallison@dillon.ca]
Sent: October 26, 2018 12:16 PM
Subject: [External] Ridge Environmental Assessment Waste Diversion Questionnaire

Dear Sir / Madam:
To continue to provide long term disposal capacity to Chatham-Kent and the industrial, commercial and
institutional sector Waste Connections of Canada initiated an Environmental Assessment (EA) for an expansion
of the Ridge Landfill. The Ridge Landfill has been serving the Chatham-Kent community for 50 years and will
reach its capacity by approximately 2021. Waste Connections has retained Dillon Consulting Limited to assist
them with the completion of this work for the Ridge Landfill
As part of the Environmental Assessment Waste Connections will identify opportunities for materials currently
going to the landfill that could be diverted for reuse or recycling.
We have selected a group of businesses and organizations in the Chatham-Kent area to complete a survey to
help us determine ways to enhance and improve recycling and reuse activities as they relate to your
business/organization.
The survey can be found at: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/ridge
The deadline for survey submission is November 16, 2018.
For further information regarding the survey or the project, please contact Cathy Smith, Project Manager, at
519-358-2860 or catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Sincerely,

Bill Allison, Project Manager
Dillon Consulting Ltd.

2

Bill Allison
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
Suite 200 - 51 Breithaupt Street
Kitchener, Ontario, N2H 5G5
T - 519.571.9833 ext. 3125
F - 519.571.7424
M - 519.575.2093
WAllison@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential or private
information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof, please

contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.
Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information privilégiée, confidentielle
ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou une personne autorisée à le recevoir,
veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.

This email communication and any files transmitted with it may contain confidential and or proprietary information
and is provided for the use of the intended recipient only. Any review, retransmission or dissemination of this
information by anyone other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you receive this email in error, please contact
the sender and delete this communication and any copies immediately. Thank you.
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Dillon Consulting Limited Mail - Ridge Environmental Assessment Waste Diversion Questionnaire

Allison, Bill <wallison@dillon.ca>

Ridge Environmental Assessment Waste Diversion Questionnaire
Allison, Bill <wallison@dillon.ca>

Fri, Oct 26, 2018 at 10:54 AM

Dear Sir / Madam:
To continue to provide long term disposal capacity to Chatham-Kent and the industrial, commercial and institutional sector
Waste Connections of Canada initiated an Environmental Assessment (EA) for an expansion of the Ridge Landfill. The
Ridge Landfill has been serving the Chatham-Kent community for 50 years and will reach its capacity by approximately
2021. Waste Connections has retained Dillon Consulting Limited to assist them with the completion of this work for the
Ridge Landfill
As part of the Environmental Assessment Waste Connections will identify opportunities for materials currently going to the
landfill that could be diverted for reuse or recycling.
We have selected a group of businesses and organizations in the Chatham-Kent area to complete a survey to help us
determine ways to enhance and improve recycling and reuse activities as they relate to your business/organization.
The survey can be found at: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/ridge
The deadline for survey submission is November 16, 2018.
For further information regarding the survey or the project, please contact Cathy Smith, Project Manager, at 519-3582860 or catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Sincerely,
Bill Allison, Project Manager
Dillon Consulting Ltd.
Bill Allison
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
Suite 200 - 51 Breithaupt Street
Kitchener, Ontario, N2H 5G5
T - 519.571.9833 ext. 3125
F - 519.571.7424
M - 519.575.2093
WAllison@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/4?ik=720435d6eb&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-a%3Ar4933346337786934759&simpl=msg-a%3Ar49333463…
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Dillon Consulting Limited Mail - Ridge Environmental Assessment Waste Diversion Questionnaire

Allison, Bill <wallison@dillon.ca>

Ridge Environmental Assessment Waste Diversion Questionnaire
Allison, Bill <wallison@dillon.ca>

Tue, Oct 30, 2018 at 5:24 PM

Dear Sir / Madam:
To continue to provide long term disposal capacity to Chatham-Kent and the industrial, commercial and institutional sector
Waste Connections of Canada initiated an Environmental Assessment (EA) for an expansion of the Ridge Landfill. The
Ridge Landfill has been serving the Chatham-Kent community for 50 years and will reach its capacity by approximately
2021. Waste Connections has retained Dillon Consulting Limited to assist them with the completion of this work for the
Ridge Landfill
As part of the Environmental Assessment Waste Connections will identify opportunities for materials currently going to the
landfill that could be diverted for reuse or recycling.
We have selected a group of businesses and organizations in the Chatham-Kent area to complete a survey to help us
determine ways to enhance and improve recycling and reuse activities as they relate to your business/organization.
The survey can be found at: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/ridge
The deadline for survey submission is November 16, 2018.
For further information regarding the survey or the project, please contact Cathy Smith, Project Manager, at 519-3582860 or catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Sincerely,
Bill Allison, Project Manager
Dillon Consulting Ltd.
Bill Allison
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
Suite 200 - 51 Breithaupt Street
Kitchener, Ontario, N2H 5G5
T - 519.571.9833 ext. 3125
F - 519.571.7424
M - 519.575.2093
WAllison@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/4?ik=720435d6eb&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-a%3Ar-8342937039294375467&simpl=msg-a%3Ar-8342937…
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Dillon Consulting Limited Mail - Fwd: [External] Ridge Environmental Assessment Waste Diversion Questionnaire

Allison, Bill <wallison@dillon.ca>

Fwd: [External] Ridge Environmental Assessment Waste Diversion Questionnaire
Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
To: "kkolli@dillon.ca" <kkolli@dillon.ca>
Cc: "wallison@dillon.ca" <wallison@dillon.ca>

Tue, Oct 30, 2018 at 7:04 PM

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From:
Chatham-Kent Chamber of Commerce"
Date: October 30, 2018 at 5:23:49 PM EDT
To: 'Cathy Smith' <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Subject: RE: [External] Ridge Environmental Assessment Waste Diversion Questionnaire

Thanks Cathy, will do. Appreciated.

Chatham-Kent Chamber of Commerce
54 Fourth St., Chatham ON N7M 2G2

www.chatham-kentchamber.ca

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/4?ik=720435d6eb&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1615793424916891101&simpl=msg-f%3A16157934249…
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Dillon Consulting Limited Mail - Fwd: [External] Ridge Environmental Assessment Waste Diversion Questionnaire
This communication and attachments thereof are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are
addressed. All other recipients are prohibited from disclosing, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents. If you have
received this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately.

From: Cathy Smith [mailto:Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com]
Sent: October-29-18 10:13 AM
To:
Subject: FW: [External] Ridge Environmental Assessment Waste Diversion Questionnaire

Hi
, you may recall I sent you a survey for distribution to your members but we have now done a wider
distribution of the survey than we originally thought we would and with a survey monkey link (below). This
makes it much more convenient to complete on-line. If you could distribute this as you see fit I’d appreciate
it. The deadline for response is November 16th.
Thanks!
Cathy

From: Allison, Bill [mailto:wallison@dillon.ca]
Sent: October 26, 2018 12:16 PM
Subject: [External] Ridge Environmental Assessment Waste Diversion Questionnaire
Dear Sir / Madam:
To continue to provide long term disposal capacity to Chatham-Kent and the industrial, commercial and
institutional sector Waste Connections of Canada initiated an Environmental Assessment (EA) for an
expansion of the Ridge Landfill. The Ridge Landfill has been serving the Chatham-Kent community for 50
years and will reach its capacity by approximately 2021. Waste Connections has retained Dillon Consulting
Limited to assist them with the completion of this work for the Ridge Landfill
As part of the Environmental Assessment Waste Connections will identify opportunities for materials
currently going to the landfill that could be diverted for reuse or recycling.
We have selected a group of businesses and organizations in the Chatham-Kent area to complete a survey
to help us determine ways to enhance and improve recycling and reuse activities as they relate to your
business/organization.
The survey can be found at: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/ridge
The deadline for survey submission is November 16, 2018.
For further information regarding the survey or the project, please contact Cathy Smith, Project Manager, at
519-358-2860 or catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Sincerely,

Bill Allison, Project Manager
Dillon Consulting Ltd.

Bill Allison
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
Suite 200 - 51 Breithaupt Street
Kitchener, Ontario, N2H 5G5

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/4?ik=720435d6eb&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1615793424916891101&simpl=msg-f%3A16157934249…
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Dillon Consulting Limited Mail - Fwd: [External] Ridge Environmental Assessment Waste Diversion Questionnaire
T - 519.571.9833 ext. 3125
F - 519.571.7424
M - 519.575.2093
WAllison@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged,
confidential or private information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an
authorized representative thereof, please contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.

Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une
information privilégiée, confidentielle ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le
destinataire de ce message ou une personne autorisée à le recevoir, veuillez communiquer avec le
soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.

This email communication and any files transmitted with it may contain confidential and or
proprietary information and is provided for the use of the intended recipient only. Any review,
retransmission or dissemination of this information by anyone other than the intended
recipient is prohibited. If you receive this email in error, please contact the sender and delete
this communication and any copies immediately. Thank you.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/4?ik=720435d6eb&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1615793424916891101&simpl=msg-f%3A16157934249…
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Dillon Consulting Limited Mail - Ridge Environmental Assessment Waste Diversion Questionnaire

Allison, Bill <wallison@dillon.ca>

Ridge Environmental Assessment Waste Diversion Questionnaire
Allison, Bill <wallison@dillon.ca>

Tue, Nov 6, 2018 at 4:31 PM

Dear Sir / Madam:
To continue to provide long term disposal capacity to Chatham-Kent and the industrial, commercial and institutional sector
Waste Connections of Canada initiated an Environmental Assessment (EA) for an expansion of the Ridge Landfill. As part
of the Environmental Assessment Waste Connections will identify opportunities for materials currently going to the landfill
that could be diverted for reuse or recycling.
This is a friendly reminder to complete a survey originally sent on October 26 to help us determine ways to enhance and
improve recycling and reuse activities as they relate to your business/organization.
The survey can be found at: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/ridge
The deadline for survey submission is November 16, 2018.
For further information regarding the survey or the project, please contact Cathy Smith, Project Manager, at 519-3582860 or catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Sincerely,
Bill Allison, Project Manager
Dillon Consulting Ltd.
Bill Allison
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
Suite 200 - 51 Breithaupt Street
Kitchener, Ontario, N2H 5G5
T - 519.571.9833 ext. 3125
F - 519.571.7424
M - 519.575.2093
WAllison@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/4?ik=720435d6eb&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-a%3Ar-6976013012247380554&simpl=msg-a%3Ar-6976013…
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1.0
0

Wo
orksho
op Ovverview
w
This summary repo
ort documentts the discusssion that tookk place at the Ridge Landﬁll EA Criteria
Workshop that waas held on Julyy 11, 2018. In
nvita ons werre sent to neiighbours of th
he landﬁll witthin 1 km
and along the designated haul route
r
during the
t week of JJune 18. A tottal of 19 peop
ple a ended the
presenta on, with 16 staying fo
or the ac vi es.
e
w
beggan with a pre
esenta on givven by Wastee Connec onss of Canada (W
Waste Connec ons)
The workshop
that provided
p
an update
u
on the
e project and an overview of the evenin
ng. A endeess were then split into
three tables, with a facilitator at
a each table, and were askked to par ciipate in threee interac ve aac vi es.
mber of addi onal comments were also
o raised durinng the worksh
hop that did n
not relate direectly to
A num
the workshop
w
ac vi
v es. The fo
ollowing sec ons
o documennt the discusssions held.

2.0
0

Activity 1: Eva
aluatio
on Critteria
The purpose of this ac vity wass to get feedb
back on the p roposed evalua on criteriia for Alterna ve
Methods. It was noted
n
that som
me of the critteria would allso be used to
o support thee impact assessment
d site develop
pment alternaa ve is determ
mined. The crriteria were ssplit into four criteria
once the preferred
ps (natural environment, socio‐economic, transportaa on, and design and opera ons), and
group
a end
dees were asked to discusss them and id
den fy if anytthing should be changed o
or added.
ent – this critteria group included the foollowing:
Naturral Environme
• Bio
ology: poten al for loss/dissrup on to te
errestrial and aqua c systeems (i.e., woo
odlots, drainss); habitat
forr endangered//threatened species;
s
cultu
urally importaant species.
• Gro
oundwater: poten
p
al impaacts to groundwater qualitty; leachate ccontamina ngg lifespan.
• Surrface water: poten
p
al imp
pacts to surfacce water quann ty and quaality.
• Airr quality: pote
en al impactss to air qualityy; landﬁll gas contamina n
ng lifespan.
• Clim
mate change: poten al to reduce green
nhouse gas e missions.
back from site
e neighbours generally ind
dicated that aall criteria in tthis category had been covvered.
Feedb
mpacts, and ggroundwaterr with par cip
There
e was a focuse
ed discussion on odour, blowing li er im
pants
expre
essing that the
ese need to be
b considered
d in the EA. M
Mi ga on for removed treees (i.e., site
development alterrna ves could
d require rem
moval of one oor two on‐sitee woodlots) w
was also raised as an
imporrtant elementt to consider.. One par cip
pant noted thhat the woodlots house deeer who impaact the
local farm
f
opera ons.
o
The pote
en al to vege
etate exis ng berms was d
discussed, as w
well as bird
management at th
he site.
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Socio‐economic – this criteria group
g
included the followi ng:
or displaceme
ent and disrupp on (e.g., du
ust, noise) to residents and
d
• Soccio‐economicc: poten al fo
bussinesses nearr the site and along the haul route.
• Soccio‐economicc: poten al fo
or odour disru
up on as a re sult of landﬁlll mining.
• Agriculture: potten al for losss/disrup on to
t agriculturee on‐site.
• Lan
nd use: intenssity of waste managementt use (i.e., foootprint size).
• Arcchaeology and cultural herritage: poten al to impactt resources on
n‐site.
back from neiighbours indicated that od
dour managem
ment, blowin
ng li er, and o
overall site
Feedb
mainttenance shou
uld be conside
era ons when
n consideringg socio‐econo
omic impacts. It was also noted that
site development alterna
a
ves that
t
have poten al to resuult in increaseed odour (land
dﬁll mining) w
were not
orted. Odour managementt was discussed at length, including a reequest to Waaste Connec ons to
suppo
get fe
eedback from the commun
nity on the kin
nds of scents used in the eexis ng mist m
machine. Som
me
par cipants
c
noted that beepingg sounds from
m reversing eqquipment sho
ould be considered a nuisaance
eﬀectt.
Transsporta on – this
t criteria grroup included
d the followinng:
• Traaﬃc: poten al
a for traﬃc saafety and ope
era ons impaacts on the haaul route related to soil
imp
port/export.
Feedb
back from neiighbours iden
n ﬁed that traaﬃc safety annd road cond
di ons along tthe haul routee are
thingss they would like to see ad
ddressed. Som
me par cipannts noted that some por o
ons of Drury LLine are
in poo
or condi on. Others indicaated they wou
uld like to seee the speed liimit on Druryy Line increaseed to 80
km/h instead of th
he posted 60 km/h.
k
It was also
a noted thhat the interseec on of Drury Line and M
Middle
p
a poten
n al safety co
oncern and that Waste Connnec ons of C
Canada shoulld consider w
working
Line poses
with the
t Municipality of Chathaam‐Kent to install traﬃc ligghts instead o
of the currentt stop sign. Laastly,
transp
porta on con
ncerns were noted
n
along Allison
A
Line. Itt was commented that som
me haul truckks are
using Allison Line and
a crea ng dust
d while traavelling at speeed. Waste C
Connec ons m
met with Chatham‐
Kent who
w are now undertaking a geotechniccal study in hoope of repairiing Drury Linee 2019. The tturn
taper oﬀ Communica ons Road
d to Drury Line will also bee inves gated
d for more rob
bust roadworrks but
with interim repairr un l furtherr assessment.. The traﬃc sspeed and traaﬃc light ma ers are being
inves gated by Chatham‐Kent.
Desiggn and Opera ons – this crriteria group included the following:
• Design and opera on: poten al for provid
ding service.
• Design and opera on: poten al for on‐sitte safety conccerns.
oximate cost of
o facility.
• Design and opera on: appro
Neigh
hbours had a number of qu
ues ons and comments abbout current site maintenaance, includin
ng
cleaning of li er frrom private proper es and
d ditches, em ergency man
nagement pro
ocedures, and
d bird
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3
management. Par cipants also indicated sup
pport for landdﬁll gas u lizaa on and exp
ploring opporrtuni es
for leaachate treatm
ment on‐site.
mary:
Summ
When
n asked to notte which crite
eria were most important overall, par cipa ng neighbours indicaated that
air qu
uality (odour in
i par cular),, socio‐economic consider a ons, groun
ndwater and ttraﬃc were o
of
greate
est importancce.

3.0
0

Activity 2: Envvironm
mentaal Asse
essment Stu
udy
Are
eas fo
or Tech
hnical Discip
pliness
The purpose of this ac vity wass to obtain fee
edback from neighbours o
on the propossed study areeas the
variou
us technical disciplines
d
wo
ould consider during the EA
A. These weree provided on
n a map and ttable
facilitators provide
ed ra onale fo
or each of the
e study areass. Par cipantss were asked if they felt th
hat study
djusted.
areas should be ad
Generally, par cipants felt thatt the technicaal discipline sttudy areas weere reasonable. It was noted that
the landﬁll could be
b seen from a distance gre
eater than 3 km (the Visuaal study area)), however it was
ackno
owledged that this distance was beyond
d the standarrd prac ce of considering vvisual eﬀects within 1
km off a site.

4.0
0

Activity 3: Divversion
n of W
Waste
The purpose of this ac vity wass to solicit fee
edback from ppar cipa ng neighbours aabout poten al
diverssion opportun
ni es that Waaste Connec ons could coonsider at thee Ridge.
c
noted that reuse/re
ecycling oppo
ortuni es exisst for many ittems (e.g., ch
harity dona o
ons of
Par cipants
used clothing, elecctronic waste drop oﬀ at th
he depot, agrricultural wasstes to Thomp
pson Seed etcc.). Other
hey generate and wish theey could reusee or recycle in
ncluded:
items par cipants noted that th
• Paiint cans
• Maa resses
• Shiingles
• Furrniture (it was noted this could
c
also be integrated innto a partnersship with a ch
haritable orgaaniza on,
succh as Habitat for Humanityy)
• Ba eries
• Agricultural wasste (e.g., strin
ng, plas c wraap)
ood
• Wo
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• Use
ed pes cide containers
c
• Orgganic waste from househo
olds
e
ng depotts in Chatham
m‐Kent should
d be considerred as a
Most par cipants indicated notted that the exis
o materials rather than the Ridge as that is wheree people are used to goingg to drop
loca on for addi onal
a generally closer to whe
ere most poteen al users livve.
oﬀ maaterials and are
As part of considerra on of opportuni es to enhance wasste diversion, Waste Conneec ons will b
be looking
at ways to partnerr with the Municipality of Chatham‐Ken
C
nt. To this end
d, par cipants were asked what
urrent diversio
on programs in Chatham‐KKent.
they like or dislike about the cu
pant posed a ques on aboout the eﬀec veness of thee current recyycling
In response to thiss, one par cip
c
curbs ide pick‐up of their waste. Two par cip
pants also
programs and indicated that they liked the current
d that it would
d be welcome
ed if Chatham
m‐Kent wouldd implement aan organic waaste collec on
noted
program.
As part of this ac vity,
v par cipaants were also
o asked to disscuss and con
nsider poten al on‐site divversion
b
op ons as noted below.
essing facility – such as a mixed
m
waste processing
p
faccility, source separated orrganics processsing
Proce
facility, leaf and yaard waste com
mpos ng, or construc
c
on and demoli o
on waste pro
ocessing.
Drop‐‐oﬀ depot – this
t could incllude items such as electro nics, res, bu
ulky items, an
nd recyclable materials
not in
ncluded as part of Chatham
m‐Kent’s curre
ent Blue Box program.
eneﬁcial use program
p
– th
his could incluude construc on and renova on materrials,
Swap facility or be
house
ewares, furnitture or paint.
ﬁc
Collecc on of speciiﬁc non‐recycclable material or agriculttural waste ‐ tthis could beneﬁt a speciﬁ
business or community group.
enerally not suppor ve of an on‐site pr ocessing facility as it had p
poten al to b
bring
A endees were ge
use addi onal odour and/oor noise. Therre was suppo
ort for a drop‐‐oﬀ
more traﬃc to the site, and cau
noted that an
n
depott, swap facility and the collec on of maaterials for sp eciﬁc groups. It was also n
educaa onal compo
onent (ideallyy in conjunc on with Chat ham‐Kent and not necessaarily located aat Ridge)
part of
would
d be useful to
o help people understand what
w
can go iin their recycling bins, and
d what is not p
the cu
urrent prograam.
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5.0
0

Other Co
omme
ents and Qu
uestion
ns
Throu
ughout the wo
orkshop the project
p
team heard a num ber of ques ons and comments about the
ac vi es and proje
ect in generall. These includ
ded both ver bal discussion
ns, and subm
mi ed commeent forms.
A sum
mmary of com
mments and ques ons is prresented in thhe table below:
Comment

Response

Comm
ments and quess ons were recceived about
property value prote
ec on and com
mpensa on.

It was noote that consid era on of com
mpensa on and
d
propertyy value protec on will occur w
when the prefeerred site
developm
ment alterna vve is chosen an
nd the impact
assessmeent has been ccompleted. This will be a sep
parate
process tto the EA and W
Waste Connec ons will discu
uss this
with landdowners on a ccase‐by‐case basis.

We wo
ould like to be assured that no
n hazardous
waste will ever enter the landﬁll.

The site iis not permi eed to receive hazardous wastte and
the EA w
will not change this.

of se ng up a mee ng
Waste Coonnec ons is in the process o
When you replace th
he woodlot wh
hy can’t it be
with the Municipality o
of Chatham‐Kent to discuss zoning
ms and not on property curre
ently amendm
ments and wood
dlot replacemeent and will disscuss the
replacced on the berm
being farmed?
ability too establish woo
odlot corridors on the berms as part
of compeensa on for woodlot removaal.
The heig ht of the landﬁ
ﬁll is capped att 45 m above the
Conce
ern that the am
mount of me that
t
crops rece
eive Chatham
m‐Kent airport rreference elevva on. No wastte cells at
sunlight will be reduced as the land
dﬁll is made
the landﬁﬁll will be higher than that m
maximum which
h is the
higherr.
current hheight of the w
west mound. Th
his height restrric on
will also be in place forr any new wastte cells at the landﬁll.
Waste Coonnec ons hass met with thee Municipality o
of
Chatham
m‐Kent to discuuss road safety and maintenaance
related too waste truck ttraﬃc coming to and going ffrom the
site from
m the Blenheim
m area and alon
ng the haul rou
ute. It
Will Waste
W
Connec ons consider paving
p
the sec on
was deteermined that to
o pave that po
or on of Allison
n Line it
of Allisson Line betwe
een Erieau Roaad and Lagoon
would rooughly cost $1.2 million for su
urface treatmeent and
Road to
t address the dust generate
ed by haul trucks?
$1.8 mill ion for asphaltt. To go ahead with the projeect, buy‐
of the owners. If 2/3 buy‐in iss
in is needded from 2/3 o
achievedd, all property o
owners would need to pay per metre
of frontaage for the worrk.
Some par cipants in
ndicated they would
w
like to be
The nam es of those wh
ho would like tto par cipate in the
included in the annu
ual residen al well
w monitorin
ng
monitori ng program/reeceive results o
of sampling haave been
prograam, and that th
hey would like to receive results
passed oon the Waste C
Connec ons of Canada.
of the sampling at th
heir proper ess.

Is therre an op on to
o use deceased
d birds as a
deterrrent for crows and gulls that are a racted to
t
the sitte?

The curreent bird managgement prograam at the Ridge Landﬁll
u lizes ppredatory birdss and pyrotechnics to controll bird
popula oons at the land
dﬁll. This is done in commun
nica on
with the Chatham‐Kentt Municipal Airrport, as bird
n al to presen
nt a hazard to aaircra .
popula oons have poten
The bird management program will b
be revisited as part of
the EA, aand alterna vee methods of deterring birds will be
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6
considereed.
Waste Coonnec ons doees provide roll‐oﬀ bins for on
ne‐oﬀ
Would
d Waste Conne
ec ons conside
er providing roll oﬀ
residen al projects succh as construc on as long as the
dispossal bins at housseholds and picking them up?
waste is solid and non‐‐hazardous.
Maintenance of the site is very imp
portant. I’ve
ed li er in ditch
hes nearby, un‐mowed berm
ms
no ce
on‐site
e, etc.

Waste Coonnec ons hass taken this feeedback to theirr
opera o ns staﬀ to ensu
ure that site m
maintenance is being
completeed appropriateely. Anyone who iden ﬁes areas of
improvem
ment is encourraged to contaact the landﬁll ssite
managem
ment
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MEMO
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:
OUR FILE:

Cathy Smith, Project Manager, Ridge Landfill Expansion EA, Waste Connections
Bill Allison, Project Manager, Dillon Consulting Limited
December 4, 2018
Public Waste Diversion On Line Surveys - Results
152456

As noted in the Approved Amended Terms of Reference, approved by the Ministry of Environment,
Conservation and Parks (MECP) in May 2018:
Waste Connections will commit to assisting the province in meeting its diversion goals and will consider
opportunities to enhance its existing waste diversion activities, either at source, at the Ridge Landfill, or
elsewhere in Waste Connections’ integrated system.
As part of this assistance to the province, Waste Connections committed to undertaking public outreach
to engage residents of Chatham-Kent on potential opportunities for increased diversion in their
community.

Data Collection Approach
Data was collected through a Public Diversion Survey and through diversion related questions
asked to those who were interviewed as part of the data collection for the socio-economic
assessment.
The Public Diversion Survey was conducted online to obtain input from Chatham-Kent residents
and business owners on current waste reuse and recycling practices and to identify potential
opportunities for improvements. Chatham-Kent residents and business owners were asked 18
questions related to:
· Curbside programs
· Transfer stations
· Household Hazardous Waste (HHW)
· Other Waste Management Programs
· Ridge Landfill.
The survey was accessible from October 24, 2018 to November 16, 2018 through the project
website, http://www.ridgelandfill.com/survey. Google Forms, an online web survey app, was
used to administer the survey. The survey notification was advertised in seven (7) local
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MEMO
newspapers1 the week of October 22nd to 29th, 2018 with a total circulation of approximately
60,000 copies. In addition, letters that included the survey notification were mailed on
October 24, 2018 to 99 property owners within 1 km of the Study Area and along the
designated waste haul route. The survey and newspaper advertisement are attached.
The survey included a request for the participant’s postal code and Figure 1 below indicates
the number of responses received from each postal code area. The majority of participants in
the survey appear to be located in close proximity to the Ridge Landfill within the Municipality
of Chatham-Kent.
The Socio-Economic Data Collection Interviews were offered to those living in residences or
operating businesses within 1 km of the site and along the haul route. Letters were sent to 99
households/businesses requesting that they contact Dillon Consulting to set up an interview
time. An interview sign-up sheet was also available at the Open House in July 2018. A total of
18 interviews were completed.

1

The Public Diversion Survey was advertised in the Tilbury Times (October 30, 2018), Wallaceburg Courier
(October 25, 2018), Chatham Daily News (October 25, 2018), Chatham This Week (October 24, 2018), The Herald
(October 24, 2018), Blenheim News Tribune (October 24, 2018), and The Chatham Voice (October 25, 2018).
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3

FIGURE 1: PUBLIC DIVERSION SURVEY RESPONSE AREA
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Public Survey Results
Despite the extensive advertising for the survey in the local newspapers and mail-out, only 31
people or 0.05% of those who may have received notification completed the survey. An
overview of the survey response and completion rate is attached. The input received was
reviewed and taken into consideration in the evaluation of waste diversion alternatives. The
results of the survey should be viewed with caution as they represent a very small fraction of
the population of the Municipality.
Curbside Programs
The Municipality of Chatham-Kent currently accepts Blue
Box Materials (e.g., plastics, glass, and aluminum) and
Black Box Materials (e.g., paper beverage cartons,
household paper/newspaper, and cardboard) in the
curbside recycling program for all properties receiving
curbside collection.
Based on the survey results, 55% of the respondants
participate in the curbside recycling program. Reasons for
not participating include geographic location i.e. rural
areas not collected, recyclables taken to transfer station,
and businesses not being included. Suggestions for
improving the program included the following:
·
·
·
·

Improved scheduling (e.g., weekly service for recycling)
Greater variety of materials (e.g., organics/green bin program, greater variety of
plastics)
Mandatory recycling program
Expand service area to include rural collection
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Transfer Stations
There are eight (8) transfer
stations in Chatham-Kent.
In addition to accepting the
above mentioned
recyclables, the transfer
stations also accept: rimless
tires, white goods (e.g.
fridges), scrap metal, empty
propane cylinders
(maximum 30 lbs.), used oil,
electronic waste, single use
and vehicle batteries and
four of the sites also accept leaf and yard waste. 71% of the survey participants indicated they
have taken materials to a local transfer station.
Participants identified garbage, electronic waste, leaf and yard waste, and used oil/antifreeze as
the most common items dropped off at the local transfer station. 74% of survey participants
were aware that the below noted materials could be taken to a transfer station. 8% were not
aware that these items could be dropped off at the transfer stations.

Participants most frequently identified paint, furniture/toys, wood, and used oil/antifreeze as
being materials they would like to be able to direct to a regular diversion program.
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Suggestions survey participants noted for improvements to the transfer station program that
would increase participation and community’s use of the recycling/reuse drop-off program
included the following direct quotes:
Range of Materials:
· Curbside organic/yard waste pickup
· Accept more items in blue or black bins
· Hazardous waste (e.g., paint)
· Designated bins for aluminum cans, steel
cans, plastic bottles and glass jars

Incentives:
· Reduce drop-off fee
· Rebate programs
· Tax reduction
· Prizes

Drop-off Service:
· Longer drop-off hours
· Rotate hazardous waste drop-off sites in
communities all year
· Dedicated recycling facility

Awareness Building:
· Where are transfer stations
located?
· What are the costs of using the
service?
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Household Hazardous Waste (HHW)
Currently, there is a municipal household hazardous waste collection day held once per year in
three locations where residents can drop off materials such as chemicals, pesticides, cleaning
fluids, florescent lights, flammable materials (e.g., gasoline and solvents), etc.
Survey results indicate that 61% of survey
participants have brought materials to a HHW
location. Reasons to not bring materials to a HHW
location included participants not having HHW
(42%) or it being an inconvenience to do so (58%).
Participants’ suggestions to make HHW recycling
more convenient included three (3) different
approaches:
· More frequent events.
· Different locations, including home pick-up
and drop-off at transfer station.
· Multiple events spaced over the year.
Other Programs
Survey Participants identified charity drop boxes and donations, garage sales, and private takeback programs as the most common non-municipal programs being used.
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Ridge Landfill
Participants were asked for their input on whether the following types of services/facilities
should be located at the Ridge:
Facility

Yes/No

Drop-off depot for construction and demolition waste
separation

79% Yes

Drop-off for items such as electronics, tires, bulky items, etc.

21% No
57% Yes
43% No

Swap facility or beneficial use program that could include
construction and renovation materials, textiles, housewares,
furniture, paints and used clothing

59% Yes

Collection of specific non-recyclable material to benefit a
specific business or community group

58% Yes

Agricultural wastes that can be recycled (e.g. jugs,
agricultural bale wrap/ film, containers, bags, twine)

79% Yes

Why Yes
· Reduce environmental impact of dumping materials.
· Drop-off location should be located at the Ridge.
· Some of the items can be reused or repurposed.
· Observed to work well at existing transfer site visited.
· The more recycling programs the better.
· Space available at the Ridge.
· Existing businesses in nearby area would use the service.
Why No
· Not convenience for urban dwellers.
· Not cost effective.
· Traffic congestion at drop-off depot.
· Satellite locations would be more convenient.
· Encourage use of existing programs (e.g., Habitat for Humanity).
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If available, 79% of participants responded “yes” and 21% responded “no” to using a public
depot located at the Ridge Landfill that could take a wide range of materials. The main reason
for not using the depot would be that the Ridge Landfill is too far away from urban centers.
If available, 57% of participants responded “yes” and 43% responded “no” to using a swap
facility to donate and pick-up various materials at the Ridge Landfill. The main reason for not
using the facility would be that the Ridge is too far away.
It should be noted that most survey participants qualified their affirmative answer of locating
facilities at the Ridge Landfill site with the caveat that as long as it did not increase noise, dust,
traffic, odour or litter.

Socio-Economic Interview Results
The Socio-Economic Interview response rate was 18%. The following summarizes the responses
to the diversion related questions asked in the interview.
1) What materials do you generate that you wish you could bring to the Ridge Landfill for
reuse or recycling? What do you do with these materials now?
· Most interview participants indicated that they generate recyclable materials and that
they currently take these to the transfer station. 12 of the 18 interviewees indicated
that they are satisfied with the current transfer station.
· Two (2) interviewees commented that the landfill would be closer for them. One
interviewee identified horse manure as an item they are not currently able to recycle.
2) What do you like/dislike about current diversion programs in Chatham-Kent?
· Four (4) of those interviewed suggested that the Chatham-Kent diversion program was
satisfactory.
· Noted opportunities for improvement included:
o Find ways to process additional materials (e.g. Styrofoam, more types of plastic)
o Add HHW pick-up or drop off in rural area
o Expand the garbage and recycling services to rural areas
o Concerns with litter at the transfer stations
o There are limitations/restrictions to what is accepted at the transfer station
(volume, materials, hours) that should be reviewed
o Recycling program can be improved
o Need enhancements, particularly with composting
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o Improve communications about the transfer stations/recycling programs to
increase community knowledge.
3) As a Ridge Landfill neighbour we would like to know what you think about on-site facility
options (e.g. mixed waste processing, source separated organics, construction and
demolition waste, blue box materials facility, drop off depots, swap facility, recycling of
agricultural waste such as bale wrap or twine).
· Most respondents (14) noted that increasing diversion is important.
· Nine (9) of the 18 interviewed indicated some degree of support for additional diversion
facilities at the Ridge Landfill. The convenience of having diversion facilities at the Ridge
Landfill was noted by one participant.
· Seven (7) of the 18 interviewed, including some who supported facilities at the Ridge
Landfill indicated some concern about potential impacts of these types of facilities at
Ridge Landfill including the potential for increased noise, dust, odour, wildlife and
traffic.
· Other comments from interviewees included:
- Consider more education
- Allow local use of the Ridge Landfill for waste/recyclables as a means of
compensation
- Partner with Habitat ReStore and other like organizations
- Focus diversion at source

Summary
The following summarizes the general survey and interview findings:
·

The Ridge Landfill is a convenient drop-off location for participants who live in close
proximity to the landfill, however, participants also expressed concern for noise, dust,
odour, wildlife, traffic, and litter impacts on the area surrounding the landfill if diversion
options at Ridge Landfill were provided.

·

Participants did express a preference for local drop-off sites in Chatham-Kent with
extended hours.

·

Participants would like to see the following materials being accepted at Chatham-Kent
facilities: mattresses, paints, C&D, HHW, organics on a regular basis.

·

Participants would like to see more frequent recycling events (HHW, recyclables, and
garbage) and more drop-off locations (e.g., local arenas, inside buildings) throughout
the Municipality.
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·

Participants would like to see increased waste management service to rural areas (e.g.
expanded garbage and recycling pick up, additional HHW drop-off or pick up locations.

·

Participants expressed that there is room for improvement in communications around
the transfer stations and recycling programs.
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Bill Allison, Project Coordinator, Dillon Consulting

OUR FILE:
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December 4, 2018
IC&I Stakeholder Survey

As noted in the Approved Amended Terms of Reference, approved by the Ministry of
Environment, Conservation and Parks in May2018:
Waste Connections will commit to assisting the province in meeting its diversion goals and will
consider opportunities to enhance its existing waste diversion activities, either at source, at the
Ridge Landfill, or elsewhere in Waste Connections’ integrated system.
As part of this assistance to the province, Waste Connections committed to undertaking targeted
interviews and outreach to stakeholder entities such as agricultural groups, community
associations and local businesses in order to inform and receive feedback from them on potential
diversion opportunities.
Data Collection Approach
The focus of the IC&I Stakeholder Survey was to obtain input from local industries on current
waste reuse and recycling practices and to identify potential opportunities for improvements as
it relates to their respective industry sectors. The stakeholders were selected on the basis of
being representative of the Chatham-Kent NAICS commercial business demographics, including
commercial, industrial, commercial/industrial, agricultural, and charity business sectors.
E-mails with the survey notification were sent on October 26, 2018 and November 6, 2018 to
seventy-seven IC&I Stakeholders within the Chatham-Kent area. The survey was open, on-line,
from October 26, 2018 to November 16, 2018. Survey Monkey, an online survey development
tool, was used to administer the survey. The survey included questions of business related to
waste reuse and recycling practices. Participants were also provided the opportunity to provide
written responses.
Nine (9) respondents participated in the survey. In total, eight (8) online responses and one (1)
written response were received. The survey, an overview of the survey response and
completion rate, and survey notification are attached.
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IC&I Stakeholder Survey Results
78% of participants responded “yes” and 22% responded “no” to whether there are specific
materials that their organization sees as having potential for diversion from the landfill.
Participants noted the following materials that could be easily collected but may not be
currently diverted:
·

Excess lumber and other building materials from renovations and new home builds.

·

Filter cake from the Municipal waste water treatment facilities.

·

Paper plates, food waste, and other compostable materials.

Participants mentioned the following collection program enhancements that their organization
thinks should be in place to increase waste diversion efforts:
·

More frequent pick-ups.

·

More locations with recycling bins.

·

Offering collection of organics, glass, plastics and pop cans.

Participants identified construction materials, paper products (e.g., paper towel, card board),
food waste, cans, bottles, and organics generated at homes, churches, offices, and factories as
easy to collect. Participants indicated that the downtown core is an area where collection and
recycling is least available or most difficult. In addition, participants identified compost, cans
and bottles, and ‘abnormal materials’ as most difficult to collect or recycle. Concern was also
expressed regarding the proper recycling of contaminated materials.
33% of participants were aware of other
companies that already receive recycling
materials and that Waste Connections may
partner with, including Habitat for Humanity
and Orgaworld London.
Overall, participants indicated that they all
reuse/recycling programs that are currently in
place are effective and should continue. One
industry participant recommended that
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involvement from the government is needed to improve material reduction and recyclability of
materials.
Summary
Based on the survey results, participants generally take advantage of most, if not all, reuse and
recycling programs available to them. Participants expressed that they would like to further
enhance their current recycling practices if programs become available, as currently there is no
curbside pickup in rural areas of Chatham-Kent. Improvements that could be made to the
existing recycling services include more frequent pick-ups; offering recycling of excess paint,
furniture, pallets, organics (e.g., restaurant food waste); and increasing the amount of material
picked up. Results of the survey should be viewed with caution as only about 12% of the
stakeholders participated.
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MEETING MINUTES
Subject:
Date and Time:
Location:
Our File:

Ridge Landfill EA – Diversion Meeting
August 1, 2018 12 pm – 1:15 pm
Retro Suites Hotel, 2 King Street West, Chatham ON
152456

A endees
Rick Kucera
Cathy Smith
Megan Bellamy

Chatham-Kent, Manager, Waste and Recycling Services
Waste Connections
Dillon Consulting

Notes
Ridge Landfill EA – Diversion Alternatives
Waste Connections is moving forward with commitments in the Terms of Reference to
support the province in their goals to increase waste diversion from landfills. Waste
Connections has put together a memo committing itself to looking at, and evaluating
opportunities for diversion at-source, on-site at the Ridge, or elsewhere in their integrated
system. The Ministry of Environment, Conservation, and Parks (MECP) is currently
reviewing this memo. Rick Kucera to review the memo and consider partnership
opportunities with Chatham-Kent. Rick will also consider what diversion alternatives
would complement existing municipal programs and programs that might create
unnecessary duplication.
Rick mentioned there is an annual Household Hazardous Waste (HHW) collection day, but
noted that it is not frequent enough for residents to effectively manage their HHW. The
collection is done in partnership with Clean Harbours, a private sector company, and is set
up at three locations every fall. Waste Connections currently supports this program
through funding. This year, the HHW locations will be at transfer stations in Chatham, in
Ridgetown, and in Wallaceburg. Rick indicated that he would be supportive of a more
frequent HHW collection depot at the Ridge, but noted that he would prefer it to be
located in Chatham if possible which is more central and more convenient for the public.
Rick and Cathy also discussed the potential for accepting HHW at other Chatham-Kent
facilities, such as one or more of their existing eight (8) transfer stations. This would require
an amendment to the current ECA for any of the municipal-owned facilities.
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In either scenario the number of operating days would need to be considered and when.
For example, it would be ideal to have Saturdays as one of the operating days for public
convenience. Chatham-Kent and Waste Connections need to consider how the existing
funding could be applied to this model instead of the current Clean Harbours program. Rick
and Cathy to have continued discussion as the EA progresses.
Cathy noted that this was consistent with feedback from the criteria evaluation workshop
(held on July 11, 2018) where participants generally expressed opposition to on-site
processing, but were in favour of a drop-off depot located in Chatham-Kent (not
centralized at the Ridge).
Rick mentioned that waste management education is a priority of Chatham-Kent, and that
there may be partnership opportunities with Waste Connections to implement educational
programs. A suitable location for education would need further discussion, and it was
noted that an internet-based platform may not be ideal due to the large senior population
in Chatham-Kent without computer access.
Rick noted that Waste Connections’ former educational centre in Blenheim had been
received very positively.
Cathy noted that Waste Connections and Dillon are developing a survey as part of the need
to consult on diversion opportunities. The survey is being reviewed by Waste Connections,
but Cathy would like Rick’s review and input. The survey could be administered in
partnership with the Municipality or simply noting the municipality’s support for the
initiative. Megan to send Rick the survey once it has been reviewed. Rick will review and
provide commentary and will also discuss it with Chatham-Kent’s communication officer.
Errors and/or Omissions
These minutes were prepared by Megan Bellamy who should be notified of any errors and/or
omissions.
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As noted in the Approved Amended Terms of Reference, approved by the Ministry of Environment,
Conservation and Parks in May2018:
Waste Connections will commit to assisting the province in meeting its diversion goals and will consider
opportunities to enhance its existing waste diversion activities, either at source, at the Ridge Landfill, or
elsewhere in Waste Connections’ integrated system.
This purpose of this memo is to support Waste Connections’ investigation into diversion opportunities
and is in response to the MECP’s request to quantify how much material could be diverted at Waste
Connections’ operated transfer stations. Just over half (695,000 tonnes) of the amount of waste disposed
annually at the Ridge Landfill originates from these transfer stations.
To attempt to quantify the divertible quantity of material, high-level waste surveys were carried out with
the assistance of seasoned Waste Connections’ tipping floor operators to identify materials received on
site. The results of the high-level waste surveys provide insight to the diversion potential. The information
gathered will be used to evaluate potential waste diversion options, to assess the viability of programs,
and to determine where additional diversion activities may be appropriate to implement.
Data Collection Approach
For a two week period, in the fall of 2018, Waste Connections transfer station staff conducted random,
visual surveys of waste loads received at six Southern and Central Ontario waste transfer stations. The
selection of transfer stations was based on obtaining a representative sampling of waste materials that
are received across the Waste Connections’ complete network. The two week survey period was
considered to be a representative sample of the majority of customers served by each transfer station.
The purpose of the surveys was to gain a better understanding of the material composition being received
in discrete loads. A copy of the visual survey material checklist form that was used in the survey is
attached. The forms were used to record the estimated percentage of each of a range of materials
(identified as typical of the IC&I waste stream) having some diversion potential in each load that was
surveyed.
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The material categories transfer station operators were surveying consisted of the following:
Material Category

Description

Organics

expired fresh produce, prepared food, kitchen waste, soiled paper towel

Organics in Packaging

grocery store expired meat, cheese, fruit & vegetable in packaging

Landscaping

leaf & yard, grass, brush, branches, stumps

Cardboard

boxes, packaging, displays, signs

Other Paper

boxboard, newspaper, printed paper, packaging, cups

Plastics (Mixed)

containers, pails, jugs, film, wrap, Styrofoam

Metal

scrap, empty drums, containers, cans, rods, tubes

Appliances & Electronics washer, stove, fridge, TV, computer, printer, etc. (white goods)
Wood (untreated)

pallets, lumber, scrap wood waste

Construction Other

shingles, asphalt, cinder, bricks, rubble, siding

Carpet and Textiles

flooring, drapery, cloth, fabric, rugs, mats, rags, garments, linen

Other

Mattresses, drywall, steel straps, furniture

The six transfer station locations that participated in the survey are shown on the map below and include:
§
§
§
§
§
§

Advance Transfer Station, 117 Advance Blvd., Brampton L6T 4H9
Barrie Transfer Station, 320 Saunders Rd., Barrie L4N 8Z9
Bracebridge Transfer Station, 580 Ecclestone Drive, Bracebridge P1L 1V7
Creditstone Transfer Station, 650 Creditstone Rd., Concord L4K 5C8
Hamilton Transfer Station, 500 Rennie St., Hamilton L8H 3P5
Oakville Transfer Station, 1209 North Service Rd. E., Oakville L6H 1A7

Specific information on each transfer station is included at the end of this memo.
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FIGURE 1: TRANSFER STATION LOCATIONS SURVEYED

The following working assumptions were used as part of the analysis of the raw data collected:
·
·

·

The six transfer stations receive typical loads of materials accepted at transfer stations throughout
the Waste Connections system in Southern and Central Ontario.
The materials on the list that was utilized were selected to represent materials that had
established recycling programs or potential for a recycling program and/or market development
in the province.
Bagged materials were not opened. Visual estimates of material volumes were applied based on
experience of the operators.
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·

An average size volume in cubic meters was applied to truck loads by each specified truck type
i.e., roll-off, front end, side load.

Completed forms were received by Dillon and the data entered into Excel tables for subsequent analysis.
As part of the analysis, the following steps were completed:
·
·
·

Application of average industry standard bulk densities for each material type.
Conversion of each material volume to a quantity in tonnes by applying bulk densities.
Calculation of percentage by weight of each material averaged for all loads surveyed.

In reviewing the survey results by material composition (see Figure 2 below) the predominant divertible
materials at the transfer stations by weight are organics, construction and demolition materials (C&D) and
wood waste. Landscaping waste and cardboard were identified as being present in lower quantities.
FIGURE 2: MATERIAL COMPOSITION SURVEY RESULTS
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Survey Form
Waste Connections Canada

Waste Volume Visual Survey Ontario October 2018

Page No.:

Employee Initials:

Site:
Load No.:

Load No.:

Date:
Load No.:

Truck Type: FE RO ROC SL

Truck Type: FE RO ROC SL

Truck Type: FE RO ROC SL

Time of Day:
<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

Time of Day:
<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

Time of Day:
<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

Organics in Packaging - grocery store
expired meat, cheese, fruit in
packaging

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

Landscaping – leaf & yard, grass,
brush, branches, stumps

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

Cardboard – boxes, packaging, signs,
cutouts, displays

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

Other Paper – boxboard, newspaper,
printed paper, packaging, cups,

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

Plastics – containers, pails, jugs, film,
wrap, Styrofoam

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

Metal- scrap, empty drums,
containers, cans

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

Appliances & Electronics- washer,
stove, fridge, TV, computer, printer

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

Wood (untreated)– pallets, lumber,
scrap wood, renovation and
construction wood

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

Construction Other- shingles,
asphalt, cinder, bricks, rubble,
window glass

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

Carpet and Textiles- flooring , rugs,
mats, drapery, cloth, rags

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

OTHER:

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

<5% 5-10% 10-25%
25-50% >50%

Circle the percent % of materials
per load where applicable.
Materials
Organics – produce, food scraps,
kitchen waste, soiled paper towel

_______________________________
OTHER:
_______________________________
OTHER:
_______________________________
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Transfer Station Information
Advance TS
(117 Advance Blvd., Brampton L6T 4H9)
268 km

Distance from Ridge Landfill

Monday to Saturday

Days Operating

375-400 tonnes

Average Tonnage Handled Daily

177

Number of Visual Surveys Completed

Barrie TS
(320 Saunders Rd., Barrie L4N 8Z9)
350 km
Monday to
Saturday
300 tonnes

Distance from Ridge LF
Days Operating
Average Tonnage Handled Daily

48

Number of Visual Surveys Completed

Bracebridge TS
(580 Ecclestone Dr., Bracebridge P1L 1V7)
440 km

Distance from Ridge LF
Days Operating

Monday to
Saturday

Average Tonnage Handled Daily

112 tonnes
60

Number of Visual Surveys Completed

Creditstone TS
(650 Creditstone Rd., Concord L4K 5C8)
288 km
Monday to
Saturday

Distance from Ridge LF
Days Operating

575-625 tonnes

Average Tonnage Handled Daily

33

Number of Visual Surveys Completed
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Hamilton TS
(500 Rennie St., Hamilton L8H 3P5)
241 km

Distance from Ridge LF

Monday to Saturday

Days Operating

330tonnes

Average Tonnage Handled Daily

60

Number of Visual Surveys Completed

Oakville TS
(1209 North Service Rd. E., Oakville L6H 1A7)
259 km

Distance from Ridge LF

Monday to Saturday

Days Operating

94tonnes

Average Tonnage Handled Daily

71

Number of Visual Surveys Completed
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MEMO
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Cathy Smith, Project Manager, Ridge Landfill Expansion EA, Waste Connections
Bill Allison, Dillon Consulting Ltd.
December 5, 2018
Review of IC&I Waste Composition in Ontario and Elsewhere in Canada

OUR FILE:

File # 15-2456

1.0

Terms of Reference and MECP Commitments

As noted in the Approved Amended Terms of Reference, approved by the Ministry of Environment,
Conservation and Parks in May2018:
Waste Connections will commit to assisting the province in meeting its diversion goals and will consider
opportunities to enhance its existing waste diversion activities, either at source, at the Ridge Landfill, or
elsewhere in Waste Connections’ integrated system.
Waste Connections committed to the MECP to conduct a review of recent and publicly available IC&I
waste reports and waste composition audits produced by municipalities and others to gather waste
generation and composition data for the Industrial, Commercial and Institutional (IC&I) sector. This memo
outlines waste composition in Ontario and elsewhere in Canada for the IC&I waste stream. As
approximately 98% of waste accepted at the Ridge Landfill is IC&I waste and 2% is residential waste, the
examples and case studies were chosen accordingly.

2.0

Background

According to the Recycling Council of Ontario there is a total of 16,250,000 tonnes of IC&I waste produced
in the province, i.e., 44,500 tonnes/day, each year. This total is derived from a wide range of businesses
and industries that require a variety of collection methods and frequency of service, as well as waste
streams that are unique to particular industries. In Ontario there are 458,3871 businesses and industries
that could potentially generate IC&I waste2.

3.0

Examples of Current IC&I Waste Composition in Ontario and Elsewhere in Canada

Oxford County, Ontario – 2017 IC&I Waste
In 2017, Kelleher Environmental calculated the composition of the IC&I waste stream using their KE WAM
Model. The model is an estimate based on a compilation of waste audits of IC&I sectors. Using a total
tonnage of 42,000/year, they estimated that food (22%), paper/cardboard/ newsprint (29%), and plastics

1
2

Sta s cs Canada, 2017
Ibid
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(14%) were the three main materials identifiable in the IC&I waste stream arriving at Oxford County’s
landfill. Yard and wood waste accounted for 13%, and unidentified waste accounted for 16%. Glass and
metals constituted the remaining 6%.
Kelleher Environmental estimated that manufacturing was the largest contributor by weight to Oxford
County’s IC&I waste at about 22% of the total, followed by retail at over 16%, health care at 10% and the
hospitality trade (hotels/restaurants) at 9%,
offices (IT, finance, insurance, real estate,
professional/technical services, admin, etc.) collectively at 10%, and agriculture at 7%. The remainder of
the waste composition was associated with the transportation, warehousing, wholesale, mining, and
utilities sectors.
It was stated that private waste haulers were not willing to provide actual tonnage values in order to
confirm tonnage leaving Oxford County to ensure business confidentiality. The report concluded that
there was no reliable source of data in Ontario regarding the composition of IC&I waste and
recommended MECP institute a central reporting requirement for the IC&I sector.
Overall the top three materials found in this IC&I waste stream were: food 22%, paper 29% and plastics
14%. These three divertible materials make up over half of the waste stream analyzed.

Metro Vancouver, British Columbia – 2014 IC&I Waste Characterization Program
Tetra Tech EBA Inc. conducted a study for Metro Vancouver to establish characterization data on IC&I
waste. The objectives of the study were to characterize waste from a subset of businesses across the
following four industries: Accommodation, Business Commercial, Manufacturing and Retail Trade.
Ninety-eight samples of waste with a total weight of 7,274 kg were collected directly from businesses and
sorted. Results were characterized by category and sector. The audit concluded that manufacturing
contributed 10% of the total IC&I waste stream, followed by 9% from the hospitality trade, 7% from
offices, 4% from retail, with the remaining 70% being categorized as ‘other waste’ (education, health care,
construction, government, and wholesale). The study concluded that manufacturing was the single
greatest contributor of unsorted disposed waste and it contained a large quantity of organics.
Manufacturing produced the most unsorted disposed waste and Retail Trade the least. Accommodation
& Food produced the largest amount of organic material (58%) despite having a smaller overall waste
disposal rate. Manufacturing produced the largest amount of plastics (18%); the proportion of plastics
was comparably lower for the other business categories. Business & Commercial Services produced the
most paper (38%), followed by Manufacturing (25%). Retail Trade produced the least of the three major
material categories: organics, plastics, and paper. In terms of smaller-tonnage product categories,
Accommodation & Food produced a relatively large amount of glass and metals (2%), and Manufacturing
produced a noteworthy amount of non-compostable organics (e.g. treated or painted wood, textiles,
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rubber, and other composite organic materials), household hazardous, and fines (4%, 3%, and 3%,
respectively).
Overall, the top three materials found in this IC&I waste stream were: compostable organics 40%,
paper 31% and plastics 18%. Over 80% of the IC&I waste stream in this analysis is composed of three
divertible materials.

City of Calgary, Alberta – 2011 IC&I Waste Diversion in Calgary
At a conference in Edmonton, a representative of the City of Calgary presented data of their annual IC&I
waste stream which amounted to 314,500 tonnes in 2010. IC&I made up half of the total waste stream
in Calgary from eighteen different business sectors. Their results identified the top four sector
contributors to waste as: hospitality trade 17%, retail 15%, health care 11%, and manufacturing 7.5%.
They observed that Ontario had enacted successful legislation to make recycling options more readily
available at institutions and businesses, and that Alberta needed to consider a similar approach.
Overall, the top two materials found in this IC&I waste stream were food and paper/cardboard/yard waste
which added to over 62% of the total IC&I waste stream.
In November 2017, Calgary implemented a bylaw for businesses. If a business does not have a food and
yard waste program in place after Nov. 1, 2017, the first step will be to work with them to help them
become bylaw-compliant. Owner(s) of the business property could be subject to a fine if they fail to
comply. As of November 1, 2016 businesses and organizations in Calgary are required to recycle the same
materials that residents recycle at home, plus scrap metal, clear plastic film (polyethylene) and wood.

City of Ottawa, Ontario – 2007 IC&I Waste Characterization Report
A consortium of three firms, Genivar, Kelleher Environmental, and Jacques Whitford, identified the
composition and quantities of IC&I and C&D waste, and its sectors of origin. In 2006, Ottawa’s total nonresidential waste stream consisted of 70% of IC&I and 30% of C&D material. Approximately 14% of the
IC&I stream was being diverted from landfill. The study did not account for pre-diversion occurring from
scrap metal dealers or reuse of materials by the manufacturing sector. The studied used existing waste
data and modelling to identify composition and waste stream quantities.
The top four sectors of waste generation were identified as retail (17-24%), hospitality (15-19%), health
care (11-14%) and manufacturing (9-15%). The remainder was identified as originating from offices.
Similar to the other IC&I studies, paper/cardboard (42%), food (14 %) and plastics (10%) were the largest
components of the total IC&I composition. The information was used as a baseline to begin targeted
programs for diversion in Ottawa.
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RIS International Ltd. – 2005 the Private Sector IC&I Waste Management System in Ontario
This report, prepared for the Ontario Waste Management Association by RIS International Ltd, identified
the top four sectors contributing to the IC&I waste stream as manufacturing (27%), retail (15%), hospitality
(14%), and health care (11%) out of a total of 6,520,000 IC&I waste generators in Ontario.
The overall composition of materials within the IC&I Ontario waste stream was estimated using existing
waste data, data from other jurisdictions and waste modelling. No physical waste composition audits were
carried out for this study.
Overall, the 2005 study reported that Ontario IC&I waste composition’s top three materials were: paper
fibers 40% (paper 25% and cardboard 15%), organics 13% (food 11.4% and yard waste 1.6%) and plastics
8%. The study reported construction and demolition (C&D) waste separately from the IC&I stream. For
C&D the top three materials were: wood (31% - 52%), fill and aggregate (14%) and drywall (9%).
The OWMA has attempted to compile waste data and quantities from its broad waste sector members
for many years. The collection of data has been sporadic despite the benefits of a robust IC&I waste data
set to the waste sector. Private businesses are in competition for business and market share. Fair
competition in the market is the driver behind the safeguarding of proprietary business data, sales data
and waste services data. There is little incentive to share detailed data with OWMA or any other
organization, nor is their regulatory requirements to report to a central body. While the IC&I sector is
required to have waste management plans and carry out waste audits to monitor those plans, the
enforcement of this requirement is not in place in Ontario at this time.

4.0

Discussion

The common theme in the studies reviewed, is that there is significant opportunity to reduce divertible
materials from the IC&I waste stream at their source i.e., at their place of generation. The quantity of
divertible material has often been identified as well over 50 % of the total IC&I waste stream. The
divertible material in the IC&I stream has been documented to originate from four main IC&I sectors:
manufacturing, hospitality, (accommodation and restaurants), retail, and healthcare. Based on the
reviewed reports the IC&I composition ranges, based on weight, are:
·
·
·

Organics 13% to 58%
Paper 29% to 42%
Plastics 8% to 18%

Organics, paper fibers and plastics are the three main material categories in most need of feasible and
practical solutions to effectively divert them from the IC&I waste disposal stream. Organics consisting of
food waste, spoiled food, soiled paper, leaf and yard waste is the largest component of IC&I waste
composition. Paper fibers consisting of printed paper, newspaper, boxboard and cardboard makes up the
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second largest component of IC&I waste. Finally, plastics (containers, film, foam and rigid, single-use)
make up the third largest component of IC&I waste.
Of the three components, organics and paper are divertable materials that currently have processing
capacity in Ontario. Organics can be composted or anaerobically digested. These processing facilities
currently exist throughout Ontario and are proven technologies. Paper recycling has existed since the
1970s in Ontario. The recycled paper quality is a factor in finding feasible end markets. China has recently
raised the quality standard of recyclables it accepts. Some current Canadian recycling facilities are
struggling to maintain that high quality due to mixed collection of recyclables. Proper sorting and quality
control (not soiled nor contaminated) can help ensure there are viable markets for paper recycling. While
sorting facilities exist for plastics in Ontario, not all types of plastics are accepted at these facilities.
Currently, not all plastic materials have an end market to sell sorted plastics to. Market development
would need to occur in order to recycle or reuse all plastics in all the waste streams including residential,
IC&I and C&D.
Ontario’s waste reduction strategy lacks targets for the IC&I sector in particular. The IC&I sector currently
operates on a business-to-business, fee per service structure, where the costs of waste diversion are not
offset by government programs or stipulated through regulation. For the majority of materials, this means
disposal is the least direct cost option. Additionally, relatively few members of this sector are required to
divert any of their refuse from disposal. As a result, waste diversion occurs at a much lower rate in the
IC&I sector than in the residential sector, where provincial public policy initiatives and public acceptance
for diversion programs have been prominent drivers. This is one of the biggest changes necessary for a
new waste strategy. Greater focus and attention on establishing mechanisms such as disposal bans and
extended producer responsibility schemes could increase waste diversion in the IC&I sector.
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TO:
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OUR FILE:

Cathy Smith, Project Manager, Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
Karla Kolli, Dillon Consulting
September 20, 2018
Diversion Options for Evaluation in the Ridge Landfill EA
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The purpose of this memo is to respond to comments provided by Carolyn Lee, Ron Nielsen and Marc
Peverini, Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP; formerly the Ministry of
Environment and Climate Change) on September 4, 2018, for the Diversion Options for Evaluation in the
Ridge Landfill EA memo, dated July 23, 2018. A summary of the comments provided by the MECP,
together with our corresponding response, is provided in the tables below.
Responses to MECP comments are based on the premise in the following excerpts from the approved
Terms of Reference (ToR):
“Waste Connections remains committed to considering opportunities to enhance diversion at
source, at the landfill or elsewhere in its waste management system to achieve increased
diversion from its IC&I customers in its southern and central Ontario service area and will explore
these opportunities as part of the EA.”
“Waste Connections is committed to continued collaboration with the Ridge Landfill host
community of Chatham-Kent to develop partnership opportunities to support their municipal
waste diversion targets.”
The responses to the comments regarding the diversion memo are outlined in the tables below:



Table 1: Overarching Comments on the Consideration of Diversion Options (based on email
correspondence)
Table 2: Comments within Diversion Memo on the Consideration of Diversion Options
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Table 1: Overarching Comments on the Consideration of Diversion Options (based on email correspondence)
#

1

Comment

Commenter

Consultation initiatives should identify the potential participants from each sector, including operators of existing diversion programs under
the Waste Diversion Transition Act (WDTA), and could specify questions and engagement methods suited to those participants. In
particular, consultation initiatives and diversion options should target IC&I generators, given the IC&I-heavy make-up of wastes currently
received at the Ridge Landfill.

Carolyn Lee, MECP

Response
To elaborate on discussion provided in the diversion memo we will be interviewing
representatives from the following sectors and those that represent IC&I waste
generators: agricultural groups, community associations and associations that
represent local commercial businesses, retail, industrial manufacturers, and
institutions as applicable. The groups are based on the geographic scope of the EA.
For residential waste it is the Municipality of Chatham-Kent. For the IC&I waste
service area it is confined to southern and central Ontario.
Groups may also include existing operators for construction and demolition
wastes, metals and scrap, electronic waste, tires, municipal special/hazardous
wastes, organics, and textiles. Questions and discussion will be focused to specific
group interests as appropriate, Kent Federation of Agriculture by way of example.
As per the Terms of Reference, the geographical scope of the EA for residential
waste is the Municipality of Chatham-Kent, the host community of the Ridge.
Municipal residential waste generated beyond Chatham-Kent is beyond the scope
of this project as the proposed service area is confined to Chatham-Kent.

2

When discussing the potential to collect, separate, or receive residential wastes, consultation initiatives and diversion options could
consider municipalities beyond Chatham-Kent, particularly for food waste/organics where regional approaches could be in demand,
suitable, and beneficial.

Carolyn Lee, MECP

3

Diversion options, both system-wide and on-site, should highlight potential candidate materials, identify suitable generators likely to
participate (residential vs. IC&I), and focus on whether diversion is environmentally beneficial and economically viable.

Carolyn Lee, MECP

Where on-site diversion is discussed:

4

Further clarity would help the reader understand where materials will be separated in advance for on-site processing versus separated onsite for on- or off-site processing (particularly re: the option to remove more Blue Box wastes from the waste stream versus the mixed
waste processing option)

Carolyn Lee, MECP

Pros and cons should be discussed within the context that new activities would occur at an existing waste disposal site, and should avoid
presenting material management requirements as negatives unless economically or operationally infeasible.
5

6

The memo would benefit from a final scoping of some of the diversion options the proponent believes to be most beneficial and feasible.

As consultation initiatives and options development proceed, the proponent should attempt to quantify how much material could be
diverted, potential costs associated with diversion, and participation rates.
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However, IC&I waste generated in municipalities beyond the Chatham-Kent area is
within this scope. The IC&I waste service area is confined to southern and central
Ontario. The EA will consider opportunities for Waste Connections to enhance its
existing waste diversion activities within Chatham-Kent and for the IC&I sector in
southern and central Ontario.
The results of the Diversion Options evaluation will highlight potential candidate
materials for waste diversion. The evaluation will focus on diversion opportunities
that are environmentally beneficial and economically viable.
This will be addressed as part of the evaluation. As per the Terms of Reference,
Waste Connections operates transfer station facilities that send their residual
waste to the Ridge Landfill. These transfer station facilities have well established
waste segregation programs and continually source local facilities for recycling of
IC&I materials such as asphalt, brick, concrete, clean fill, organics, wood, roofing,
drywall, paper fibres, comingled containers, metals, separately collected
cardboard and other divertible materials. In addition, Waste Connections strongly
supports industries and businesses practices that undertake voluntary on-site
waste diversion, for example as part of company zero waste policies or corporate
sustainability policies and diversion targets.
This approach will be used as part of the evaluation.

Carolyn Lee, MECP

A final scoping of some of the diversion options that Waste Connections believes
to be most beneficial and feasible will be addressed as part of the evaluation.

Carolyn Lee, MECP

High-level waste surveys will be carried out by Waste Connections with the
assistance of seasoned Waste Connections tipping floor operators to identify
materials received on site. The results of the high-level waste surveys will provide
insight on the diversion potential. The information gathered will be used to
evaluate potential waste diversion options, to assess the economic viability of
programs and where it may be appropriate.
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Table 2: Comments within Diversion Memo on the Consideration of Diversion Options
#

Comment

Commenter

ToR Commitments: Will WCC be using targeted interviews to gather info on the waste stream and recycling opportunities?

Ron Nielson, MECP

Response
As part of the consultation on the diversion component, feedback from various
stakeholders including targeted IC&I waste generators will be gathered regarding
waste material streams generated and potential recycling opportunities that are
economically and operationally feasible, as well as the potential for reuse of
materials by Waste Connections clients and potential efforts to support a circular
economy.
Stakeholders will have an opportunity to provide their feedback throughout the
study, either through targeted interviews or by submitting their comments to the
Project Team via email. Based on our experience some organizations prefer to
circulate to their members via email for individual input (e.g., the Kent Federation
of Agriculture).
As per the Terms of Reference, the geographical scope of the EA for residential
waste is the Municipality of Chatham-Kent and the IC&I waste service area is
confined to southern and central Ontario. While adjacent municipalities have been
notified of the project, conversations with municipalities regarding residential
waste are limited to Chatham-Kent, the host community.

1
ToR Commitments: What about reviewing any studies completed by the surrounding municipalities, or conducting some waste audits to
determine what’s in the waste stream that could be recovered? This would likely yield better information and data than relying solely on
interviews.

ToR Commitments: WCC could leverage their knowledge of the ICI waste stream to identify and quantify materials that could be recovered,
in what amounts, and what additional efforts are needed to achieve this – actions by others – source separation, hauling, sorting / other
processing, etc.

Ron Nielson, MECP

Ron Nielson, MECP

Waste Connections will review any recent and publicly available IC&I
reports/audits produced by municipalities (e.g., such as Owen Sound, Ontario) and
others to gather waste generation and composition data for the IC&I sector. As
noted previously, high-level waste surveys at Waste Connections transfer stations
are also planned. Detailed, quantitative waste audits are beyond the scope of this
assessment of diversion opportunities.
Waste Connections will conduct high-level waste surveys carried out with the
assistance of seasoned Waste Connections tipping floor operators. These surveys
will provide an opportunity to identify material that could be recovered for reuse
and or recycling. At a high level and as part of the evaluation Waste Connections
can identify the necessary efforts involved to achieve this and what external
supports might be necessary but that are beyond the control of Waste Connection
e.g. actions by others.
The diversion survey is intended for Waste Connections to learn what programs
should be enhanced or newly developed, in partnerships with who, and what
program logistics make sense given local community dynamics.

2

Obtaining Stakeholder Input: On the spectrum of Quality of Engagement, it appears that stakeholders are limited to learning about plans
and offering feedback, but not to participating in any level of design, planning or decision making.

DI L LON C ON S UL TIN G LI M IT E D
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Ron Nielson, MECP

Throughout the EA process, stakeholders have and will continue to have an
opportunity to provide feedback and to be involved. Stakeholder input, together
with the technical work being undertaken, will be taken into consideration by the
Project Team during the evaluation and the final decision-making process.
Consultation is one piece of the decision-making process along with economic and
environmental considerations during the evaluation.
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3

Comment

Commenter

Obtaining Stakeholder Input: The on-site focus limits options of types of approaches and may also limit the quantity / capacity of any
diversion system(s) that are proposed.

Response

Ron Nielson, MECP

As per the Terms of Reference, the geographical scope of the EA for residential
waste is the Municipality of Chatham-Kent, the host community of the Ridge. The
IC&I waste service area is confined to southern and central Ontario. As such, the
focus for on-site options is limited to Chatham-Kent residential waste and local
IC&I waste generators. For the balance of the IC&I waste stream, the Waste
Connections operated transfer stations that send their residual waste to the Ridge
Landfill have well established waste segregation programs. Waste Connections will
continually source local facilities for recycling of IC&I materials such as asphalt,
brick, concrete, clean fill, organics, wood, roofing, drywall, paper fibres, comingled
containers, metals, separately collected cardboard and other divertible materials
and may identify additional initiatives that could be undertaken as part of the
evaluation both at these transfer stations and at source.

4

Obtaining Stakeholder Input/Targeted Interviews: I would recommend that this section identify the different groups that could be
targeted, such as municipalities, businesses, existing diversion programs, haulers (e.g. landfill clients), processors.

Marc Peverini, MECP

As per the first bullet in Table 1, Waste Connections will complete targeted
outreach to representatives from the following sectors and that represent IC&I
waste generators: agricultural groups, community associations and associations
that represent local commercial businesses, retail, industrial manufacturers, and
institutions as applicable. The groups are based on the geographic scope of the
EA. For residential waste it is the Municipality of Chatham-Kent. For the IC&I waste
service area it is confined to southern and central Ontario. Groups may also
include existing operators for construction and demolition wastes, metals and
scrap, electronic waste, tires, municipal special/hazardous wastes, organics, and
textiles.

5

Obtaining Stakeholder Input/Targeted Interviews: Could also ask:
- which materials are easily collected but may not be currently diverted?
- which materials would be easiest to collect and where are they generated (home, schools, etc.)?
- where is collection/recycling least available or most difficult?

Marc Peverini, MECP

Agreed. These questions will be asked as part of the diversion survey.

6

Increased Diversion Opportunities At-Source & Elsewhere in the System: Resource Recovery and Circular Economy Act, 2016

Marc Peverini, MECP

The in-text reference to the Waste-Free Ontario Act will be revised to Resource
Recovery and Circular Economy Act, 2016.

7

At Source & Elsewhere in the System: Identifying a potential material or two for each diversion option could be valuable

Marc Peverini, MECP

Agreed. Potential materials for diversion options were noted at the Workshop and
the first Open House for the EA and will be included and discussed as part of the
evaluation.

8

At Source & Elsewhere in the System: Providing an example of an existing partnership could be valuable here

Marc Peverini, MECP

A local agricultural greenhouse partnership example was in the Diversion Options
memo submitted to MECP on July 23, 2018 and other examples can be provided as
part of the evaluation.

9

At Source & Elsewhere in the System: Could include waste audit support.

Marc Peverini, MECP

This option will be modified to include waste audit support in the evaluation.

Marc Peverini, MECP

Discussions with Chatham-Kent have and will continue to be held with respect to
organics servicing. In addition to provision of residual waste disposal services at
the Ridge Landfill Waste Connections also services CK’s waste, blue and black box,
bulky item and HHW collection programs. These discussions will be conveyed as
part of the evaluation.

10

At Source & Elsewhere in the System: Could benefit from discussion of partnerships with Chatham-Kent re: new organics servicing in the
Policy Statement.
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Commenter
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11

At Source & Elsewhere in the System: Could include waste audit support, targeted promotion and education to increase awareness of
diversion opportunities.

Marc Peverini, MECP

This option will be modified to include waste audit support, targeted promotion
and education to increase awareness of diversion opportunities in the evaluation.

12

At Source & Elsewhere in the System: Could discuss ways to gather, disseminate, promote data availability.

Marc Peverini, MECP

Discussion on ways to gather, potentially disseminate and promote data
availability will be provided as part of the evaluation.

Ron Nielson, MECP

A drop-off at the Ridge is a potential opportunity to target materials that are
currently not accepted in the municipal program or that are demanding a higher
level of service and in the non-residential sector in and around Chatham-Kent. The
planned high-level waste surveys along with the diversion survey to organizations
and the general public may provide additional insight on such opportunities. Public
drop off facilities could serve local small commercial business, as well as residents,
to reduce their residual waste quantities and waste disposal costs e.g. renovation
businesses, landscaping businesses.

13

Increased Diversion Opportunities at the Ridge: If this is mostly for the local community, that’s only a very small part of the overall
operation of the landfill - 98% of the waste comes from ICI sources – from much further away – how likely is it any of these customers
would use the drop off facility (it’s mostly haulers that bring the waste to the landfill, not the customers themselves)?

14

On-Site Processing: Diversion-options should address: A) the potential quantity for diversion; and, B) the likelihood that the materials
would be diverted / recovered (or range, e.g. low to high).

Ron Nielson, MECP

As part of the consultation component of this project high-level waste surveys will
be carried out with the assistance of seasoned Waste Connections tipping floor
operators on site. The exercise would identify at a high level the types of materials,
quantities and likelihood of recovery or markets. Additional insight on diversion
opportunities will also come from the diversion survey to organizations and the
general public.

15

On-Site Processing: Note that only 2% of the waste received is municipal – programs need to be designed primarily for ICI / non-res waste.

Ron Nielson, MECP

Programs will be designed for both the residential (within Chatham-Kent) and IC&I
sector (within southern and central Ontario), with the primary focus on IC&I waste
sector diversion possibilities.

16

On-Site Processing: Provincially mandated programs are certainly helpful but are not the be all and end all of removing recyclables from
waste streams. This comment applies to all options, since this bullet is repeated.

Marc Peverini, MECP

Duly noted.

17

On-Site Processing: It could be valuable to discuss the benefits of co-locating a diversion/MWP facility on-site with a landfill (given that the
cons of this are discussed). This comment applies to all options, since this is a potential benefit in all options.

Marc Peverini, MECP

The high-level benefits of co-locating a diversion/MWP facility on-site will be
elaborated on.

18

On-Site Processing: Recovery rates vary depending on the type of materials being recovered, which vary depending on the use of diversion
programs and sectors that generate the waste.

Marc Peverini, MECP

Comment noted for evaluation.

19

On-Site Processing: A discussion of how health, safety, rodent, etc. concerns differ between a landfill and recycling/recovery facilities would
be valuable, as would similar comments for other options.

Marc Peverini, MECP

Comment noted for evaluation.

20

On-Site Processing: The discussion of this option should not be framed solely around provincial programs and landfill bans. The discussion
could consider benefits of removing organics from landfill stream, including reduced leachate, reduced odour, and longer landfill lifespan.

Marc Peverini, MECP

The evaluation will consider benefits of removing organics from landfill stream,
including reduced leachate, reduced odour, and longer landfill lifespan.

21

On-Site Processing: The Policy Statement’s collection direction may apply to other southwestern Ontario municipalities (Windsor-Essex,
Sarnia, etc.) the discussion could consider organics volumes from other municipalities in the context of option viability.

Marc Peverini, MECP

As per the Terms of Reference, the geographical scope of the EA for residential
waste is the Municipality of Chatham-Kent and the IC&I waste service area is
confined to southern and central Ontario.
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22

On-Site Processing: The Strategy does not propose designating source separated organics for diversion through landfill bans.
The Food and Organic Waste Policy Statement does set waste reduction and resource recovery targets for food and organic waste, and
provide direction for food and organic waste collection to municipalities, businesses and some institutions.
The discussion of this option should reference new organics collection and processing requirements, as well as their impact on local
municipalities and Ridge clients.

Marc Peverini, MECP

The evaluation of this option will reference new organics collection and processing
requirements, as well as their impact on Chatham-Kent and Ridge clients.

23

On-Site Processing: These are not “cons”, simply material management practices.

Marc Peverini, MECP

Agreed.

24

On-Site Depots for Local Materials Collection: While a partnership is indeed beneficial, it is not a requirement to provide an agricultural
waste drop-off recycling location and the option should not be scoped as such.

Marc Peverini, MECP

25

On-Site Depots for Local Materials Collection: Perhaps partnerships with external organizations could be combined with the on-site dropoff depot option and not be a standalone option.

Carolyn Lee, MECP

The intent is to provide a public drop off (Recovery Park) servicing both IC&I and
residential sector and for materials not currently accepted at Chatham-Kent public
drop offs. Agricultural waste collection is not being considered as a stand-alone
program.

26

On-Site Depots for Local Materials Collection: A discussion here about coordinating and/or complementing municipal and other diversion
(e.g. charities) initiatives could be valuable.

Marc Peverini, MECP

As part of the consultation component of this project Waste Connections is
communicating with Chatham-Kent and other local stakeholders about the future
of the Ridge and waste collection practices. Waste Connections is committed to
continue collaboration with the Ridge Landfill host community of Chatham-Kent to
develop partnership opportunities to support their municipal waste diversion
targets and their alignment with the provincial waste diversion objectives.
Coordination opportunities would come out of feedback from the consultation
process with local stakeholders i.e. one organization's waste is another's resource.

27

Consideration of Options for At-Source, At the Ridge and Elsewhere in the System: It would be beneficial for this document to identify
some of the options from the previous two sections that WCC thinks are most suitable or most beneficial.

Marc Peverini, MECP

The purpose of the evaluation is to identify the options at-source, elsewhere in the
system and at the Ridge that are most suitable or most beneficial.
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Dillon Consulting Limited Mail - Fwd: FW: Ridge EA Response Memo to MECP - Diversion Options

Buelles, Anni <abuelles@dillon.ca>

Fwd: FW: Ridge EA Response Memo to MECP - Diversion Options
Allison, Bill <wallison@dillon.ca>
To: Anni Buelles <abuelles@dillon.ca>

Wed, Oct 17, 2018 at 4:22 PM

fyi
Bill Allison
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
Suite 200 - 51 Breithaupt Street
Kitchener, Ontario, N2H 5G5
T - 519.571.9833 ext. 3125
F - 519.571.7424
M - 519.575.2093
WAllison@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Date: Wed, Oct 17, 2018 at 4:09 PM
Subject: FW: Ridge EA Response Memo to MECP - Diversion Options
To: Allison, Bill <wallison@dillon.ca>, Kolli, Karla <kkolli@dillon.ca>, Reimer, Sue <sreimer@dillon.ca>

I haven’t looked yet J

From: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) [mailto:Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca]
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 4:00 PM
To: Cathy Smith
Cc: Evers, Andrew (MECP)
Subject: FW: Ridge EA Response Memo to MECP - Diversion Options

Hi Cathy,

Please find below MECP’s comments on Waste Connections’ response memo.

I have also included some suggestions/edits in the response memo (attached) that may be helpful
in providing additional clarification.

Do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.

Regards,
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=2b5632c48f&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1614605445019959770&simpl=msg-f%3A16146054450…
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Carolyn Lee
Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca

If you have any accommodation needs or require communication supports or alternate
formats, please let me know.

Si vous avez des besoins en matière d’adaptation, ou si vous nécessitez des aides à la
communication ou des médias substituts, veuillez me le faire savoir.

From: Durrani, Atif (MECP)
Sent: October-17-18 1:54 PM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP)
Cc: Nielsen, Ron (MECP); Acab, Cindy (MECP)
Subject: RE: Ridge EA Response Memo to MECP - Diversion Options

Hi Carolyn, further to your email.

Overall there are no concerns to the proponents responses, but as they moved forward in the approvals process and
more detailed information is gathered, we would recommend the proponent strive to clarify things like:

Anticipated participation rate in any diversion initiatives (e.g.; forecast the number of individuals
(for residential), and number of businesses (and of what size – e.g.; small, medium, large) for IC&I
are expected to make use of each initiative
·

Anticipated quantity of waste that may be received in each case, and comparison to the total
waste forecast to be received at the landfill for the same timeframe
·

Anticipated types of materials, and ideally forecast of % that material represents of the quantity
of all materials received by each program
·

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=2b5632c48f&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1614605445019959770&simpl=msg-f%3A16146054450…
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Indication of the number of businesses that may be served in comparison to the total number of
businesses are anticipated to be served by the landfill under the EA
·

You may also want to reiterate that expanding the reach of diversion initiatives to not only the community of ChathamKent but to surrounding communities and regions beyond in line with their service area is also highly recommended.

Let us know if you have any additional questions or concerns. Thanks for the opportunity to review.

From: Cathy Smith [mailto:Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com]
Sent: September-21-18 6:09 PM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP)
Cc: Evers, Andrew (MECP); Bill Allison; Kolli, Karla; Izzie Abrams; Brian Forrestal
Subject: Ridge EA Response Memo to MECP - Diversion Options

Hi Carolyn, please find the attached responses to comments received on the diversion options memo received
September 4th from MECP for the Ridge Landfill expansion. Please don’t hesitate to call me with any questions.

Cathy

Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=2b5632c48f&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1614605445019959770&simpl=msg-f%3A16146054450…
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Response Memo to MECP - Diversion Options September 2018_CL.docx
177K

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=2b5632c48f&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1614605445019959770&simpl=msg-f%3A16146054450…
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
February 22, 2019 11:13 AM
Lee, Carolyn (MECP)
Sue Reimer; 'Allison, Bill'; Evers, Andrew (MECP); Archibald, Jenny (MECP)
RE: Diversion report
Response Memo to MECP Feb 7_2019 Comments_Draft Review Diversion Rpt - FINAL
to MECP Feb 22 2019.docx

Hi Carolyn, please find the attached responses to the comments below and provided by the Resource Recovery Policy
Branch. We would be happy to meet/have a call to discuss. Thanks and have an excellent vacation!!
Cathy
Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com

From: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) [mailto:Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca]
Sent: Thursday, February 07, 2019 1:39 PM
To: Cathy Smith
Cc: Sue Reimer; 'Allison, Bill'; Evers, Andrew (MECP)
Subject: RE: Diversion report

Hello Cathy,
Please see MECP Resource Recovery Policy Branch’s comments on the diversion options report
below.
Regards,
1

Carolyn

General Comments:
Generally we found Waste Connections did not address some of our original comments. As they
move forward in the approvals process and more detailed information is gathered, we would
recommend they clarify things like:
·
·
·
·

estimated quantity of waste that may be diverted by each initiative
anticipated participation rate in any diversion initiatives
estimated number of businesses expected to make use of each diversion initiative
an indication of the number of businesses that may be served in comparison to the total number of
businesses are anticipated to be served by the landfill.

Expanding the reach of diversion initiatives to not only the community of Chatham-Kent, but to
surrounding communities and regions beyond their service area is also highly recommended.
Construction and Demolition waste:
One of the diversion initiatives Waste Connections outlined was a program for the reuse of source
separated construction and demolition waste at the Ridge Landfill. In their report Waste Connections
sited insufficient space and costs for storing and separating mixed construction and demolition waste
and therefore would only be accepting segregated loads. We would like to get more clarification on
whether the benefits of expanding the reuse program to include mixed construction and demolition
waste would essentially outweigh the costs. More specifically, we would appreciate knowing:
·
·
·

the estimated tonnes of segregated and mixed construction and demolition waste they receive
the number of area businesses that may use an expanded reuse program
as assessment of how cost competitive an expanded reuse program would be to the alternative of
landfill

Food and Organic waste:
Waste Connections should be clearer in how they are being “consistent with” the Food and Organic
Waste Policy Statement, which contains direction on reducing and diverting food and organic waste
for waste management service providers. Section 4 of the Policy Statement addresses the
“Management of collected food and organic waste”:
4.20 To maximize recovery of food and organic waste, owners and operators of recovery
systems shall:
i. Manage source separated waste streams in a manner that limits contamination.
ii. Use appropriate technologies that can effectively recover materials.
iii. Not direct or send source separated food and organic waste for disposal.
4.21 To promote effective and efficient resource recovery, owners and operators of resource
recovery systems may adopt financial measures that encourage generators to maximize
resource recovery and discourage disposal.
Section 6 of the Policy Statement also directs proponents of landfills to explore opportunities to
recover rather than dispose of food and organic waste.
2

Section 6. Support Resource Recovery Infrastructure
6.8 Proponents of new or expanded waste management systems for disposal should consider
resource recovery opportunities for food and organic waste.
Waste Connections report states that leachate quality is being addressed and landfill gas is collected
and that they are pursuing beneficial use project for collected gas. This indicates to us that while the
food and organic waste going to Ridge Landfill is being managed appropriately, it is not being
recovered and diverted as per the direction in the Policy Statement. The Policy Statement makes
clear that the recovery and diversion of food and organic waste is prioritized over its disposal.
Therefore, we would like know more specifically how Waste Connections intends to meet the
direction applicable to them that is outlined in the Policy Statement.

Carolyn Lee
Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca

If you have any accommodation needs or require communication supports or alternate
formats, please let me know.
Si vous avez des besoins en matière d’adaptation, ou si vous nécessitez des aides à la
communication ou des médias substituts, veuillez me le faire savoir.

From: Allison, Bill [mailto:wallison@dillon.ca]
Sent: December-24-18 1:02 PM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP); Cathy Smith; Sue Reimer
Subject: Diversion report

Carolyn - please find enclosed a PDF of the draft Diversion report with all supporting appendices. A word
version of the main report is also attached.
We will be in touch in the new year to discuss schedule for review and upcoming activities.
regards

Right-click here to download pictures. To help protect your
priv acy , Outlook prev ented automatic download of this
picture from the Internet.

Bill Allison
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
Suite 200 - 51 Breithaupt Street
Kitchener, Ontario, N2H 5G5
T - 519.571.9833 ext. 3125
F - 519.571.7424
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M - 519.575.2093
WAllison@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential or private
information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof, please

contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.

Ce message est destin頵niquement aux personnes indiqu饳 dans l'ent괥 et peut contenir une information privil駩饬 confidentielle ou
priv饠et ne pouvant 괲e divulgu饮 Si vous n'괥s pas le destinataire de ce message ou une personne autoris饠
communiquer avec le soussign頥t ensuite d鴲uire ce message.
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DRAFT MEMO
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Cathy Smith, Project Manager, Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
Karla Kolli, Dillon Consulting
February 22, 2019
Diversion Options for Evaluation in the Ridge Landfill EA

OUR FILE:

15-2456

The purpose of this memo is to respond to comments provided by the Resource Recovery Policy Branch,
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP; formerly the Ministry of Environment and
Climate Change) on February 7, 2019, for the Draft Review of Diversion Options Report, dated December
24, 2018. A summary of the comments provided by the MECP, together with our corresponding
response, is provided in the table below.
Responses to MECP comments are based on the premise in the following excerpts from the approved
Terms of Reference (ToR):
“Waste Connections remains committed to considering opportunities to enhance diversion at
source, at the landfill or elsewhere in its waste management system to achieve increased
diversion from its IC&I customers in its southern and central Ontario service area and will explore
these opportunities as part of the EA.”
“Waste Connections is committed to continued collaboration with the Ridge Landfill host
community of Chatham-Kent to develop partnership opportunities to support their municipal
waste diversion targets.”

DILLON CON SULTIN G LIM ITED
www.dillon.ca
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Table 1: Comments on the Draft Diversion Option Report dated December 24, 2018 (based on email correspondence)
#

Comment

Commenter

Response

General Comments:
Generally we found Waste Connections did not address some of our original comments. As they move forward in the approvals process and
more detailed information is gathered, we would recommend they clarify things like:






estimated quantity of waste that may be diverted by each initiative
anticipated participation rate in any diversion initiatives
estimated number of businesses expected to make use of each diversion initiative
an indication of the number of businesses that may be served in comparison to the total number of businesses are anticipated to
be served by the landfill.

Resource Recovery
Policy Branch, MECP

1

Expanding the reach of diversion initiatives to not only the community of Chatham-Kent, but to surrounding communities and regions
beyond their service area is also highly recommended.

2

Construction and Demolition Waste:
One of the diversion initiatives Waste Connections outlined was a program for the reuse of source separated construction and demolition
waste at the Ridge Landfill. In their report Waste Connections sited insufficient space and costs for storing and separating mixed
construction and demolition waste and therefore would only be accepting segregated loads. We would like to get more clarification on
whether the benefits of expanding the reuse program to include mixed construction and demolition waste would essentially outweigh the
costs. More specifically, we would appreciate knowing:




the estimated tonnes of segregated and mixed construction and demolition waste they receive
the number of area businesses that may use an expanded reuse program
as assessment of how cost competitive an expanded reuse program would be to the alternative of landfill

Resource Recovery
Policy Branch, MECP

Waste Connections operates a fully integrated waste management system that
receives waste from upwards of 30,000 of its own customers. The customer base
generates a wide range of homogenous and non-homogenous waste materials on
a daily, weekly and monthly basis and that customer base is continuously changing
within what is a competitive marketplace, with new customers being added and
existing customers being lost every day. In addition, over ½ of the Ridge Landfill’s
capacity supports third-party haulers with their own similar industrial, commercial
and institutional customer (IC&I) base that is also continuously changing. Unlike a
municipality with a defined boundary of residential waste generators and the
authority to control where and how its waste materials are handled, the
predictive analysis requested is simply not possible for a single company to do for
IC&I waste.
In the case of municipal solid waste (MSW) this is not consistent with the Terms of
Reference for the project which limits the service area for MSW for the landfill to
the Municipality of Chatham-Kent. However, as a company that delivers waste
management services throughout the province, Waste Connections has many
municipal collection contracts beyond the Municipality of Chatham-Kent e.g. Peel
Region and Muskoka District. Waste Connections works closely with those
municipalities to support their waste diversion programs in ways that help them
meet their own unique needs and targets. Waste Connections also supports the
IC&I sector in Southern and Central Ontario (the proposed Ridge Landfill IC&I
service area) through its collection and processing (recyclables) facilities and thirdparty contracts with processors, brokers, end-users, etc. to assist them meet their
own waste diversion goals and obligations. In the IC&I sector alone and as stated
in the ToR, Waste Connections diverts in the order of 180,000 tonnes per year of
waste and also re-uses in the order of 160,000 tonnes per year at its Ridge and
Navan landfills in Ontario. Waste Connections is committed to continuing these
initiatives.
The rationale for not processing mixed loads of C & D waste at the Ridge Landfill
was provided in the Diversion Report. The vast majority of C & D waste in the
proposed service area is generated in Central Ontario. The cost and effort to truck
C & D waste to the Ridge Landfill in Blenheim, sort it and bring the recovered
material back to the possible markets in the GTA far exceeds the revenue that
could be generated and has negative implications from a GHG emission
standpoint. The aggregate industry in the GTA already captures much of this type
of material in quantities that are economically viable to process and re-market. In
2013, Waste Connections opened a 60,000 square foot plant to process C & D
waste generated in the GTA. The facility, which had been converted from a
transfer station, proved to be economically unviable and was shut down after 2
years. It stands to reason that if a facility located near the point of generation
couldn’t thrive under current circumstances, that a similar facility located at the
Ridge would also not be viable.
The random visual surveys conducted over a two week period in the fall of 2018
for the purposes of the Diversion Options Report indicated that about 8 % of the
material being received at Waste Connections transfer stations was C & D.
Also, as part of the Diversion Option Report, a survey of stakeholders in the
Chatham-Kent area was conducted that included numerous businesses and
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Table 1: Comments on the Draft Diversion Option Report dated December 24, 2018 (based on email correspondence)
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Comment

Commenter

Reuse is always preferred to disposal and is cost effective as long as there is a
demand to reuse whatever the waste item may be. Waste Connections does
reuse demolition materials such as wood, concrete and the like and recognizes the
benefit. Waste Connections will explore re-use options further including
consultation with Not-for-Profit organizations that participates in the local reuse
marketplace such as Habitat for Humanity or Salvation Army.
Other than approximately 35,000 tonnes of residential waste from Chatham-Kent,
the Ridge Landfill receives all of its waste from the IC&I sector, which contains
significantly less organic waste than does residential waste. There are already
commercial enterprises that specialize in servicing those sectors such as food
processing, restaurants and grocery stores known to have high organic content in
their waste streams. While Waste Connections is not an owner or operator of an
organic waste recovery facility, it does contract with specialized 3rd party organics
processing facilities to meet its customer requirements. Many of the transfer
stations approved to receive IC&I waste in the proposed Service Area and then
send waste to the Ridge landfill, are allowed to receive only de-minimis amounts
of organic waste because of potential odour issues. Consequently, the Ridge
landfill currently only receives a minimal amount of organic waste; it really
functions as a post-diversion residual disposal facility. In summary, these
statements are not applicable to the waste management system that Waste
Connections currently operates in relation to the Ridge Landfill or otherwise.
However, as a successful waste management services provider, Waste
Connections will continue to look for opportunities to provide new and innovative
services that meet customer needs and are economically viable.

Food and Organic Waste:
Waste Connections should be clearer in how they are being “consistent with” the Food and Organic Waste Policy Statement, which contains
direction on reducing and diverting food and organic waste for waste management service providers. Section 4 of the Policy Statement
addresses the “Management of collected food and organic waste”:
4.20 To maximize recovery of food and organic waste, owners and operators of recovery systems shall:
i. Manage source separated waste streams in a manner that limits contamination.
ii. Use appropriate technologies that can effectively recover materials.
iii. Not direct or send source separated food and organic waste for disposal.
4.21 To promote effective and efficient resource recovery, owners and operators of resource recovery systems may adopt financial
measures that encourage generators to maximize resource recovery and discourage disposal.

Resource Recovery
Policy Branch, MECP

3

Section 6 of the Policy Statement also directs proponents of landfills to explore opportunities to recover rather than dispose of food and
organic waste.
Section 6. Support Resource Recovery Infrastructure
6.8 Proponents of new or expanded waste management systems for disposal should consider resource recovery opportunities
for food and organic waste.

Waste Connections report states that leachate quality is being addressed and landfill gas is collected and that they are pursuing beneficial
use project for collected gas. This indicates to us that while the food and organic waste going to Ridge Landfill is being managed
appropriately, it is not being recovered and diverted as per the direction in the Policy Statement. The Policy Statement makes clear that the
recovery and diversion of food and organic waste is prioritized over its disposal. Therefore, we would like know more specifically how
Waste Connections intends to meet the direction applicable to them that is outlined in the Policy Statement.
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Response
business groups. As mentioned in the report, very few responses were received
leaving it difficult to immediately ascertain what volumes could be attracted to the
Ridge site from area businesses.

As stated in the ToR and reiterated in the Diversion Options Report, Waste
Connections is committed to supporting the Waste Free Ontario Act and related
policies. The ToR and the Diversion report summarizes the on-going and enhanced
diversion opportunities Waste Connections is committed to.
The purpose of the Diversion Report was to explore and provide consideration of
resource recovery options. This included consideration of food and organic waste
processing infrastructure and other programs that could support increased
diversion for that waste stream. Resource recovery opportunities have been
considered as part of Waste Connections completion of the Environmental
Assessment. As a successful waste management services provider, Waste
Connections will continue to look for opportunities to provide new and innovative
services that meet customer needs, address and support government policies and
are economically viable.
As a successful waste management services provider, Waste Connections will
continue to look for opportunities to provide new and innovative services that
meet customer needs, address and support government policies and are
economically viable. These services will likely occur much closer to the point of
generation of organic and food waste rather than at the Ridge landfill. We are
currently capturing, flaring and destroying landfill gas generated from decades of
past waste disposal.
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Response
Future gas generation trends will depend on how successful future efforts by
generators will be to divert such materials at source, so that they are not sent for
landfill disposal. Indeed this is an important consideration in evaluating
opportunities to invest in gas utilization opportunities at the Ridge landfill.

6 May 2019
Waste Connections Canada Ridge Landfill Expansion
Follow up to Diversion Report comments of 22 Feb 2019
+++++++++++++++++++++++++
Further to the response Waste Connections Canada (WCC) provided on February 22, 2019 to the Ministry of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP) on their Diversion Report, we offer the following for
consideration.
In their February 22, 2019 response to previous comments and in their 2018 Diversion Report, WCC indicated
that:
- Only approximately 35,000 tonnes of residential waste are received (from Chatham-Kent), the remainder
comes from IC&I sources;
- WCC is not an owner or operator of an organic recovery facility, but does contract with 3rd parties for
organic processing to meet certain customers’ requirements;
- WCC considered opportunities for food and organic waste diversion in their Diversion Report, Section
2.1.4 Source Separated Organic Waste Processing, indicating that:
o The Ridge Landfill would receive source-separated organics from Chatham-Kent, from both
municipal and IC&I sources;
o Organic wastes from other municipalities will not be considered due to restricted residential
service area of the proposed Ridge Landfill expansion (Chatham-Kent only);
o Source separated organics originating in Southern and Central Ontario from WCC customers
are assumed to be processed locally and not be transported to facility at the Ridge Landfill –
citing that additional cost and GHG generation for transportation is not practical.
o WCC attempted to quantify the amount and type of material that could be diverted from the IC&I
stream, using a 2 week visual waste survey at six WCC waste transfer stations, and concluded
that “… there are de minimis amounts of organic material, inadvertently mixed with incoming
waste by customers.”
In the Diversion Report, WCC presented one option for resource recovery of food and organic waste – an
organics processing facility at Ridge Landfill (in Section 2.1 At Ridge Landfill Options). WCC indicated that this
option was not viable, due in part to there not being a “… provincial requirement at this time to separate organics
from either the residential or IC&I waste streams …” and “… there is no assured continuous source of material
on which to base this undertaking.”
In Section 2.2 At-source and Elsewhere in the System Options, WCC does not explicitly consider food and
organic waste diversion.
In response we note that the Ontario’s Food and Organic Waste Policy Statement, issued under the Resource
Recovery and Circular Economy Act, 2016 includes Policy 6.8 which provides the following direction:
“Proponents of new or expanded waste management systems for disposal should consider resource
recovery opportunities for food and organic waste.” This policy directs proponents, such as WCC, to
consider resource recovery opportunities for food and organic waste.
We note that WCC has considered only one option for resource recovery of food and organic waste, with the
assumption that source separated organics will be processed locally. WCC also indicates that the transportation
cost and GHG emissions due to transportation limits and does not justify food and organic diversion.
Regarding the transportation issue, WCC notes in the Diversion Report that in 2017, 53% of the 1.3 million
tonnes of waste received at Ridge landfill was transferred through WCC processing / transfer stations located in
southern and central Ontario. This indicates that distance is not a barrier to transporting waste material in the
service area.
Also, WCC’s statement that “… since there is no provincial requirement at this time to separate organics from
either the residential or IC&I waste streams, there is no assured continuous source of material on which to base

this undertaking.” is not accurate, as the Policy Statement, under the RRCEA, issued in April 2018, provides
direction to both residential and IC&I generators to divert food and organic wastes.
Properly considering Policy 6.8 would involve assessing the state of food and organic resource recovery in the
entire service area of the proposal (which for IC&I sources extends beyond Chatham Kent to South and Central
Ontario) and considering opportunities for food and organic waste recovery.
The ministry requests that WCC consider identifying and assessing current and planned food and organic waste
resource recovery initiatives and infrastructure in place (to be in place) within the proposed service area (South
and Central Ontario), including materials recovered, operating capacity and utilization. This information will help
assess potential demand for new resource recovery capacity and whether new capacity could form part of the
proponent’s proposal.
As well, in support of Policy 6.8 WCC should also identify planned operational measures to actively and regularly
identify and promote opportunities for clients to recover food and organic waste through existing and or planned
programs in the service area.
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Notes
Item

Discussion

Action By

1.

Background on Policy Statement

N/A






2.

Atif provided background on the MECP’s Food and Organic
Waste Policy Statement that was issued in April 2018 as
part of the Resource Recovery and Circular Economy Act
(RRCEA), 2016.
Relevant sections for Waste Connections include Section 4
and Section 6.8.
The Food and Organic Action Plan has positive initiatives
that Waste Connections can respond to however, internally
at the MECP, not all actions are being carried forward with
the new government.

Background on the Diversion Options Report

N/A

1. Dillon provided an overview on the development of the
Diversion Options report and the options considered.
3.
3.1.

Response to MECP Resource Recovery branch comments in
May 6, 2019 memo.
Number of food and organic waste resource recovery options
considered
 Dillon noted that the Report considered two (2) on-site
processing options that involved organic waste (SSO
processing facility, mixed waste processing facility).
 MECP would like Waste Connection to further highlight
how it diverts organic waste from disposal (e.g., Seacliff,
Orgaworld) and consider offsite diversion options and
partnerships in the Diversion Options report.
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Dillon to update Diversion
Report to include further
descriptions of how
Waste Connections
diverts organic waste
from landfill.
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3.2.

State of Food and Organic Resource Recovery
 Sought clarification from MECP on what was being
asked.
 MECP mentioned the following areas requiring further
clarification or addressing:
o Policy statement requires municipalities to
develop and implement Green Bin programs.
o Landfill gas system depends on a certain
quantity of SSO being disposed and seems
contradictory to diversion of SSO.
o How the report will meet the targets identified
in the Policy Statement for the different
sectors.
 The Diversion Report will be updated to include a new
section on how Waste Connections is responding to
the Policy Statement and how the Policy Statement
may impact their current service area. The above
mentioned points will be addressed.
 BA noted that the landfill gas system addresses
historical waste disposed at the Ridge.

Dillon to update Diversion
Report and include a new
section on the MECP
Policy Statement.

3.3.

Planned operational measures for clients
 The Diversion Report will include how Waste
Connections will assist the Province in diverting food
and organic waste from disposal (i.e., content from
April 2018 memo from Waste Connections to MECP).

Dillon to update Diversion
Report to include content
from April 2018 memo.

Errors and/or Omissions
These minutes were prepared by Betsy Varghese who should be notified of any errors and/or omissions.
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